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“ The FAITHFul

SuRVEYOR:
T e A CHI NG

How to Meafure all manner of Ground

exaćtly, by the Chain onely :

Alſo, thereby to take Difiances of a Mile ſpace,

and the Situation of any Building.

S H E W I N G L I KE Iy I S E

The Making and Ufe of a New Inftrument, . .

called a Pandoron 3 which fupplies the uſe of

the Plain-Table, Theodelite, Quadrant,

Quadrat, Circumferentor, and

any other Obſerving Inſtrument.

As alſo divers Secrets for Conveying and Clenſing

of Water, Flowing and Draining of Grounds »

guenching Houſes om fire, &c.

With |

An Appendix unfolding Errours in Board
and Timber-meaſure:

With Direğions for Makinga carpenters ROLE.

By G E o R G E ATIVE L L late Teacher of the

e_Mathematicks in CA M B R I D G E.

|- Lo NDo N, . ,

Sold by Ralph Needham at the Bell in Little Britain. 1665.
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ºvaa Ad Ifanciedt egiddy humour
WPA2. e |

ofobſcure Wits, who deliver

: :: ; their dry Notions as dubiouſly,

#EŽ Sas as the deceitfull0racles did their

Refponfesofold; left by ſpeaking too plain

their fhallowneffe be made manifeſt to all

men: I might have fpoke as little fenfe in

*

as few words to as little purpoſe. But · ·

(leaving thefe to their folly) I never ac

counted their defign either prudent,orpo

litick ; who, havingenlarged their ſtock

of knowledge by the good Improvemenu

of their opportunities, deliver themfelves

fo darkly to the world, as if they had a

mind onely to fatisfie it what they could

do, not what they ſhould. I like Pythagoras

his counfel, xe Cofr#4ávºra Cost, aiyen: Eitherfpeak

topurpoſe,orhold your tongue: and,methinks,

his counſel pleafes me better; when I

remember the curious Naturallists ob

fervation,That men have a doublefence to keep

in this flipperymember, which infinuatesthus

much to us, Thatone had need bewary,
--IIzióy.



To the Reader. .

F.o.m.

Odyfy.

V. 23o.

--ni: ni-ºshºi-siji" What & How hefpeaks.

Now to walk fecure from the default of

each of thefe by-wayes is the drift of my

prefent writing: which, had not the profit

ofothers more ftirr'd me up to, then the

H0y'af.

ep. I.

lib. I.

profit, pleaſure, or honour I could have

propoſed to my felfin fuch an enterprize,

it mighthave lain buriedin oblivion:but I

remembred that faying of Iulie:Non nobis,

fed patriæ natijumus. The Law of humanitie

enjoyns us all with one ſhoulder to help

forward any uſefull or profitable deſign,

and to treaſure up our notions and obſerva

tions for the good of others. -

Condo, & compono, quæ mox depromerepoſum:

I lay up, that I may lay out : and we never fo

well difcharge our felves of our talents, as

when we moſt largely diffufe themto the

improvement of humane focietie. Seeing

then mylot is fallen among the Scriblers of

this preſentage, I make a double requeſt to

two forts of Readers. Firſi,to theingenious .

Scholar;who may, perhaps, naufeate this

homehfare and domeſticklunguage, and may,

tis notunlike,findflaws in the umyvary con

- nexion



To the Reader.

nexion of the fenfe, or unpolished contents.

my Apology is onely this, that I write to be

underſtood ofal, and fo bent my Countrey-

ſtile to the capacities of thoſe I fuppoſed

would chiefly put the contents ofit inpra

&ife. My Second requeft is to the honeft

countrey-Parmer, or whofoever he bewho

intends to mete his ground by my Chain :

that he would go through with it,&make

ithis own as he goes: for by fo doing he

may find benefit affuredly.My laft requeſt

is to both jointly:nottorejećt the gronnds

ofit without good reafon, nor without a

pair ofSpectacles to convince experience,

paris. Wews, the mother of Arts, as the Philo

fopher callsher. I might put this into the

ballance to weigh down the cenfure of

both,

s--aaga J yearíeyº žgov špzéio. -

But I forbear; left I ſhould tire theReader's

patience with too tedious a Prologue,let

ting Truth ftand on it's own bottom; and

commend it in general to the well-im

Provers ofit, and reft thy friend to ferve

thee, / |

G E ORGE LA TWELL.



The Author to his Book.

- o, little Boek, and travel through the land :

\_| Nane will refuſe to take thee in their hand. |

Fear neither Momus mouth, nor Zoilus quill: - *

e_Aſſuredly, there's none, can do thee ill.

Both ſimple, gentle; Barons, Lords, and Knights, |

Willtake thee for their chiefft ofdelights.

Thou teachest them to meaſure alltheir ground;

Which, certainly, will/ave them many a pound.Plain-table, and Pandoron with it's fight, i

Circumferentor, andTheodelite,

Quadrat, Quadrant, andChain alone: with theſe

Thow'le teach them for to meaſure withgreateaſe,

Some give a pcnny to a fºre that's past :

But thougivÉ pounds,forto prevent the wa/4.

Thou cleaneft water,flow'ſtand drain’ttheirgrounds,

Andbringeft waterplenty to their towns;

Thou teache/1 alſº toeprish their mold : -

LAndi'th meanwhile to fill theircheſts with gold.

Thus doing, thou/halt never beforgotten, |

But thoufhalt live, when I am dead, androtten.



-

upon his worthy Friend, M.cº.za ardı;
and this his exaćt Method of

Surveying.

O, new the Prefs ha', a new labour paft,

which ſheel her beſt acknowledge, if not laf.

We're did her leters/uch a poſturēſhow,
So advantage us, fince they firſt did know,

T” infirući the wºrld how they their Acres fhould

Caft-up and meaſure by the perch or rood. :

*7 was but of late, fince which applaufe we view'd

Some labours in thi kinde, and thought them good:

But they themſelves will now no more aſpire

To further praiſe, but all confent t’admire

Content, fince thou art come. So when we /pie

A curiour piece. that entertaires ezer eye

* with livelynefs, w approvet; yet, when we part,

’97ainfi/uch a rallied number dar’d appear?

Forget it in a livelyer pieces art.

Me thinks, I fee how with a glance men lay

s others afide,and by their longer ſtay

Speak their contentment of thy book, andfand

Surveying that as thou of late their land,

With fuch exałtneſs. --Here thine art s by thee

So rais'd, that truth meets with facility.

Before we did by Sines and Tangents go,

Theodelete, Circumferentor too;

* v

-

Wayes, that I figh to think of which at th' fight -

ofth marſhall'd figures able were t’affright

An una furedeye: who without fear

Armies offigures in the field then food,

Fore-fight it was (though without fear of bloud)

To reach an *herb; a ſign we could not know

T’or’ecome that bed, where lately it didgrøy.
/ * k

* Her

This

bam por

rigere.

Prov.



This by thy chain alone thou doft; and we

Admire thine art, admire thy brevity. |

Men ofthy temper, and that owna mind

As thiné, fo fearching, we may feek, not find:

At thoughts of it we can fecurely crie, , .

Th' acuteft mindstill ha's the piercing ft eye.

John Hutchinfon, Trin. Coll.

-

* -

To his honoured friend, Mr. George Atwell,

on his Faithfull surveyour,

Ee the file alters; Poets did but feign:

Counter-Pandora zaiek kerke- ºgwin.

Salsbury-ftones, that pos’d the bakers loaves,

Might here have fet themſelves in thefe thy grover.

Thy hand hath meted, and be fure to try

There's nothing in’t but fquar’d by Geometry.

But found thy Art, and teach us how to get

Some lands, as thou haft taught to meaſure it:

For, while we other's mete, our ſpirits rife,

And in their acres we but Tantalize.

Tet,’tis too true, eſtates take no degree

I'th Confines of our Univerfity.

He, who was askd, Where our poffeffions lay,

Might well have thus refolv'd, In Terr’ Incognita,

Or, In the Iſles, that well may bear the date,

From their unlucky feat, Infortunate.

Help out, invention; and afft, ye hands:

'Tis Scholars fate, you fee, to have no lands.

Jfany they appropriate will have,

Thej muſt, Ben-Syra-like, mete out their grave:

Oy



or elfe, ifall plots fail, may try their skill

T, take the angles of Parnaffus hill:

But wee’le fufpend ourjudgment, and not dare

Tº queſtion, till we fee thy Finis there.

The Welſh-mans femtence was content to ffay

The Apoftles leafure till the Judgement-day:

Aud, ſhall not we with patience wait to fee

The true Effigies of thy Art and thee.

. Till then weele try our skill, no ſpirit rãife,

Without a Charm, t’encircle thee with bays.

I. Charles, 7. ^ Philomath.

To the praiſe of the Ingenuous Book of his

honoured friend, Mr. George Atwell, call'd

hisFaithfull Surveyour.

On the Authors name,

G E O R G I Z) S eA T W E L. L.

eAnagram.

AGRoS E Vv LT w Ł EGI.

T: book's thine own, none need to fear,

Each leaf thy pićture in't doth bear.

It's the Idea of thy mind,

And face to both are here conjoyn'd.

On his Book.

Do not wonder that Meduſa's head

At fight coula render living mortals dead;

Since the peruſal of this book. (Whoſe vein

The richeft gems of wifedome doth contein)

Iſeeing wondred, wondring dead I fell,

Tºvifº much læk:infº/malla/lt.
On



onthe Author.

W:: fplendour can, or Jove, or Saturn add

(who borrow all) to Sol moſt richly clad

In golden veſtiments? to Sol, whoſe rays

Each mornforetells to all their Halcyon dagf?

Mufe. Tº averre he wants no praiſ.

W#glorythin (dear Muſe, I prethee, teh)

To him (rhºfe name fubſcribd ſhows ansantwell)

ought we to give? to him, whoſe pregnant wit

Shall live, while others may in filence fit.

Muſe. On earth there's none, that's fit.

O: earth theres nonę, that's fit? then far the skie, ,

Brave George I whoſe fame beyond the cloud, dih rife.

In ſpight ofenvíes Clog, and does aſpire

Heavens Canopie beſet around with fire.

Thither thyfelfretire.

–D. Jenner. A. B. Trin. coll.

To his much reſpected Friend, M. George Aiwen,

upon his Book OfSurveying, &e.

T? dref my lines in praiſe of Thee, my quill

"de wiſh to dip, where Poets once diáfill

Their verfing pens, whoſe thoughts when they'drehearfe,

Like metall in a mould would un to verſe:

I de ſhºw my felfthen gratefuller tº Thee,

Zhen theſe detracting times coalaſpitefilter.

Herejon the Curtain draw, and leta,fee

The nºw-known worth ofconceal'd myſterie. .

"7 was Nature form d the earth gave treafare: . . . .

*** how to give the price, and meaſure .

with



ar

with lines unparalled thembroidredground,

To G & O R GE alone his praiſe it muſt redound:

'Tis e 4 T W E L L gets the fart of Fancies raifd;

They at H/S publiſht work may ftandamaz d. , .

Let all the H O O K now view; give her the praiſe,

That made the tools: but reach to him the bays,

That is the Artift, andwho undertook .

To make himſelf the Author of this Book,

To diſſolve Riddles, make Ænigmaes plain,

Which have requir dan OEdipus his brain.

Envy, begone, Apollo; be their guide: .

. Tofee what Gordian kyots are here unty'de;

And couched handſomely what might in ſhort

Pleaſe both the Learned and the Vulgar fort.

H. Rich, A. B. (olt. Gon & Caii.

The Contents of the Chapters in

The Faithfull Surveyour.

Chap. - - Page.

I. O; errours in Land-meafare. †

I J. Qfmaking and keeping the Field-book,

- andmeaſuring Paſture by the Plain-Table. 7

III. How te fet down your notes in your Field book:

- and to draw yourfation-lines by the Plain

Table. . . 9

IV. Ofplotting at home, and of feveral ways. 23

V. of Calculation, or caſting up. 25

V I. -of meafaring a Wood. 29

V II. Of dividing or laying out of ground. 29

VI I H. To meaſure arable-common field-land. 3 I

IX. Of hilly grounds. / 32

X. Ofreducinga Plot from agreater to a leffer. 37

XI. of meaſuring Paſture-groundby the Chain one- /

- * * 3 ty

- *



The Contents.

XXIX.

\ X XX, Of cleanfing water.

ly, and that as ſpeedily and exastly, as with

any Instrument whatſoever, and with lefs

help,though in myftie weather; and to plot,

ſhut, and prove the plot thereby alſo. 39

. . . . To meaſure a Wood by the Chain onely. H-3

XIII. Oftaking diſtances by the Chain onely. 46

XIV. To take the declination of any freight upright

wallfor Dialling, by the Chain onely. 48

XV. OfColouring and beautifying of Plots. 52

XVI. To meaſure allmanner of ground by the Pan-

doron, orany other graduated Inſtrument. 53

XVII. In meaſuring by graduated Inſtruments, to

know if your Plot will ſhut, or no. | 57

XVIII. To take terreſtrial difiances by the Plain-Ta

ble, or Pandoron, as by the Table. 58

XIX. To do the like by the Pandoron as it is a 22a

- drant, or by any graduated Instrument. 58

XX. , oftaking altitudes and diſtances Celeſtial by -

the Pandoron, or Quadrant. -* 6I

XXI. of taking altitudes terreſtriat éy the 2wadrant. 63

XXII. oftaking altitudes terreſtrial by the Quadrant

or Pandoron. 66

XXIII. To take the fituation ofa place for a Dial,with

---- . , the declination and reclination thereofby the

Pandoron. - 7 1

XXIV. of conveying water. 76

XXV. of Inſtrumentsfor conveying water,có their ufe. 82

XXVI. offlowing of grounds. 86

XXVII. of drayning of Grounds. 88

XXVIII. To cleanſe a ditch, whether it be full of flaggs,

or mud, and not empty out the water. 93

of cleanſing a Pond fix or feven pole broad,

being grown over with a coat of weede,

that it will near bear one, without abating

the water. - 93

94

XXXI. of



- The Contents.

XXXI. Of quenching an houſe on fire:

XXXII. Ofkeeping a fire light all night, without afar

- thing charge. -

XXXIII. oflaying down of ground for Pasture.

XXXIV. of the choiſe of a rich ground.

XXXV. Of inriching lean ground.

XXXVI. Of planting willowr.

95

99

1 OO

I O2.

IO4

I IO

XXXVII. of reducing wood-land to ſtatute-meaſure, .

- and fiatute to Wood-land.

XXXVIII. To finde any feale that a plot is made by, the

/ content being known. |T

XXXIX. of making an Index, or Table,whereby readily

to finde out any ground that ever you have

meaſured, and to tell the quantity of them
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Addenda o Emendanda.

Gentle Reader,

I defire thee to take notice of theſe my Additions,

and Emendations, before thou readest mý
Book.

· G. A.

Page 9. l. 8. for first, read where- page 14 line 2. put out not page 21. for ſub

tendents C X 674, and 756. which are at the top of the third column, fit them at he

bºttom of the firfí andfecond columns; p. 27. againſi line 24, &c. fet in the margin, T,

bring links into acres and poles. p. 28 l 5 for 7. read 77., p. 36 l. 23. after quadrant,

read book or paftboard. p. 37. l. 2. read, tran vix from the line drawn. p. 42 l. o.

for is, r. in. and line 15. likewife you may and l. 33 r. to the line. p. 43. l. , s. r.

a fpinny of wood. P 45 t, * 1. r fave onely if in meaſuring you have any forry

bound book or paft-beard: and againſi line 23 write, How to fèt out 4 perpendicalar

into an angle with the chain onely, p. 37,1. 28. for mark r. work. p. 63. i 19. y. the

whole angle B. p. 64. I lo r. A, I finde, and l. 13. at D, I finde p. 65. l. 7. for :

r. 16. and l i 1., & l. 13, fºr L. r. lin. p. 69: 1. 12. for edge, r. eye. ana í 39. ;:

1 oo of the Quadrate ; p. 7o. l. 34; for you, r. I. p. 72. l. º: for declination, r, the

angle of the wall and Sun. p. 73. l. 1 o put out, As the Radius to the fine of the Suns

greatest declination 23. 31. and write it ibus ; - -

As Radius -

‘ro fine of the snns greateſt declination 2 3 3 1. -

So is the fine of the Suns distance from the neareft Equator 36 96oo8o –

To the fine of the declination defired 1 o 4 - 964184

- - • 9242

p. 74. i bere is a betterfigure in pag. 5 ſ. p. 78. the commaes ſhould be left out,: :::..
for lines, r. times. p. 85. l. 33. r. a foot and an half long. and l. 36. r. feriles. p. 96.

l. 29. for tre-fole, r. trefoot. ? 1 12. l. 1o. for 32 82, r. 23 822

In the Appendiæ.

Page 1 3o.line 12. for fquare, read ſtroke. l. 15. diffinguiſh at third: at l. 16. at

that. l 25. for fines, r. fives i 3o. r. 5, to, 15. l 33. for 38 r. 3o. p. 135, l. 31.

for 2. r. 12. s. 141. 1.1o. diftinguiſh a 8. p. 142. l. 9. for fet, r. get.

|



Ivers are of that opinion, That if two

* pieces of land are of equal peripherie,

that thoſe two pieces are both of one

and the fame content. But that is eaſily

# diſcovered falſe; for let one piece of

§: land lie in a true fquare; being a quarter

ofa mile ſquare,or8o poles fquare,viz.

- a mile in all; the contentis juſt 4o.acres.

For every one knowes, that 4o pole long, and 4. pole broad; .

or 8o. pole long and z. pole broad, make an acre. Therefore

8o pole long, and 8o pole broad, muſt needs make 4o, acres,

and that 8o. times 8o. is 640o. pole, which divided by 16o.

(the polesin an acre) is juſt 4o: acres. But in a Circle of a

mile about, viz. 32o. pole, if (according to Archimedes) we

multiply the Circumference by 7. which is 224o; and divide it

by 22. it gives 1o1 ## the diameter: now then, if we multiply

half the diameter 5o and ##, or 5o and # by half 32o, the

Circumference, viz. 16o. (which are alſo the polesin an acre)

firſt 16o. by 5o. is 5o. acres: then multiply 16o, by Io, facit

-16oo. which divide by 11. it gives 145. pole and }; , fo that

the Circle contains more then the fquare by more then a fifth

part. And as in land, fo in timber; and therefore that muft

needs be a falſe way of meaſuring round timber, to girdit

about, and to take the fourth part thereof for the fquare,

as plainly appears in this; that,when they have hewed it, they

make more ofit then they made before. Alfo a fquare is more

capacious then an oblong; for every Shepherds boy can:
- A - t . tİlat:



2 the Faithfull Surveyour. Chap. 1.

that if he hath but 24. hurdles in his fold, and that it goes

upon a rood, where he hath but one at each end, and 11 on

each fide; his ſheep will lie thicker a great dealthen if his fold

goes fix on each fide, and end : though he knows not the pro

portion, yet he perceives a fenſible difference, and fo well he

may, as being more then three to one ods. Forit is as 11 to

36. for once II. is but II, and fix times fix is 36. And for

want of this knowledge many furfeit their fheep in fummer,

by lying too hot. If I may adviſe, they ſhall never lay ſheep

thicker, then to allow 2o, foot of ground to each fheep, fo

that if you have rodhurdles of 8. foot a piece, vız, 64, foot;

in one hurdle ſquare I would not put above 3. ſheep and #;

nor in flat hurdles of nine foot long, above four ſheep, and fo

doing, if your 24. nine foot hurdiesgo fquare,it may hold 96.

fheep, and your 24. eightfoot hurdles 84, fheep.

Another greaterrour I have known maintained by a great

Rabbi Surveyour; that in meaſuringa triangle, it holds good

to take the half of any fide for the bafe, and the whole per

pendicular from the angle oppofite to that bafe, to the middle

ofthat bafe, es vice verſâ, and their product to give the con

tent. But this is demonſtrated to be falſethus. În this oblong

figure A B C D,let the two fides AB,and CD be 3 o a piece,

and the two fides AC, and B D4o a piece, fo 3o multiplied

by4o, gives 12oo. the content of this oblong, which is divi

ded into two rećtangle triangles, by the Hypotenuſe A D,

which two triangles ABD, and ACD are both equal, for

that the fides A B, and CD are equal by conſtrućtion, alſo the

A r I} A Cand BD are equałby construction, and .

T | A Dis common to both; therefore the two

; : : | angles B. and Care equali likewife the two

| triangles ABD, and A CD are equal, per

i 4. prop. Element the 1. Axiom. the 7. Qua

El G ejusdem fant dimidia, inter fe funt æqualia:

-N I | therefore either triangle muſt contain 6oo.

: Nowinthe triangle A CD, to diftover the

„.^ : falfhood,we muff firſt findethe length ofthe

|- A: line
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line ED thus. Firſt,fquare the line CD,3o facit 9oo.alſo ſquare

CE, 2ɔ, facit 4oe; then C being a right angle , and we ſeek

E D, the Hypotenufe, we muſt adde 4oo,and 9oo,facit 13 oo,

whoſe fquare root is E D 36 #4, multiply this by 2o, the half

ofAC,facit 721, :, the content, too much almoſt by a fixth

part, beingit ſhould be but 6có, and fo you ſhall finde it, if

you multiply AC, 4o.by halfCD,15. for the oblong AFHC,

is equal to the oblong F B DH, therefore it is the half of

A B CD Alfo the triangle D G H, which is taken out of the

triangle D CA,is equall to the triangle AF G, added to it.

Or if you will,makeAD the bafe, upon which you may let fal

a perpendicular from the angle C; but thenit muftnot fall on

the middleof the line,except it be the baſe ofan Ifofceles trian- ,

gle but ifyou will needs finde thetrue place ofthe field where

theperpendicular muftfal, know noinftrument you can work

by,be it plain-Table,Theodelete,Quadrant,Circumferentor,no

not ſo ſimple as the chain alone, but you may fet out a ſquare

by it; therefore fet up your instrument in the ſtation-line, go

ing forward ftreight init, till you ghueffetħat a line out of the

angle will cut yonr ſtation-linefquire-wife, which if you think

u are far enough, fet upyourinſtrument there and firſt let it

ehold the mark you came from ; ifit doth not then behold

alſo the mark you go to,you are out of your line, and muftre

move it fide-wayes which havingrećtified it that way,thenfee

if it look right into the corner: which if it do, it gives you

the place in the ſtation-line defired, which is 32 from A, and

but 18. from D, viz.: at H, which is thus made good. As the

bafe 5o. is to 7o. the fumme of 3o, and 4o the two other

fides AC, and CD; fois the difference of the fametwo fides

1o, to 14, which 14 being taken out of 5o, the whole bafe,

the perpendicular fhall fall on the middle of the remain 36,

the half whereof is 18, to which adde 14, it makes 32 from

A to I, as afore ; and that taken out of 5o leaves I D, 18,as

afore. Now to finde the length of the perpendicular CI, if

you meaſure it in the field you will finde it 24 pole, which is .

thus proved. Take the fquare of the fide A I, 32, which is

- - A 2 IO24.
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1o24, out of the fquare of AC, 4c, viz. 16oo, reſts 576,

whoſe fquare rootis 24,the perpendicular defired. Now if you

multiply 5o the whole bafe by 12. the half perpendicular : or

25. the half of 50. by 24, you have 6co, as afore. Thus

you fee it double proved, that this way of taking the middle

of the bafe for the fall of the perpendicular, is for the moſt

part an extream falfe way: and the fixth part of the ground

and more may be eaſily got and loft hereby: infomuch that I

have known by this very errour above twenty pounds got and

loft in one day between the buyer and feller, feverall times,and

by feverall men. But whether Balls of London uſed this way,

or worfe, l know not, who was fent down by the Lady

Morriſon, to furvey a Farm at Hardwick near Shefford in Bed- .

fordſhire, whereof ſhe had let a new leafe for 21 years to one

Childe at fivefhillings the acre. Balls makes of it 4oo acres

juft: Childe thinks himſelf wronged, fends for me, defiring

me to meaſure it, not faying a word to me upon what terms,

or that it had been meaſured before. I fet to work,and having

done, I give in mine account for 322 acres. He asked me if I

would juſtifie it. I told him, I accounted him as my friend, I

would ſtay for fatisfaćtion a twelve-moneth, let him keep my

plats, if in that timel were difproved two acres, I would have

nothing for doing it. Whereupon he works to the Lady to

fend another to meaſure it; but durft not let her know he had

meaſured it, but that his reapers, and mowers, nor his feed ne- -

vergave it for fo much. He prevails with her, ſhe fends ano

ther; he meaſuresit, knowing aslittle of any mans meaſuring,

as I did of Balls. Upon his account we two differed but one

rood in the whole thing, which he had made it leffe then I

did, by reafon I meaſured half Shefford-brook more then he

did. So I fav'd him 19 pounds ten fhillings per annum; which

ifit had been yearly payment, at tenin the hundred, as money

was then, compound intereft came to above 12oo. pounds,

but being half yearly payments, nine pounds 15 ſhillings, half

yearely, 42 payments at five in the Ioo, which was the com

mon reckoning both then and now ftill for half a year, comes

- [O
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to above 13oopounds, a good Farmers eſtate. Therefore it

behoves every man that hath, or may for himſelfor friend

have occafion to let or hire, buy or fell land or timber, not

to go on othermens legs, norto fee with anothermans eyes,

that have fuch eafie means to attain the skill of it themſelves.

I make no doubt but that there are many Gentlemen,who have

fpent much time in the Univerfitie in Muſick, yea, and other

ftudies too, do wiſh at this day,(and more would wiſh,ifthey

could feeit) they hadat leaft fpent fome of that time in the

Mathematicks; whereby they might have benefited both them

felves and their Countrey: which in commendations ofit, Pi

tifeus in his Preface to his book geodeticorum faith, Socrates

hunc principalem Geometrie finem eſſe ſtatuebat, ut agrum pla

num metiri, divideréque poſsit. I have feen fome ſpend eight

years in learning Mufick ; ifthey would beſtow but two years

in the Mathematicks, it would have done them more good,

and they might have done the Common-wealth good. Of all

the feven liberal Sciences that may beſt befpared, as leaft bene

ficial to a Common-wealth; and for my part, l had rather (if

you will believe me) that my feet could pace Iooo acres of

land of mine own,then my fingers to play loooleffons on the

beſt Lutein the town, though í might have it for my labour;

and he that is not of my minde, it’s pitie, ifever he have Icco

acres but he ſhould changethem for a fiddle Recreation, con

feffe, is good; but I would not have it made an occupation.

They will account it ſmall recreation hereafter to be able to

fay, Poſthabui tamen illorum mea feria ludo.

Divers fuch falfities I have feen, but I am loth to digreffe

too much. Diyers other falfe ways there are ; but I had ra

ther I were come to lay down true ways, then to diſcover er

rours. Therefore that we take not a fälfe way to our purpoſed

end, we will ride ſtreight on to the next town; viz., the un

certain ways : where we muft ftay a little, and give our pen

drink too, thatfo we may the eafier finde the true wayin ſuch

uncertain ways. - - |- - - - -

First, itis nó certain way to lay agreat deal of land upon a

** - - A 3 little:
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little paper, as to work by the fcale of 32. as many do,where

by upon each inch of paper they lay fix acres, one rood, 24

pole; and it is an eafie matter for a good Artift with good in

ítruments to fail an acre in an hundred, much more with fo

finall a fcale, and blunt compaffes : neither is there any that

ever I knew uſe lo ſmalla ſcale, that can or dare fay, that he is

able to diftinguiſh a quarter ofa pole, whereby oft-times there

is fixin the hnndred got and loft, not in a year, but in a day.

Secondly, To truftonely to the needle in any graduated in

strument, as Circumferentor, Theodelete: and partly for fear

of a loadſtone near; and alſo it is a hard matter by an ordi

nary needle, though offour or five inches long, to diftinguiſh

a degree, much leffe five or fix minutes. -

Thirdly, For over-curious ways, fuch as if I ſhallfpend fo

much more time then ordinary, that the gain or loffe will not

countervail the timebeſtowed on it: therefore as upon buying

and felling there is fome land of zo or 4o pound the acre :

fome I have meaſured where every man in the town hath hired

the tythe communibus annis, for two fhillings per acre ; others

have undertook plowing for 2 ſhillings fix pence, others have

let for five fhillings, as the Lady Morriſon aforefaid. Now I

will not ſtand fo curiouſly upon that of five fhillings per acre,

nor work by fo large a fcale, as for that of 3o or 4o pounds

the acre. This comesto five fhillings the pole, the other very

little above half afarthing a pole. Two pole got or loft in the

firft is the Surveyour's ordinary dayes wages, whereas five

acres of the otherwill but do it. Again, as there may be curi

ofity in meaſuring, fo there may be in cafting : but let the

fame rule be the guide in both : and although Pitiſcus hath

done exceeding learnedly through all his book, as like a Ma

thematick-Profeffour, and well skilled in the doctrine oftrian

gles ; yet he that fhail feek out his fides, bafes, and perpendi

cularsby Sines, Tangents, or Logarithmes; or caft them up by

Logarithmes, as fome others hauetaught of late: yet neither

Piriſcus norhis followers havefhewnthemſelves practitioners;
neither of them ever meaſured, plotted, and caft 9oo“: in

three
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three days, whereof for a mile together the fide was as

ftreight as Hockley-brook, as the Proverbis: (for it was Hock:

ley-brookit felf)yet platted and caſtevery crook; and fo did I

shefordbrook alſo: and M. wingate hath meaſured rooo on

a dãy near Bigglefwade in Bedfordſhire. I denie not but theſe

men may and have good skill in the Theorie, but as little in

the Pračtick as the Londoner, that asked the countrey-Malt

fter ifmalt did not grow upon trees. Such a London Mathema

tician (perhaps) was Balls aforefaid, a perfect Surveyour, but
never ſaw acre of land o that he miffed but 78

acres in 322. #“Y, Ż. :::* - ----

# * # :;)
-

##;

|- :- - - \; # J'_' *: - a i

of making and keeping the ook, and meaſurinf making -: by the plain-Table. g

$. I. I: you intend to praćtife Surveying, make you a book

1 of a quire ofgodd strong paper, fo folded, that the

breadth of the leavesmay be in ottavo, and the length thereof

maybe the length of two quarters, wellbound with vellum,

that you may layit on your left arm to write: and ifit be your

firſt book that you have filled, write on the covera great (A).
If the fecond :::::: the third (C), &c. Then page your

firſt párt of your book (A)yallbut fome H2 leaves at the lat

ter end, on each feverall page whereof you ſhall write a feve

rall letter of the Croß-row in Alphabeticalorder, and fo your

book is ready to go to work - - -

How to choftheir first fanding in Pasture ground :
* - for the plain-Tağle. . e :

§. 2. As foon as you come into the field make a mark, as

fome hole with a paddle-ſtaff, or ftick up fome paper, or both,

at the firſt corner youcome at; which ifit be adjoyningin that

place to another pafture, then chooſe your ſtation or hole (if

be poſſible) that it may be right againſt fomegap,g":
v - 11C
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v

file (which commonly in all paftures there are near the cor.

ners, or elfe you will be forced to cut an hole through the

hedg with a bill, that fo from that ſtation you may fee to the

further fide of that ground, or fo far as you can, to ſtrike a

line. But let that hole or mark be fet four or five foot from

any hedgorditch, fo that you may fetupyour inftrument, and

have firm ſtanding to ſee in a ſtreight line to the further fide

of the ground you arein, both on your left hand, and on

your right : fo that you, touch not upon the hedges, nor in

cumber your felf with wood, buſhes, houſes, nor waters,

though you are driven to go nine orten poles off at one end,

and but nine or ten links at the other. Whatſoever others bid

you always go parallel to the hedge, regard it not; for if you

do fo, you ſhall have workenough till Wedneſday. What will

theſe men do when they come at Hockley-brook? It will hold

them a week to meaſure a furlongſtreight; and they have no

way left, but onely to equal one place with another byghuefs;

neither, alas poormen ! do they know which way to go about

to plot it; whereby though they do hit the true quantitie by

chance, as the blinde man may ſhoot and hit a crow, is that a

tsue plat of the form ? and who knows not but brooks, ri

vers& the very feasthemſelves alter in time,witneffe Hercules:

pillers ? and how can they go pa- ~ - - - - - |

rallel by this whim-wham ? Be-

fides, that by the plain-Table they

do plotall as they go, fo that they

had need have a great deal of #irweather, nodevie mor

nings, and becauſe they know neitherhow to meaſure nor plot

fucň a piece, we have not had one that hath wrote of Šur

veying theſe thirty years, but have been all asmute as fiſhes
in it. . . . . . . . . .

; ; ; ; ; ; , ' ' ', , - - - · · · ·
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Chap. 3. The Faithfull Surveyour.

- CHAP. III. / /**/, ';

How to fet down your notes in your Field-book, and th dranº

|- your station-lines by the plain-Table. ~ \ . *

H: made choife of your firft ftation, before you be:

JL Jigin to meaſure,take your field-book,& on the top of the

firſt page write the name of the Pariſh firſt the ground lies in.

Secondly, the year and day. Thirdly, the name of the clofe.

Fourthly, meaſured by me, and for I. R. contra py. R. or if

you are indifferently hired on both fides, write inter I. D. c3

D. 1. Fifthly, your directour. Sixthly, your helper. And

Seventhly, which way you went forward, whether cum Sole,

or contra Solem : Cum Sole in a pafture is, when the hedge is

on your left hand ; contra Solem, when on the right.

Thenin your field-book about two inches from the left fide

ofthe leafdraw a line with yourpen ftreight down to the bot- -

tom ofthe leaf and on the left fide about an inch from the line

write A, fignifying the firſt ſtation, or the mark you ſtand on,

and cloſe to it on the fame fide, write O, fignifying the begin

ning of the line; then if you intend to go contra Solem,mea

fure how many links are to the hedge or ditch on your right

hand, and fet them down right againſt A on the right fide of

the line; fo all your lengths, as you go in the ftation-line, muft

be fet down on the left fide of that down-right line, and all

the breadths on the right fide. Yet before you go forward,

you muft know theſe feveral things.

Prolegomena. Firft, That always a ditch muft be meaſured

with that ground on which the hedge ſtandeth. -

Secondly, That you never need fet up your Table at A; un

leffethere be another clofe adjoyning, which you are alſo to

meaſure; nor yet at the laft angle : fo that if the ground have

four angles, you need fet up your instrument but at the fecond

and third ; neither is there neceflitie of fetting it up at the

third, if you be fure you have meaſured all the ſtation-lines

right, calling your Angles B C D E in order, &c. by reafon

you may fet out the two laft ſtation-lines ofany ground what
Îoever by the fcale and compaffes, by tranning the f: of

B the[I]

*

v.
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them, and prieking thelaft, as ſhall be ſhown more at large,

when we come to ſpeak of meafuring by the chain onely,

Thirdly, If one of your fides be buſhy,woody, watery,&c.

that you cannot come at the hedge for fuch things, leave that

for the laft, fo that it be a freight fide; for your plot will give |

you that fide: fo that, if you have done all right thitherto,

you cannot fail in that, neither need you meaſure it, fave for

triall fake.

Fourthly, You muft know, that wherefoever you have two

cloſes to be meaſured joyning together, the ftation-line in one

clofe ferves alfo for the other, and the additions in one clofe

are the ſubtraćtions from the other.

Fifthly, If a fair plotin colours berequired, you muft ftill,

as yeu go in your ſtation-lines, take notice and fet down in

your field-book all Churches, houſes, rivers, ponds, gates,

ways, paths, ftiles,arbors, wind-mills, great fingle trees,woods,

&c. which fall within compaffe of your plot or fquare, and

fet them down in your diſtance from the ftation-lines. If they

be not on the fame fide of the ſtation-line that the hedge is

on, mark them with a croffe, and draw them all in your fair

plotin profpećtive in their proper colours, with their manner

of fituation, Eaſt or Weſt, North or South, and your needle

in any of your instruments will help you always, making the

North-fide of your plot the over end, as you may fee in plots

of countreys ; and at the bottom fetting a fcale of poles beau

tified with compartiments, and a pair of compaffes : but your

fcale for this plot may (if the ground be very large) be ſmaller

then that you meaſure by. |- -

Sixthly, Before you begin you muft make choife of your

fcale, wherein you are to confider the bigneffe of the ground,

the bigneffe of your paper, and the price or value of the

ground, and whether on purchafe, or hiring, and that for a

longer or fhorter time, yet howfoever it is good, though it be

upon letting, not to be too careleffein it: for I have been im

ployed upon letting between Sir 7ohn Crofts and Sir William

Bryars, yet before they concluded, they agreed on a purchafe

by
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by the acre upon the fame meaſure ; therefore I feldome mea

fure upon purchafe with a ſcale more then 8, neverabove i o in

the inch; nor upon hiring feldome above Io, never above 12.

Seventhly, Before you begin, you muft confider wherea

bouts of your ground you begin, that fo turning the length of

the Table to the longeſt way of the ground, and beginning at

the like place of the paperas you do on the ground, you may

(not taking too fmall a fcale) lay all that ground upon that

ſheet of paper, or (at leaft) all that you can meaſure that day;

for it is fomewhat troublefome to ſhift your paper in the field,

or to fall befide it for a piece of a clofej for which, if you do,

we will give you theſe five remedies. *

1. If it be but a ſmall matter, and prefently comes on a

gain, you may lift up the rulers, and that paper which they

: down cut itfo,that fo much as you need may lie upon the

fillefS. - -

2. If that will not be enough , you may make your

ſtation-line that you came,or elfe do come on, ſhorterthen in

deedit ſhould be by Ioor 2o pole, taking the next angle upon

the fame line as if it were the end of it; and then making a

new plot at home, your own reafon will direct you better then

I can fhew it : for it is eafier perceived upon triallin the field,

then exprefied by word or ſcheme; but then you muft lay

down none but ftation-lines and angles. • ,

3. The moſt common help that Surveyours ufe is to re

move the paper nearer one end of the Table, and then with

a piece of mouth-glue, which they uſually carry with them,

they glue on what paper they think they ſhall need, and then

faſten it down with the rulers again. -

4. If your plain-Table be alſo a Pandoron, or have a femi

circle,ora Quadrant, you may at any time,either in this cafe or

cafe of moiſt weather, take off your paper, and help your

ſelf thereby, as ſhall be ſhown hereafter.

5. By the chain onely and your field-book; whereof alſo

hereafter in its place. ; . . . '

Eightly, Before youbegin you muſt know, that both at the
- B -2 begin
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beginning and ending of everyſtation line, and every crook

ofthe hedge, both inward and outward, you muft meaſure the

neareft diſtance between the ſtation-line and the hedge (for

all breadths muft cut the ſtation-line fquire-wife) and fo make

two right angles at the ſtation-line, and that is the beſt way:

and fo doing, all the pieces on the out-fide the ſtation-line

will be either rećtangle triangles, or elfe compounded of an

oblong and a rečtangle triangle: the area of both which is

found by adding the breadthat both ends together, and take

# of it for the common breadth, which multiply by the whole

length, and you have the content. And fometime your beft

way to finde the ſhorteft distance into an angle,isto fet up the

Table right in the ftation-line : if ftanding at the fore-mark

you fee by the edge of the Table the backer mark, and then

ftanding at the backer end you fee the fore-mark, then are

- you right in the line. If now withallone or both of your o

ther fides look right into the angle, then are you right. And

all thefe lines muft be entred into your field-book, which fall .

perpendicular upon the ſtation-line,every one in their order on

the right fide of the line,and on the left fide right againſteach

of them their correſpondent lengths, how far each of them is

off from the laft ſtation. Or elfe you may ftrike aftation-line

into the angle,and fo make/calenumtriangles,but that is notfo

certain, and asks more labour. -

Ninthly Before you go forward you must propoundto your

felf a mark togo upon on the farther fide the ground, or if

it be quite beyond the ground, though it be a mile, it matters

not: fo that ſtanding at A you may fee it clear from the hedge, -

yet as near to the hedge asyou can ; whether it be parallelor

no, care not. If you can fee no fuch mark neither near the

further fide, nor beyond, then either you muft fend one before

to fick up a ſtick with a cloth or paper on it; or to ſtand there

till you come, with fome white before his breaft. And more

over fee, if you can fee fome other mark between him and you

right in the fame line, beit either flower, weed, graffe, dung,

&c to be a guide for the fore-man, to keep him right in the

line, that carrieth the fore-end of the chain. Tenthly,
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Tenthly, Whereas you muft have ten ſticks about a foot

Îong apiece, whitled and ſharpned at the great end, let two

take the chain, one at one end, the other at the other : let the

former take the fticks, and let him be fure to lead ftreight in

the line, which for his guide therein he hath thefe helps, -

Firft, he muft always be right in the line with his two marks How to,

before him, till he comes at the firſt. Secondly, after he isl:::en

come at the firft, let him every time he fticks down a fick, :, 4

look backward to fet himſelf right in a line with thoſe two.:"

And thirdly, if there be no middle-man, let the hindmoft .

ftanding at A guide the foremoft right in a line to B: and af

ter the firſtchains length,let the hindmoſt guide the foremoft,

and the foremoft the hindmoft: for if the hindmoſt fee the

foremoft right in a line between him and B, and the fore

moſt fee the hindmoſt right in the line between him and A,

then are they both in the right line between A and B. Then,

to go forward, let the foreman take all the ſticks, and tell

them at the beginning at each change, and at the end (for the

moſt common miſtake is the loſing or mis-telling of a ſtick)

and carry all fave one in his left hand, and that one and the

chain in his right,and let him go on ftreight in his ftation-line,

not looking behinde him till he feel the chain check him, then

ftick down that ftick, and away as faſt you can run,and as you

go ſhift an other ſtick into the right hand ready to ſtick down

again. In the mean time the hinder-man, firſt holding the

chain in his right hand at A, let him look the chain be not

tangled, and away on till he come to the fiick, and then clap

ping hisring of the chain to the foreſide of theftick, let him

take it up with the fame hand he carrieth the chain, and away

after his leader, And when the ſticks areall run, and that they

are not yet at the end of that ftation-line, let the fore-man

run one chain more, holding ftill the ring in his hand, and at

the end thereof fet his toe, there ftanding ftill, and let the

hinder-man take up the tenth ſtick, and hold that ftillin one

hand and the other nine in the other, and deliver the nine to

the fore man, fetting his toe to the fore-mans: then let the
* - B 3 v fore
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fore-man tell the nine, and, if they be right, away; if not, you

muft meaſure all that courſe again, and feek the ftick; for you

know not which of you loftit; and fo going to the end of

that ſtatiori-line, or within fo much of the end of it, that

you may have libertie to fet up the Table, and fee to the fur

ther end of the next ftation-line, as you did at A, without

any incumbrances; which, if you work by a diagonall ſcale,

may be in any place ; but ifby a plain ſcale, you had beft to

have it at fome even poles,and becaufe by Gunther’s chain of

an hundred links(which is the beft way) you work not by the

diagonall ſcale, by links, but by the foot chain, by the decimall

fcale, and by poles, and parts of poles. Set that length in your

note-book, on the left fide of the line, clofe by the line,and a

Bright under A;and on the right fide the line write,[ſtation].

Thengo on ftillin the faid line, till you come to the out-fide

of the ground, which in pafture will always be beyond the

ftation ; but in woods ſhort of it. Set down that length alſo

on the left hand, and the breadth from the ftation-line at the

end thereof, to the hedges you came by on the right; and

then draw a line croffe over your book, and fo at the end of

every other ſtation-line. But you muft not forget, that all

along as you come you take (as I faid before) the breadths

from the ſtation-line to the hedge, both at the beginning and

ending, and every crook both inward and outward, with their

correſpondent.lengths, and to fet them down as afore. Alfo,if

a fair plot in colours be required it will be needfull to fet down

the true lengths of each station-line to every mans hedge that

ſhoots upon your plot, befide the ornaments, that you may

ſhew part of their corners, as alſo in cafe they are their

grounds that imploy you in it. And fometime alfo, if you are

to meaſure two cloſes being together, and that you would

come forth upon that point in the ſtation-line, it will alſo be

needfull to fet it down in your note-book, and often fave

labour marking it with an X. -

Now if yoũbegin at A, and have two cloſes liethere toge

ther to be meaſured, then take up your Table there, and ha

- ving
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ving turned the length of the Table to the length of the

ground,and proportioned the A ofyour Table to the A ofthe

ground, fet upyour fights with the rulerupon the Table, and

having ſcrewed it faft, turn them upon the Table, till you fee

the mark at B. Alfo fee fome mark in the clofe adjoyning on

the further fide, or a mile beyond.: and becauſe í fee juſt.

there begins a triangle on the right hand, which falls ſhort of

the length of the other line, therefore I draw a third station

line from A, repreſenting the right-fide line of that triangle;

fo I leave that clofe till í have made an end of the other,

fo having drawn my line AB,I go to meaſuringit by Gunther’s

chain, and I finde at O of the line A B are five links to the

hedge, I enter them as afore. At 2co. I croffe a path, which I

enter next on the left fide; but becauſe there is no crook in the

hedge right againſt it, therefore I take no breadth, but write

(path-gap:) At 437. the breadth is 6o. I fet them down, þe

cauſe here is both a crook,and right againſt the parting oftwo

cloſes that ſhoot upon this: thirdly, it is right againſt a gap to

come out from the further end of the firſt line in the fecond

clofe, whereby meaſuring that and 75. links of another ftati

on-line,and fetting up the Table twice,that clofe will be mea

fured, as ſhall be feenanon : fourthly,it will be a good place to

make choife of, to faveus fome labour in teaching to meaſure

by the chain onely, as ſhall be ſhown in its due place. Hence

1 go on to goo there I chooſe my next ſtation, both becauſe

if I do go further,my next ſtation-line,BC, will be incumbred

with the hedge, as alfo I ſhallhaveno ground to fet the Ta

ble on, but here Itake no breadth, being the hedge goeth out

freight to the end : onely I fet down 9ooftation, and then

meaſure ftreight on to the out-fide 907. where the breadth

is 8. fo I fet down 907. on the left hand, and 8 on the right,

eut, that is, without the ground. Then having finiſhed A B, .

Iftrike a line croffe the book,and fetup my Table again at B,

and having made choife of my ſcale, which I made no ufe of

till this fecond station, I takeoff goo.with my compaffes from

the fcale, and fet it in that firſt ftation-line from A, where I

- make
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make a prick, and a little roundle round aboutit, as alſo at A.

And here I write B; and now that which was forgotten at A,

do now: viz. one thing was, to take notice what degree the

South-end ofthe needle bore upon at A: for if there be no er

rour, it will bear upon that degree quite through the plot,

unleffe you remove the paper.And a fecond thing is, ifyouare

to give in a fair plot in colours, it will be needfull to frike a

meridian-line through the plot,unleffe you lay the North-end

of the needle upon the Flowre-de-lice, which, in caſe a fair

plot be required, I confeſſe, is the best way: for fo you ſhall

draw your plot in the field according to the four windes,

whoſe borders ſhall be parallel to the edges of the Table.

Now having fet up your Table at B, lay your ruler with

fights upon the line A B, directly placing your felf between

the Table and the end of the line, and your face toward A,

in fuch a poſture as if you were difcharging a musket, and

winking with one eye, having both your hands on the two

corners of the Table next you, turn the Table till through the ,

fights you feethe mark at A : then ſcrue the Table fast, that

it turn no more, and turning your back to the hedge you

cameby, having propounded to your felfanother mark to go

to at the further fide of the ground, by the next hedge-fide,

as you did at A, lay your ruler clofe to the prick B, with that

end next you, and keeping one point of your compaffes, or

needle, or ſcriver, in that prick with your right hand, and the

ruler clofe to it, lay your left hand, being ſpread, upon it, and

turn the further end of it, till through both the fights you fee

that mark at C, and then holding it ſtedfaft with your left

hand draw that ſtation-line BC alfo. Now if when you

were at A,you had fet up a mark at C, and another at D,

and ftroke A C and A D. and thus now alfo you had here at

B ſtruck B D, as well as B C, being the clofe harh but four

angles; you need not have fetup your Table any more, no,

though you had but ſtruck AD, nor yet have meaſured any

more of it, if you be fure the hedges be all ftreight, (which

is feldomefeenin antient incloſure) and that the marks:
- - 3. Il
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and D be fet juft in the angles...This way, I confeffe, is fome

thing quicker then to go round:about,but not fo exact:yet this

way one M. Sheppard of Maldonin Bedfordſhire uſed, who

formerly was my Scholar, and who ought Redburn-Parſonage

in Hartfordſhire, letting every man his tythes at two fhillings

per acre communibus annis. He took me along with him, and

each ofusa plain-Table, and finding almoft all, four-corner'd

cloſes, and freight hedges, we meaſured but one line in each

ground: Ahd indeed, where breadth and lengths are near

equal, there will be no great danger; but where there is much

odds, they will make fuch acute angles, that there will be no

truft to them, the lines running fo one in another, asit is hard

to fay wherethey cut; and there fore fuch as have ftufft their

books with fuch whim- i > i - pº/-– *, , " "

fies, ſhall give me leave |

to laugh at them. Some : : /

fhew how to meaſure :

: depth::::::
at is notwell) by the AL. *«.

::::::::n=
to meaſure a piece ofº ,

:: (~NJ~ - -9 or Io pole afunder, “

in the middle of the A>;

ground; but there is no: :\ .

truft to any of thoſe 1: }

ways, that give fuch a-

cute angles. Let thế talk º

of never fo many ways, "A

this one way ofgoing ::

round is infiar omnium..

Whether they take the

line A B or C.D. in this

firft figure for their fa- - · · · · · ·

tion-line, they ſhall ne- , " A sººs " .

yer make good work of it. And what willthey do infuch a

figure as the fecond? C I con
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I confeffe, in fuch a cafe as the third figure, ifthere be a

trapezium on the out-fide of my ſtation-line, fuch as CD E

F; & ſuppoſe my ordinarie ftation-line to be A B, fometimes

I uſe this way. Right againſt the hedg CD, Í fet up the Ta

ble at A,and having placed the Table in his right fituation, I

ftrike theſe three lines, AD, A E, and AF, and then meaſure

on from A to B, and then fet up again, and then again I

ítrike B C, BD, and B E, and never meaſure any of thoſe

fix. And after the fame manner, if I have a good large trian

gle on the out fide of my ſtation-line, ifmy ſtation line be

one fide thereof. But in this cafe, when I come at home, if

I determine to keep my note book and to draw a plot of it

2o or 3o years after; I then draw the like figure in my field

book in its proper place, with the length of each line, and

the ſcale I wrought by. :' : „', :

I once was asked by a famous Mathematician (but I for

bear to rame him) what inſtruments I uſe to meaſure by? I

told him, fometime by the plain-Table, fometime the Theo

delete, fometime by the Quadrant, &c. Quoth he, There is

a deal of lumber indeed: I’le carry nothing butan high ſtool

a field, and with two fticks a croſs I’le ſtand upon that in

the midft of the field, and take the diſtancesto every angle,

and l’le meaſure three acresto your one. Igave him his fay

ing: rifum teneatis amici, but truly, I could not. Butletus

to our work again. Having now at your flation B drawn all

the lines you will draw, and drawn a line croſs your field

book, go on to meaſure the ſtation-line BC, where the

breadthat o. is the fame which was your diftancein your laft

ſtation-line between 9oo, the fiation, and 9o7 out: viz. 7.

fetit down on the right-fide of the down-right lineunder the

overthwart line in your book, and o. in the left-fide, thengo

on at 1oo o. at 35o o. at 56o a fquare stroke into the augle

3 o. at 563 a station C 568 out. Now having finiſhed this line,

take again the diſtance between B C, 563,upon the fame fcale

you took your 9oo, and fetit on your plot from B. Then if

you did not fetup at A, or ifyoudid notdraw the line D A
- when
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when you were at A, but that there wants two outfide-lines

to draw fill, then fet up your Table again at C, and laying

your ruler on the line B C, turn the Table till through the

fights you fee the mark B, which if you do, then fee if the

South-end of the needle do strike the fame degreeit did at A

and B: if not, there is fome fault, which moſt commonly is in

the laft line fave one, and muſt be rećtified before you go

further. , . ' : ,

But thereis a fecond way of trialſ infinitely better, which

is this; Havińg placed CB line right upon B, layyour rules

uponthe two pricks Cand A, if then through the fights you

fee A, all is right; if there be a fault, it is commonly in the

length of the laſt ſtation-line fave one, which if you came

contra Solem, and your fightslook on the lefthand ofA, your

book is more then your plot, est vice verfä. If you have re

čtified it, fet out your next ftation-line CD, and meaſure as

afore, and make your ftation, if you can fee A, at the very

end, and can go free from all impediments: elfe make it ſhort

as afore. And then begin to meaſure that CD line, having

drawn a line croſs the book, fay at o, , 5. at 2oo 4o, at 2oo

1o, at 656 out,ſtation 12. Where you fee, becauſe I need not

to fet upmy Table any more, for there is but one line more to

meafüreştherefore I drive the ſtation-line CD to the very out

fide; foi take the whole length of the line where my breadth

is 12. This length 625. I fet on the plot from Gto D, where

I make a prick within a little circle, and write D: then before I

meaſurethe laft line D A upon the ground, I meaſure it firſt

upon the plot,fettingone foot of the compaffesin D, and the

otherin A; and then applying that diſtance to your ſcale, that

will give you the true length of the line DA, before you mea

fữeit. So that whenyou have meaſured it, if the line on the

plot and the line on: ground agree, then allis right ; and

this we call the true ſhutting of a plot, which if it agree with

in a pole, or 2o.links, moſt Surveyours count it well ſhut; I

thinkittoo much, neitherdo l remember thatever I miſfedfo

much in all my life. I once meaſured a wood called Horſley:

C 2 73700
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wood in Luton-Pariſh for Judge Crawley, where one Mafter

Lawrence was my Antagoniſt for S.Robert Napier: he puts me

to meaſure it, and he goes by and takes the angles as I drew,

and fet them down in his field-book; but feeing that we were

forced to make 14 ſtation-lines, and hilly ground too , he

offered to wager five fhillings, that I ſhould not ſhut within

five pole; I offered to acceptit:in regard whereof at the last

ftation, I giving him the diſtance on the plot, would needs fet

my Table to try what hopes that gave me,and findingit ſtroke

right upon my A, I then offered to take his wager, to ſhut

within ayard, but I miſs'd nota foot. We two had been four

times Antagoniſts for the fame men before, one after another,

and our greateſt difference was never but five pole at a time in

fixty or feventy acres. - ' ' . . . . . : * e * , ,

-*2 ; , ! ! “. . .: , , , , i

- eAn Example - : : )

wewi giveyou now anexample of the Field-book, and

plot of three cloſes lying together, partly reall, and partly

ſuppoſed. Č -

* · dieſerton, cºntrigshire, June 21. 1656: : ..., :

Meaſured by me G. A. three cloſes, called (hurch-clº 4:,

I for A. B., fohn Dampot for ( D. upon purchafe, F. L.di

rectour. I begin with the Eaſt-cloſe at North-West, going
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make in ſtead of that line IL ? Likewife we muft make three

for CD; yet theſe are nothing to Hockley-brook. -

Befides, in working this way my ſtation-lines cut one ano

ther more perpendicular, then any other way whatſoever,

which is much to be regarded in workingby the plain-Table.

The onely way to take an acute angle, is with graduated in

ftruments to take the quantitie of the angle, and to calculate

itby fines and tangents by the doćtrine oftriangles; but he that

eth that way to work, may chance to meaſure ten acres,

whileſt another doth an hundred. Adde hereto that I can

more eafily fee every crookierthę #ędge in going round, then
: any otherway. ÁSÄ * AE»

|-

|-

\ >
- * *

, , of plotting à ĝin; - -

. T: that uſe to go paraffèřfő dges do feldome uſe

Il any field-book,but plot as they go by the plain-Table,be

cauſe they ſuppofethemfelves to go in the hedges, and there

fore allow a parallel from the hedge; but if at any time they

cannot go parallel,by reafon of houſes, waters, buſhes, or the

like,then they are much troubled, and muſt of neceſſity plotas

theygo, for want of a field-book: whereby they ſpend much

moretime abroad, both they & their helpers, then they need,

&which they themſelves might do in half the while at home;

befides that, the leaft mift drives them out of the field : for

though they could meaſure by the chain onely ( which I am

fure was never heretoforepubliſhed by any, but hắth ever been

thought a thing impoffible to plot and prove a plot by : of

which (God willing) hereafter ; ) yet can they no way help

themfelves for want of a field-book alfo; the form whereof

being already laid down unto you, together with the plot to

which it belongeth, being compared together will direct you

better then many words; yet becaufe I defire to make all

things fo plain, that we may be fure you can fick at nothing,

We will lead you through one line, and then turn you foot
koofe. , ' Firft,

|
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Firſt therefore, ifyou have not yet domein the field,and the

weather ferves, & your helpers are ready, then take your plot

offyour Table, and coverit, with a new ſheet of påperanda

wayinto the field , lofe no time:there, eſpecially if you are

far from home; foryou may plot & caſtat alltimes at home,

but you cannot always meaſure in the field. But if otherwife,

then take your Table from his foot, & the focket from the

Table & your plot ſtill upon it, lay your field-book before

you, and take your ſcale and compaſſes in your hand, and

begining at A, both ofyour book and plot, feeing 5 (which

fignifies 5 linkes in breadth) is right againſt A on theright

fide of the line, and that you go contra Solem, which gives the

hedge you go by to B on the right hand; therefore take thoſe

5 with your compaſſes from offthe fame ſcale you laid down

your ftation-line by, and fet them from A to the right hand,

which although you work by a ſcale of 8 or Io in the inch,

you cannot take with your compaſſes, therefore ghueß at

them, and then make a prick. Next takewith your compaffes

your next length on your left hand, which is 2oo, that fet in

the ftation-line from A, that is fet one footinA (as you muft

doelikewife with all the other lengths) and the other where

itfalls in the faid ſtation-line toward B, but becauſe there is

no crooke ofthe hedge, either inward or outward, fave only

the path, which fhewes that there you croſs'd the path, there

fore onely draw a ſtroke, or two: if it be broad, croſs the

ftation-line.Then take your next.length 435 and fetit likewife

in the ftation-line from A towards B, and for that right a

gainſtit you have 6o breadth, therefore take 6o and feton

the right hand of your ſtation-line, and becauſe I fee alſo

(hedge) it tells me that a parting hedge of two cloſes ſhor

right againftthat 6o, thereforel give a little touch with my

pen, till I come to fet out the reft of itin the other cloſes.

My next length, being my ſtation 9oo B, is fet out already.

Laftly, becauſe my laft length is 907, that is 7 beyond 9os,

and that the breadth againſtitis 7 alſo, therefore take 7 with

- your compaffes, and fetit both forward and on the right-fide,

- - and
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and thus have you pricked out the hedges againſt this ſtation

line. Now you muft draw lines with your ſcale and compaffes

from pricke to pricke, and then with ink: fo thefe parcells

between the line and the hedge muft be additions to that

within the ſtation-lines to this firſt clofe; but ſubtraćtions from

the other where one ſtation-line ferves to two clofes, as that

part of A B from A to 435 doth both for this and the next.

- CH A P. V.

Ofcalculation or caffing up.

he figures or parts to be meaſured are either fquares, ob

longs,triangles or trapezias fuch as are compounded ofan

oblong and a triangle. For the fquare, and the oblong, one

rule may ferve both, viz. multiply the breadth in the length.

Triangles are of divers forts, we make ufe onely oftwo the

rečtangle and thefcalenum, the rećtangle without the ſtation

lines, the ſcalenum within. For the rectangle and trapezium

one rule will ferve both,at leaft thofe trapezas which have two

right angles at the ſtation-line. Add the breath at both ends

together, take half for the common breadth, & multiply it by

the length thefe breadths and lenghts our book will give us.

Forfcalenums within the ftation-lines the way is thus. Look

how many angles your ſtation-linesdo make,fo many triangles

will there be fave two, by drawing diagonall lines from corner

to corner; theſe diagonalls are fitteſt for your bafes: unleſs

if it be a fingle triangle, then commonly the longeſt fide.

Take the length of your bafe therefore with your compaíſes,

and apply it to your ſcale, and whatit gives fet it down, take

alſo the ſhortelt diſtance between the angle oppofite to that

bafe and the baſe it felf, apply it alſo to the fcale, and what it

gives fet down alfo; now take half the bafe and all the per

pendicular, or half the perpendicular and all the bafe, and mul

tiply one by the other, fo have you the content of that trian

le. But commonly where there are more angles then three,

one baſe will ferve two triangles, and add both perpendicu

D lars
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lars together, and take halfof both and the whole bafe, or

halfthë baſe & both them, and multiply: fo have you the con

tents of both triangles.

And thus fhall you caft up all your out-borders, juſtas you

found them by the chain; & many times the bafes of your tri

angles alfo. So that by this wayit is impoſsible to fail much,if

any heed be taken; whereas by the common way of plotting

without a field-book it is almoſt impoſsible, to come nearthe

truth; eſpecially workingby fofmalla ſcale,as I have known

fome do, mixing thoſe crooks without with the triangles with

in: fo that they loſe wholy the benefit of their meaſuring by

the chain, not taking one line as they meaſured it, they truft

rather to taking up their out-fide lines by the ſcale and com

paſses, then to their chain: & yet they will confeſs, that with

the fcale of 32 in the inch (which I have known a famousAr

tift ufe in no great ground) that they cannot diftinguiſh, a

uarter of a pole. So a quarter miſs'd at laying down, and a

quarter at takingup, there is half a pole miſs'd in the length

of each perpendicular, and as much in each bafe, and theſe

multiplyed, l fee not: but a man may pafe a ground as near the

truth as they. And thusingeneral.

we will now come to the particular parts, and firſt of the

outfides. We ſhewed even now how an oblong muft be mea

fred by multiplying the breadth by the length; and likewiſe

the rećťangle triangle, and trapezia, by adding both ends to
gether and taking the halffor the mean breadth, -

Now therefore in the firſt clofe begining at A ſubtraċt the

first length o out ofthe next,against which you find a breadth

viz 435;there remains the length of that reċtanged trapezium

4;s. and for the breadth of it, add the first breadth 5, to

the next 6ɔ, it makes 65, the half whereof is 32 :, which

multiplied by 435, gives 14137, the content of that trapezi

um to be fet againſt the latter of the two numbers or breadths

6o. Where note by the way, that you fhall never have any

other fraćtion to multiply by but#,and for thatyou muft work

from the left hand to the right, faying, Half4 is 2, half 3 is 1,

half
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half 15 is 7, as here you fee. 435 .

Then again take your laſt length 435 out · 32 2

of go7 (for you have no breadth at 9oo) 87oT

reſts 472, the length of that trapezium, al- I 3O5

fo add your two breadths, 6o and 7 toge- 217

ther make 67:(for every middle breadth of 14.12 7T

each: muft be twice added,fave 14137_

where you have two feverall breadths fall in one place, as in

the line CD, where you have the length 2oo. twice together)

the half of 67 is 33 #, by which multiply 472, facit I 5742

to be fet againſt the latter breadth 7. Then go to the fecond

line B C, where the firſt length is Ioo, the common breadth

3 # gives 35o, and fo go on according as the example gives:

then if you add all thoſe primes or fquare links into one

fumme, you ſhall finde it to be 49346, that keep till you have

caft up the triangles within the ſtation lines, and likewife all

the other flabs. Therefore I draw a diagonall from A to C,

which will be the bafe to both triangles, and half the length

is 5o4. the perpendicular falling from B is 514, that from D

is 494, the fumme of both is 1oc8; then theſe multiplied, the

fumme of both perpendiculars by half the bafe, or the whole

bafe by half of them, it gives 5o8o32, which added to the

fumme of the borders4o346, it makes that firſt cloſe to give

548378 fquare links in all. Now to bring theſe links into

acres,you need butonely cut off the five right hand figures,

the reft to the left hand are acres, viz, five acres: the reafon

is, there are 25 linksin the length of a pole, that fquared gives

625 fquare links in a pole, and that multiplied by 16o ( the

poles in an acre) gives Iooooo links, by which divide your

ſumme of your links, or for the five cyphers cut off five pla

ces, thereft are acres ; and the five fo cut off are the numera

tor of a fraćtion of an acre, whoſe denominatoris i coooo.

So 548378 gives five acres. -

Now to bring theſe five figures into poles, you may either

divide them by 625 the primesin a pole: or elſe multiply thoſe

two of the five next the left-hand always by fix, and fet them

D 2 a place
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a place nearer the right-hand, and then add thoſe two which

you multiplied, and the two which areunder them together,
and increafing them fo many unites as are fixesin the next

two, and you ſhall have 7 pole and 253 links.

If now that when you have caft up a cloſe you have more

then half 625 primes remaining; ordinarily it is accounted

for a pole: if leffe, then for nothing. But if you have more

cloſes adjoyning you may reckon it with the next clofe. Sup

poſe your ground hath the out-fide of this form, whofe ſtati

on-line is A D, you may fetit down in words thus in your

note-book. At A it is io to the brook from the ſtation-line

o, at B where I have A o Io N) N)

gone 20 pole in, the B | 2 S. e : O

ſtation-line , there o a fquare line G :: S

1 re li N)

s a fquare line to a C | 3o1o J. 83: S

crook ſtroke with D |

the edge of the table, G?

in which at 15ọn the MN cº -

iefthandis ó at 23 sº `s: èss --

is 25 on the left & 9 - |

hand, and 15 on the O sº §§ -

right hand, at 44 is v 9.

28 on the right hand, - - -

at 56 is 33 on the right hand,at7ois o. on the left, and 3 o

on ſhe right hand: then at 3oin the ſtation-line :º: a;
which 3 o alſo I ftrike a ſtation-line forward, which when I

have strokeit ffinde the fore-most acute angle bymy ſcale ºf

chords to be 7o degrees, that alſo I enterin my bºok by.

help whereof and a diagonal linefºm angle to angle, I can

draw the plot of any ground, though many years after, with

out going to it again. - ~ -

"A:er heime manner you may plot and fet down fin;

gle landsin the common-field, ºr a cloſe that is narrow and
long. - ) • v •

cHAP.
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C H A P. V I.

Of meaſuring a Wood.

He difference of meafuring a wood and pafture is in thefe

two things: Firſt, in pafture you meaſure on thein-fide,

but woods on the out-fide. Secondly, in pafture all your tra

pezia are to be added to that within the ſtation-lines, unleſſe

your ſtation-line beint Stājºyning; butin this to be
Íubtracted. :?:.*; Y;

--

O: this there are three degrees, each more difficult then

other. The firſt is when the length of a ground is gi

ven, and a given quantity defired ; as if you would lay out

two acres of grafs in a pafture which is 36 pole long, and you

defire the breath : Firſt, I turn my two acres into fquare

links, it is 2ooooo, which I divide by 9oo. ( for 25 times 36

is 9oo) it gives 224 #, the which if you divide by 25, the

links in a pole, it gives 8 pole 22 # links in breadth, and this

needs no plotting. Or, ifyou would do by the foot-chain, fay

two acres is 22o pole, that divided by your length 36, gives

8 pole and ##, which abbreviated is #: and to know how

many half-feet that is, becauſe there are 33 half-feet in a pole,

therefore I multiply 33 by 8, facit 264, that divide by 9,

gives 29 half feet, and ; or ; , that is, 8 pole, 14 feet,

8 inches. - -

. . Secondly, In pafture-ground, ſuppoſe a pafture with crook

ed hedges is equally to be divided between two men. Firſt I

plot it and find it 52 acres, 2 roods, 1 o pole, that is 26 acres,

I rood, 5 pole a peice: I ghuels as near as I can to ſtrike a line

over the middle of my plor, but meaſuring one end upon the

plot, I finde it wants 264 pole of his due; therefore I meaſure

- the length of the dividing line, which I finde to be ș6 poles.

Now to work by the decimal chain, ſ multiply 264, my poles

-
D 3 wanting,
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wanting by 625, the fquare links in a pole, they make 165oco.

likewife I multiply 56 pole, the length, by 25, the links in a

poles length, they make 14 oo, by which divide 165oco,it

quotes i 17 #; that is 4 poles 17 # links. But by the foot

chain, ifyou divide 264 by 56,it quotes 4 poles and #; which

s to bring into half-feet, multiply the numerator 4o by 33 the

# feet in a pole, fasit 1320, which divide by 56, it gives 28

half feet and ## ofa half-foot, in toto 4 pole, 14 feet, 2 inches

almoft. And fo much muſt you remove your dividing line at

both ends: and this may be done as well on the out-fide as on

the in-fide,

Thirdly, To divide a ſtanding wood of 2co or 3co acres,

and to drive a ftreight line from a mark on one fide thereof

to any mark on the other, though the wood be twenty years

growth, and a hillin the midft; Arare ſecret.

Be fure to plot and meaſure enough, or more, then you de

fire to take out of it, and where you intend your dividing-line

íhall come, there, in your ftation-line, on the firſt fide fet a

mark, keeping aifo good marks at every ſtation, fo going on

till you be fure you are farenough on the otherfide alſo. Then

draw your dividing-line byghuels, keeping one end thereof

still upon the markinyour ſtation-line, then meaſure that part

upon the plot, as in the former ground, and add or ſubtraćt

from your dividing-line as before; fave that here you need not

remove the further end, ifthe difference be but ſmall, but dou

ble the breadth at the laft. But if you rather think fit to re

move both ends, your beſt way is to doit firſt on your plot,

and make that perfect, and then draw your new line quite

through to the ſtation-line on both fides. But there is the

myfterie, how ſhall I give directions how in my abſence to

drive aftreight line croſs the wood from a mark in this ſtati

on-line to a mark in the other on the other fide, through

ſtandingwood of 2o years growth, and a hill in the midft, as

onceI laid out 6o acres of wilfeed-wood being 16o- acres be

tween S". Thomas Hillersden and S’. Oliver Luke; and ano

ther time in a wood at Hytchin, But not to detein you. If you

WOrk
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work by the plain-Table, look which fide is cleareft from im

pediments, that you may go fome 1o or 12 pole outward from

the wood,then fet up your Table at that point in your ſtation

line, that your dividing-line falleth upon, & layingyonr in

dex on the laft station-line, turn your Table, till through the

fights you fee either your laft station before that, ifit be not

too near, and having lengthned out your dividing-line as far

as poſſibly you can, lay your index Epon that lengthened line,

turn your back to the wood, & fending one before fome 1o

or 12 pole, let himthere move to and fro fidewife as you ſhall

direct him by looking through the fights, and then at both

your ſtandings drive good ftakes, or lay ftones, or make holes;

fo a line driven through the wood continued freight with

theſe two will carry you to your firſt mark in the other fide,

if you did not remove that end; or if you did, then to that

mark,where now you muft fetit: fo that look how much you

removed it forward or backward in the plot, fo and fo much

muft you remove it here alfo; and then fet a good mark here

alfo. But ifwhen you have placed your Table on your ſtation

line as before, there is but little ſpace left to draw your direċt

ing-line, you may, and indeed far better, lay your index all

along your dividing line and by it direćt your man. -

C H A P. VIII.

To meafare arable common-field-ground.

N divers countreys much arable lying in common fieldsly

eth infmall parcells, fome places an acre, fome places half

an acre, and fome places a rood, and that fo crooked, that

none will defire a plot of fuch ground; yet, for as much as a

man in time may have his rood grown to half a rood, by his

neighbours plowing of it away, and to find at any time af

terward, if it befo diminiſhed or not, and in what place: you

fhall fetit down in your field book in this manner. -

“ chefterton. Eaſt-field in Broadoakrºfarlong. Begin on

“the Eaſt-fide of thể furlong three lands per eſtimate:
- * h
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“.. half-acres. TA on the Eaft, G D Weſt, coppy of Dame

“ Anne: begin North at o, Ic6 at 4oo 163; at 40o more I or,

“ at 346 out 1oo, conteining I 34$oo(that is)one acre 55 pole

“ 125 links. Onerood more in the fame furlong. RN. Ėaft,

“ J. Ó. Weſt, free of S. fohn's: begin South ato, 24 at 4oo,

“ 27, at 3oo more 28, at 244 more out 3o. Content 25526

“ (that is) one rood, one pole feré.

Note that in this kind of ground where we fay (ato) we

mean two or three pole within the land's end : for there is no

certainty in taking the breadthat the very end, for the turning

up the plow will get or lofe egregiouſly; Moreover in fuch

ground the beft way is, the leader to take all the ſticks anew,

every time you take a breadth, which had beft be not above

4oo or 5oo, eſpecially by the foot-chain, at 16 or 17 pole, as

eafieſt for account, unleſs the meaſure or decreaſe of the land

requires otherwife. - . -

C H A P. IX.

Of hilly-groundt.

I: a ground have the bottome and top-lines both level, and

both fides rifing alike, it is to be accounted but as a decli

ning levell, and to be meaſured as a level ground.

But fuppoſe a ground be level at one end, and both fides,

and rifingin the middle, and a hill rifing along up the middle,

as the Lady Farmers Waſhrodi-wood in Weſtoning-Pariſh in

ZBedfordſhire: or perhaps two hillsrifing,one towards one fide,

and another towards the other, and a levell run through be

tween them; thisis far more troublefome. For if you ſhall

begin to meaſure and plot your two levell fide-lines, and levell

end-line firft, and then meaſure your line at the other end,

it will not lie between the two fide lines by a great deal. A.

gain, If you ſhould ſhove out thoſe fide-lines, that you might

lay that line at the length you meaſured it, you would drive

the hedgesinto the adjacent grounds, and make them too lit

tle:as fhall apear. Bu: if you are to give a fair plot of a

Lord- -
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Lordſhip, where divers grounds border together, your plot

muft be according to the form , , and yet you muſt write

down the true quantitie too. And becaufe we canrot repre

fent a round folid upon a flat paper, therefore we muft content

our felves onely with the lines ař level for our plot: which

how they are obtaired we will here fhew three ways.

Firft, by a Quadrant, ora femi circle (choofe which you

will, they work both alike) made for the fame purpoſe: (made

by Mr. Hayes at the Croß;daggers in Moore-field) the uſe of

it isthus. Suppoſe you ſtand at the foot ofan hill, and fetting

a mark at the top of equal height with your eye to the

ground,: it level on your Table, by help of the plum

met, you'fee through the fights the mark at the top of the

hill, you then look what degrees are cut in the limbe, which I

finde, fúppoſe 34, then I meaſure up fo far as the hill keeps

that fcantling of rifing, ſuppoſe 35 pole, keeping the edge of

the ſtandard at the 34 degree of the limbe. I finde that

35 of the ſtandard cut to the 29 line of the plate, which is

the line of level that you muft plot, though you have gone

35: all theſe I enter into my field-book. If the hill ftill rife,

you muſt fet again, and as triſes, or falls fo you muſt alter: fo:

far as it goes level, plot it as level; and what is hilly plot it as

hilly. And what is here faid of going up, the fameunder

ftand of going down. - |

But never go about to caft up by this plot, though you have

fhut it never fo true: as indeed in fuch a cafe it is very tickliſh;

therefore in this cafe we may well allow to miſs a pole or two

in fhutting, and yet account it well done too. But for caſting

it up, this way that it is meaſured helps not to the finding the

true quantitie, though the extending that laft line doth come

near to the truth, and mayindifferently ferve in cafe of let

ting, becaufe it always is a little under the length, as will ea-

fily appear in this diagram. -

- /

- - E - |- Sup
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Suppoſe this trian- B . . . . . . . . .

gulated figure A B E |

HG F to be one half

ofthe fore-faid wood, A

& that ſtanding at A,

I fet up my Table with C

the fore-faid Qua- -

drant upon it,: .*

looking up to C I ſ= | }
finde : : aſcend 34 Pº G H |

degr. meafuring from .

. A to C, I finde it 35 FK

%%
-

- -, · A - - |

34- 3-93 - » :

pole: fo then keeping the ſtandard at 34 of the limbe, 35 of

the ftandard gives you both 29 # for your line cf level, and

19 ; both upon the plate at once: viz. A D, the line of level,

and CD the perpendicular; now ifyou addA D, and FG, to

gether, being right angled at G D, and multiply the half

thereof by D G, you ſhall fall fo much too ſhort, by how

much the multiplication by your D G, is ſhorter then it ought

to be: for in as much as FHis level, and A D fo much rifing

as DC, it muft needs follow, that G D rifeth up to C, as ap

pears in the other figure. For it is the Hypotenuſe to G D, a

line of level, and CD a perpendicular. For ſuppoſe G D and

A Cin the firſt figure to be both of one length, viz. 35 pole

a piece, and G Din the firſt figure, and AD in the fecond be

all one, as if it were the line of level; but now if you lift up

A D to A B, it will not reach to C, by the diſtance of B C

in the fecond, viz. 5 #; for if you fubtract 29 # out of 35

which is A B, there reſts B C, viz. 5 # : fo that your triangle

G A D in the firſt is leſs thenthe triangle A D C in the:
|- COnd,
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cond, bythe triangle B CD in the fecond, which comes to

near 5o pole in that triangle. Buthereby you fee, that havin

this level plot, and your degrees aſcending, and lengths:
your lines aſcended, you may finde out your perpendiculars:

and by them,and the lengths offuch lines as ſhoot upon them,

I mean, having the height at both ends, which you ſhall al

ways take in going round,you may both finde the aſcents of

thoſe croß lines, and lengths of them alſo by your Quadrant,

without meafuringthem by the chain. For this inſtrument ha

ving the angle of aſcent (whoſe complement is the angle of

defcent ) and any one of the three fides of a rečtangle tri

angle doth give you both the other, always making the ſtan-

dard the Hypotenufe, and having any two of the fides, it

givesboth the angles of afcent, and deſcent. . . .

Secondly,To work this by the limbe of any common Qua

drant. Take the angle of afcent as before, and meaſure the

aſcending line A C, let the angle be 34, and the line 35, as be

fore; and I defire firſt the line of level AD: fecondly,the per

pendicular D C. Firſt, draw the line A C upon the centre A,

making the angle A 34 degr, which is done after this manner.

s.

- - - - - - —E—

Take 6cfrom the ſcale of chords, with that wideneß fet one

foot in A, andwith he othertran the arch D B, and take off

. . " E 2 * , , 34 d.
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3 4 đ. from the fame fcale of chords, and ftit in the faid

tran from B to D, then draw the line A, D, then take? 17 #

being the half of 35, and fet frem A to E, and again from E

to D, making pricks in E and D. Keep one foot of thecom

paffś at E, and with the fame wideneſs, make a prick at D,

and another at C fo ſhall A D beyour line of level, and D C

the perpendicular; both which if you take with your compaſ

fes, and apply to your fcale of equal parts, you ſhall finde

A Dthe line of level, to be 29 #, and CD 19ặ, as afore. .

If an hill run ftreight along a ground, if by one fide it wilí

be a mere declining level, if through the middle it will be two

declining levels, and that line fo running along the top will

be a line of level, and equal to the line of level under itsthere

fore if you add both ends together, asyou meaſured them, by

the chain, and multiply half of them by the length of that

line you have the content, if it be of equal height at both

ends. But if it be unequal at both ends, though it be a decli

ning level, and have more then three angles, your beſt way is,

to part itin feverall triangles, whoſe Hypotenufes and per

without meaſuring them by the chain.

Thirdly, if you have no Quadrant, nor plain-Table at all

faveonely the chain, and any board of a foot or 14 inches

long with one ſtreight edge of ten or eleven inches broad;

draw aftreight line cloſe and parallel to that fide,and nearoné

pendiculars youmay findeby either of the two former ways, -

end thereòf ftick a pinin the line with thread and plummet

hanging on it; then if you are at the bottom of the hill, and

lookupwards, turn that end with the plummet from you; but

if you are at the top, turnit towards you ; and as you eſpie

the mark, let aftander by (on that fide the plummet is on) lay

his hand gently on the bottom of the board, and with his

thumb preis down-the thread, there holdingit till you have

made a prick right under it, in a good large tran firſt drawn

with 6e of fome large ſcal; of chords, whoſe center ſhall be

the hole where the pin sticketh; then take with your compaf

festhediſtance between the faid prick in the faid tran, and the

- - s begin-.
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beginning of the faid tran, and apply it to the fame fcale of

chords you drew the tran by, it gives the complement of the

angle aſcending, viz.: the degrees of the angle deſcending.

, But if you are at the top, and look downward, it gives the

complement of the top-angle, and degrees of the bottom

aſcending. But if you willbuterect a perpendicular upon the

fame center, and take the diſtapce between the prick and it,
it gives the contrary. ~ S: OŃ - - |

A * | -
X:2)

^ ", * -- 4 X4$" )

*--------------- • * * : - : } &

# ởrrat

#:###
ofreducinga % sa leſr. . .

Lthough there are fevěrafºwằys of performing this, as

–ITAlikewife ofaleffer to a greater(whereofthere is greatufe

in turning ſtatute-meaſure into the eighteen-foot pole, &c.)

we will lay down onely this one generall rule. , ,

Firft, begining at any one angle, as at A, and fo go round

in order from angle to line, and from line to angle: Suppoſe

the plot' (A) to make another, viz. B but a quarter fo big:

yet like it both in form and content, onely it is drawn with a

ſcale of halfthat bignefs;for # the bignefs gives but # becauſe #

of# is but# and fo # make but; part fo big, becauſe # of $ is $.

, , F -B

First draw the line AB of the figure B, repreſenting theſine

A B of the figure A, regard not though it be as longasitor

longeriat the end thereofmake a prick for a center,and write.

E 3 or
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or ſuppoſe (A) to be there written, then open your compaíſes

to any wideneſs, as to F in the figure (A) and tran F G with

the fame wideriefs do the like in the figure B, take F G in the

figure A, and fet it in the figure B, then take either # the li ne

A B ofthe figure A, and fet it the fame way in the line A B

in the figure B: or elfe take half the length thereof from the

fame fcale the figure A was . . T - -

drawn by, do the like by the - BN

angle B, as you did by the an- S

gle A, and likewife by the line

BC, and fo angle after angle,

and line after line, till you have -

done. And thus mayyou make : *,

a plot bigger or: as you pleaſe, onely by changing the

fcale, yet the area, or content, will be the fame, as before.

But ifthe borders ofyour plot be very crooked,it wil be need

full to draw ſtreight lines, either within or without both the

plots, like ſtation-lines in both the old plot and new, and to

take the crooks from thofe, juft as you did in the field, ifyou

will have it equall in bignefs to the other, and that your

ftreight lines be of like length in both; then fet the fame

widenefs in your new plot from your ftation-lines, each a

gainſtits proper length; but ifyour new be bigger or leffer.

then apply thoſe diſtances to your fcale, and take # or # or

more or leſs, according to the proportion of your two plots.

OrSecondlý, If you defire a plot equall to another, you

may oyle a paper, drie it well, then put it over the other plot,

that it ftir not, through which you may fee the lines on the

neather plot, then draw them with your pen on the oyled pa

per, then takeit offtoprick it, then pounch a new paper &
draw it. --- ^

Or Thirdly, Having drawn a line repreſenting A Bin your

new plot, take the line A B off the old, either all, or # or

according to your defired proportion, & fet it on the new.

Alfo take the proportion of the line (A E) and fet one foot

>

in (A) and tran where you think (E) will fall in yournew.

Take
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Take alſo the like proportion of the diſtance of (B E) and

fet in the faid tran, and fo you have (E), the fame 2 diftan

ces will fet out (D) alfo (D and B) will fet out (C) and fo =

you haverallyour angles, then draw their lines, and you have

your plot defired.

. » CHAP. XI.

Of meaſuring paſture-ground by the chain onely, and that as

ſpeedily and exactly, as with any inſtrument whatſoever,

and with le/ help though in mifty weather, & to

plot, ſhut, and prove, the plot thereby alſo.

A Bout the midft of one of your longeft ftation-lines,and

A fome known length in the fame (as at Xin the firſt or

third clofe,chap. 3“ pag. 22)fet up a mark, and mark it in your

book, both with its proper length & letter, then having mea

fured round about the ground on the infide, or at leaftall but

the laft fide: if you have more then three angles, in stead of

meaſuring it from angle to angle: viz in the firſt clofe, from

A to C, or from B to D, you ſhall meaſure from C to X, and

from X to D, fo making a triangle the more then otherwife;

which two fubtenderts willeafilie be run whileſt you can fet

up the Table once, fo you ſhall need lefs help by one to carry

your Table, for that is wholly one bodies work, and theſe

two fubtendents muft be fet down at the latter end of your

notes of that clofe in your field-book, Then if you meaſure

the laft fide AD having plotted thereft, if that A D on the

ground, and A D on the plot agree, allis right, neither ever

need you divide any more linesthen one in the wholeground

or clofe throughout, fo that at leaft none ofthe ſtation lines

strike outward, for then it must be accounted as another clofe,

fo much ofit till the laft line that ftrook inward being conti

nued ſtreight out do meet with the other plot again. See

more chap. third. - - -

Now to plot fuch a ground meaſured by the chain onely,

ſuppoſe it be the faid first cloſe, (chap third) firſt i draw:
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line AXB, making a mark at X, and another at B: fecond

iyyou muft either take the ſubtendent XC, fetrirg one foot

ofthe compaffesin X, & tranning where you think Çwill fal,

or elfe take the ftation-lin e B C with your compaffes ạnd fet

one foot in B tran at C and then take the other oftheſe two

laft lines, viz. X C. fetting one foot on its proper markX,

and with the other make a prick in the faid tran, and fo have

you placed Cin his right place, then draw the line B C, next

take CD with your compaffes, fet one foot in C, and tran

where you think D will fall,then take the ſubtendent DX, fet

one foot in X and make a prick in the faid tran, and that fets

out D, then draw the line CD, and becaufe Dis your laft fta

tion, and that A and D are both fet out already; therefore,

draw alſo the line A D, now if A D on the plot and A D in

your book agree, then all is right, elfe not. So that in this

kinde of plotting there are onely thefe three pofitures. Firft,

draw aftation-line; fecondly, tran with a ſubtendent; third

ly, prick with the next ſtation line. , -

Nevertheleſs in great larg plots, it will be needfull to ufe

a good larg pair of compaíſes, becauſe you muft take the

whole length of your lines with them. In which cafe a pair of

beam-compaffes, with a beam of deal, willow, or fallow, or

fome fuch ſoftwood, is beſt of all, of 17 or 18 inches long,

with a piece of an awl-point near one end, and a ſliding but

ton to be moved pretty and ftifly up and down, and to be

flayed with a ſcrew pin, or wedge at any diſtance, with an

other ſhort point in the end thereof.

Now we will fhew you how to cortinue your plot out of

one ground into another, that fo you may lay all the grounds

of a Lordſhip together in one entire plot by the chain onely,

and that we will do by feverall rules; for the understanding

thereof we will refer you to the plot in the latter end of the

third chapter, as alſo in the e-d of the book. The knowledge

whereof confifteth in four rules in the obtaining the firſt

flation-line in the cloſe which you go unto. As for example.

Firſt, Suppoſe I would go out of the firſt cloſe at A, and

\ would

-
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would plot the station-line A G : now becauſe în plotting

thefe kinds of grounds you muft always reduce all into trian

gles, therefore ftanding at A you may meaſure two chains

lengthin the line AF, or AG, likewife two chains back-ward

from A towards B, in the line A Bin the firſt clofe; then mea

fure the diſtance between thoſe two lengths, and plot them

- after this manner: Firft, your beft way is (though you have

meaſured but two chains length a piece, yet) in ſtead of two,

take the double, if the ſtation-lines be long, you may triple

that diſtance, fetting one foot in A, and extending the other'

towards B; there make a prick in that line, and tran from

thence with that wideneſs where you think the line A F, or -

A Gwill fall : then look what the diſtance was between the

two lines at the end of your two chains a piece ; if doubled

before, then double again that diſtance upon your fcale, and

fet it in the tran from the line A Bín the firſt cloſe to the line

A F in the fecond, and draw the line A F G through that

prick ad infinitum. Thus have you got a linein the ſecond

cloſe, by help of a part of the line A B, which in this kinde

you muft always take, viz. that ſtation-line, whereof the

whole or part belongs to both the cloſes. But becauſe in this

cafe you muftalways mete through the hedge, from the two

chains of one clofe to the two chains of the other : there--

fore to avoid the trouble ofcutting a hole through the hedge,

if there be evera gap, gate, or file near unto thoſe lengths,

you may take more or leſs of thoſe two lines as you pleaſe:

now becauſe here is a gap at two chains and an half from A,

in the lineA B, you may meaſure two chains and an half of

either of them, or two and an half in that, and three in the

other, as you pleaſe ; and meafure the diſtance upon the

ground between thoſe two pricks: thenyou maydouble all

three diftancesupón yourfcale, as afore, and fet out the pro

per diſtances, between thoſe two pricks, as afore, and then

drawyour line A G upon your plot in the fecond clofe.

But, Thirdly, becauſe we have meaſured the diſtance be

tween A and X in the firft line, which is one fide ofthe":::
. - |- R | ß C

\
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gle of that fecond clofe, and likewife have meaſured from A

to G on the fecond fide, and have a gap alſo at X: therefore if

you meaſure G X, you will have all the fides of that great

triangle, which you may ufe as afore-faid : Firſt, you ::::
the line A X already placed. Secondly, take the length of

A G with your compaffes upon your fcale, and with that

wideneſs, fet one foot in A, and tran where you think G will

fall. Do likewife with the line G X, taken alſo upon your

fcale, fet one foot at X, and the other is the forefaid tran, and

there is your center G. - -

And after the fame manner may you go out of that clofe,

into the great clofe from G, by help of the line A G. Now

having the line A F, or AG, you may eafily fet out the trian

gle A FE, as you did AX G. Likewife you fet out the trian

gle that is between the the line X G and the hedge, between

the two cloſes onely by the diſtance of G to the entrance of

the great clofe. - -

A fecond way of going out of one clofe into another is,

when I have a ſtation near the middle of a station-line, and

that there I would go into another clofe. For example : .

Suppofe 1 would go out of the great clofe into the firft

clofe, right againſt the ſtation-line B C in the firſt from L in

the ftation-line of K; then when you come right againſt BC,

the ſtation line, lengthen that line BC back-ward inte the

reat clofe from L to M two chains length; meaſure alſo two

chains lengths in the ſtation-line I K; and meaſure two chains

lengths from L to I back again; and meaſure the diſtance be

tween two chains of the one, and two chains of the other,

and that gives you the quantitie of the angle KBC. Then

from the line LK; you may take from your ſcale four chains

length, and you may tran from the line K L, towards the line

L Č, or BC, with one foot fet in L, and double the diſtance of

the two pricks in the other clofe, and take that with your

compaffes, and fet from the line LK, to the LC, and where it

falls draw the line L C ad infinitum. After the fame manner ·

might-yợu have drawn a line by the South-fide of the hedge

3 » - - by

\ ,
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by BC or L.C. Alfofo might you at Xin the firſt clofe have

gone either into the great cloſe, or into the little cloſe, by

drawinga ſtation-line on which fide of the hedge you will.

A third way is by continuation of fuch a ftation-line as

ſhoots upon the corner of a clofe; and thus fuppoſe you

would go out of the great clofe into the little cloſe at K, if

you had but continued your line L K to A; and this is the

eafieft way of all,

A fourth way, If on the Weſt-fide of the hedge A K

there were a fpinny wood of two or three pole broad all

along by the fides thereof, and that you defire to go out of

the firſt clofe into that little clofe, but there is no gap, fave

onely you can ſtrike a fquire-line from the ftation-line A B, at

either end of A& K,: may you both at A and at X erećt

a perpendicular into the firſt cloſe ward; and then may you

continue thoſe two perpendiculars, fo far as you ſhall need

them, till you are free from the ſpinny, and may draw a line

from one to the other by the ſpinny fide, and truly plotting

outeither perpendicular from the laſt ſtation-line. -

CH A P. XII.

Tomaſarea word by the chain onely.

Ecauſe a wood cannot be meaſured on the infide; and

Otherefore ng ſubtendents can betaken, as they mayinga

fure-ground, we will therefore endeavour how to doit by

taking ofangles with the chain. ; · · ·

Now becauſe the meeting of the ſtation-lines gives but one

angle, which is the wood corner, or at leaſt fo near foit that

no ſubtendent can be taken from any partofone ofthoſe lines

to the like, or any other part ofthe other, yetif you croſsor

lengthen hem out beyond their meeting one ortwo chains

lengtha piece, you fháil then have three angles more, wherë .
oftħe oppofité ángle to the wood angle will be the ſame with

the wood angle , and either of the other will be the comple

mentofit to 18o degreesſo that ifyou canbut take one ":::
- F 2 une
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tran with the other,and thirdly take

and draw the line from C through E as afore Nowifthrough

impediments by none of the forefaid ways you can meaſure

44 The Faithfull Surveyour. - Chap.12.

line in any of thoſe three angles, you are well enough: as fup

poſe A tó be a wood, and at the angle C, I had two ſtation

lines met, viz. A C, and CG, I continue A C forward to D

one chaines length, or elſe fet CG backwards to F a chains

length,and likewife fet back A Cto B one chain of 1oo links:

now fuppoſe I find F B or DE to be 6o. now for that C Band

CF are each ofthem i oɔ and F B 6o. I firſt plot them, firſt

ſtrikinga line, then I take 1oo from fome fcale of equal parts,
as C B in the figure B. And be- - * A –

cauſe C B and C F are equall, - }

therefore I fet one foot in C, and

tran F B, alfo from B to F I fet

6o of the fame equallparts, then

draw the line FC through C, and
it gives the ftation-line C G; Or - *$ „” *-- o

more eafilie, if you draw outthe È -

line A C unto D, and make C D - - - \ - - -

and CE Ioo. a piece, finding D E to be 6o then may you

take Ico ofany ſcale of equal parts & tran D E then fet 6o

ofthe fame parts in the faid tran from D toward E, make there

a prick & draw the line C G through i ------***#:;"| -
E. But if by reafon of impediments ---** l3

you can neither meaſure D E nor F B

at 1 ao a piece, you may tran C.B.

2oo,and FC i oo, or either of them', : N

what you will, fo that you plotthem. 1 ; ..

accordingly; as ifCE be 13o, CD . . .

1oo and D E 5o : then firſt fet outs. . .

CD 1 oo in the line CD, fecondly os. \ ^

take C E 13 o, fet one foot in C and :: : „ ... N

D E 5o, fet one foot in D,and with

the other make a prick in the tran

heither of the forefaid angles, then fee what you can do to

- - - - the:
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the angle F CD, or the angle oppofite to the angle of the

wood : for this therefore you muſt both lengthen A C to Ð

forward, & CG to F backward, each of them Too or more

from C, then meaſure the diſtance D F, and apply it to your

fcale of equal parts, and what it gives fet down in your note

book, as likewife you muft do all the other lengths. Then

fuppofing CD, and CF to be 1oo a piece, I take Ioo and fet

one foot in C, and tran from E; then fuppoſe I had found

D F 16o. I take therefore 16o, and fet from D in the faid

tran, and it reacheth to F; therefore draw Fad infinitum,and

it gives the next ſtation-line C G. . . . . . -

But in all this that hitherto we have ſpoken of meaſuring

by the chain onely, we would have you to undetſtand,that we

have onely ſpoken fpoken of meaſuring and plotting of the

ftation-lines: for as for meafuring, cafting up, and plotting

of the out-fides, that is the fame as before, ferving as well to

this as to the Table. -

And as for meaſuring hilly-ground, wehave ſhewed before

in chap. 9, that alſo may be meaſured by the chain alone,

fave onely any forry board with one ftreight edge;&itmatters

not greatly whether it have a freight edge or no. If in mea

furing the out-fides you go upon a ſtation-line, as in the line

A F G ofthe fecond cloſe, (chap. 3) from which you defire

to ſtrike a perpendicular into an angle: Firſt, ghueſs at the

place, fo near as you can, where it will fall; there fet one o?

your counting-ſticks, fet another 8o links backwards, direčily

in the ſtation-line; another at 6o from the firft ftiek into the

angle; then let one hold one end of the chain at the ſtick

that was fet backward, and the other at the ftiek fet in the

angle-line, if they two meet juſt at the chainsend, (I mean

ganther’s chain óf rdo links) then isit a true perpendicular

into the angle; ifit fall ſhort, you are not far enough, if
gone, then you are too far. , • , .

If a groundbe very large or buſhy, you may meafire it en

the out fide like a wood, or meaſuring a chains length or two

of each station-line, and their ſubtendent on the infide from

the angle. : F 3 - Thus.

l
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Thus have we ſhewed you how to meaſure all manner of

ground by the chain onely, for which I expect as much thanks

at the inſtrument-makers hands, as Culpepper at the Colledge

of Phyfitians. And indeed I was determined to have publiſh

ed it above fourty years agone, had not Mr. Allen and Mr.

Thomſon difſwaded me from it, upon this reafon, Thatifigno

rant people fee the moſt famous Artiſts go foto work, they

will be ready to judge, that he that goes with a plain pair of

poles, and a fquare board, to fet out a fquare withall, is a bet

ter workman then he. And indeed, l cannot deny but that

they judge according to their tools which they fee,rather then

according to their skill they fee not.

Whereupon l have forborn till now, confidering I am even

dropping into my grave, and confidering that my Saviour

would not ceafe cafting out devils, becauſe he was thought to

do it through Beelzebub; no more will I longer forbear this,

it being fo lawfull, and honeft, and beneficiall to a Common

wealth. And truly had I regarded mens fayings I muft have

given over furveying long ago, or elfe to give over profeſſion,

for that I was judged (by no ſmall fools) to work by the de

vil, for that I could tella diſtance before I meaſured it.

CHAP, XII I.

Of taking diſtances by the chain onely.

land by the chain, yet fince we are ſpeaking of the ufe

of it, I hope you will not think your time ill-fpent to read a

leffoń or two more that will be effected by it. ' ».

Let there be two forts Cand D of a good diſtance afunder,

beyond a river a mile or two broad; to tell the juſt diftance

how far they are afunder, how far each is from A, and each

fromļB,and the breadth ofthe river: Firſt, I draw the line A B

4o pole, a tenth part (at leaft) of the greateſt diſtance, let it

run parallel, but ſtreight, by the river, 9 or I o pole off, then

from A I fet out both backward from A to E direćtly back

ward in the ſtatior-linefix pole, and fix from A to F in A C
line

A Lthough we have ſhown the meafuring of allmanner of

}

}
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48 ** * * the Faithfull Surveyour : Chap. 14:

you fee them fet down upon their lines; your ſtation-line AB,

being your common fcale, viz. 4o poles : for if you take that

line with your compaffes, look how oft you finde that length

in any of the other, fo many furlongs, or fo many times fourty.

poles are in that line, and what is more, takeit with your

compaffes, and fet one foot at A, and the other forward in

the faid ſtation-line or ſcale, and it gives the odd poles. But if

you would onely take the breadth of the river K L, obferve

a mark on the fartherbank, as at K; then in your ſtation-line

at 8 pole long, and 8 from the river, meaſure their diftance,

and plot that triangle, continue your croſs-line toward your

mark; then lengthen your ſtation-line to a fourth or fifth part

of the breadth of the river; thence alſo meaſure 8 pole right

toward the forefaid mark, and 8 in the ſtation-line backward;

meaſure their diflance and plot it, cóntinuing the mark-line till

it meet with the other : fo your ſcale to both the other will

be the station-line as afore. . . . - -, -,
.* -

|

|

- : - -

*« . . .

-- « * * * *

C H A P. XIIII.

To take the declination o ;: freight upright walifor Dialing

\ . |- by the chain onely. I T - ; * *

O do this you muſt finde out a meridian-line by any of

theſe ways following. Firſt fetting your back to the wall

right under the plain, where you will have the diall, look by

fometrue clock or watch juſt at noon where the funis, and fet

up two ficks a pole or more afunder in aftreightline between

you and the fun, then go to the furtheft and look back to the .

wall, and juſtin that line make a mark on the wall: for there

íhalfyou plumm down your meridian-line of your dial. But

yet take not up your ſticks, whereof let the furtheft ofthem be

5o links from the wall. Secondly, ifyou neither have help of

watch, nor clock, take afmooth board and lay it levél, fick

upright a wier of2 or 3 inches longin the midftofit, andä

, boutnine ofthe clockin the morninglaythe board at the foot

// of the wall aforefaid, mark where the fhadow. of thetop of
|

*.

vº k; i < 7 :
*** --

| – z .

* s - 1 - /- -
|- v.



Chap.14. The Faithfull Surveymur. 49

the wierfalleth, there make a prick: then take out your wier,

and fet one foot of your compaffesin that center, and open

the other to the former prick, and there draw a circle, and

then fetup your wier upright as it ftood before, neither deeper

nor ſhallower then before; you may apply a fquire to it, tofee

it ftand upright, or meaſure with your compaffes from the cir

cle to the top of the wier, ifit be alike all 4 ways. If it be

right, fet up two ſticks right in a line between it and the Sun as

afore. Then again about three a clockin the afternoon watch

where the Suns fhaddow falls juſt on the fame circle again,and

then fet up two other ſticks, fo that they may meet in the

fame centre : divide the ſpace between the two furtheft fticks

into two equall parrs, and mark that for your meridian-line.

But left the Sun ſhould not fhine when it comes to that circle,

you may make feverall circles upon the board , and ſtick up

marks where the Sun comes at them forenoon and afternoon.

. If both theſe ways fail, this third way is better then either

ofthem. In the evening go Southward of the place, where

you would haue your diall, three or four pole, turn your face

Northward, movingEaſtward or Weſtward till you fee the

North-pole and the place where you will have the meridian of

your diall both in a line, which by looking over the houſe you

may the better do, if you get one to hold a pole aflope with

a line tyed to the end thereofand a plummet toit. Ifnow the

line, the meridian-place on the wall, and the North-pole

are all in a line, you are right, there ſtick up a ftick till morn

ing, another right behinde it, for juft there is your meridian

line. - - - - - -

Now to know the pole you may eafily ghueſs atit near e

nough, for it is a point in the heavens in a right line between

the hinder horfe of charles-wain called Alliot and the polar

ftar, fo far off from the pole-ftar, as the pole-ftar is from the

next ſtar to it: fo that if Alliot be juſt beyond the polar ftar

then is the polar-ſtar full North, G è contra.

A fourth way is this; in fome plain place near hand where

you may fee both ways fet a mark, go South two or three

- G - pole,



5o The Faithfull surveyour. Chap. 14.

pole, then move Eastward or Weſtward till you fee the pole

Ítar right beyond the firſt ſtaff, there fet another, or rither .

pitch two good ftones, like grave ftones in church-vards: for

fo they will not onely ferve for this brfineſs, but alfo give the

hour of the night to a minute by knowing the right aſcent on

of the Sun and ftars. : - -

The ufe we make of it here is double.first it helpsus to fer out

the meridian-line everywhere near hand;for if ítandirghere at

the North ftone you fee the Sunright over a fick or pole hol

den at the South, you run prefently & fet your back againſt the

wall where you would have your diall, and fet up two sticks

between the Sun and you, you have a meridian-line defired.

. Now having gotten this meridian-line: to finde the acute

angle that this meridian makes with the wall; firſt, meáfure

with your chain one chain, or half a chain in this meridian,

and as much by the wall-fide, and their diſtance for a third

fide, and plot it, then finde the quantitie of the angle ofinter

fection of the meridian and wall-line by the ſcale of chords,

the complement thereof is the decli- - 12 %

nation of the wall. Suppofe the line c ..-.-.- ***** li :

A B to be a meridian-line, and A C to r“” |

be the wall-line, in either of which I

'meaſure from A to C, and from A to B

5o links, and I finde the diftance of

C B to be 24 #, this I plot as afore is

fhown. Then to finde how many de

grees the angle C A B makes, take 6o

from fome fcale of chords, and fet one

foot in A, and tran D E : then take

D E with your compaíſes, and apply to

your ſcale of chords, and it gives the

angle of the wall,and meridian DA E, A.

or CA B, which is allone, to be 3o degrees, and the comple

ment thereof 69 is the declination of the wall; which if it

were taken in the morning, it is a South-weſt diall declining

Weſt-ward 6o degrees: (for always the diftance of the wall

- - line



Chap. 14. The Faithfall Surveyour. 5 r

!insto the Eaſt or west-line is the declination of the wall:)

ºf the Sunſhine on itat noon, it is a South dial; if it ih:

: " @--~ , longeron it in the after.

: noon, then in the fore

noon, it is a South-west,

, ci è contra.

Having a meridian in

\ fome open and plain

place, to finde the Azu

meth,fet up a fick at the

South-end of your me

ridian-line, meaſure back

, , in it 5o links there make

, , , >< N; 9:X^. : " your centre A, thence

: T>-i-: meaſure 5o forward in
the Sun-line; meaſure the distance of thoſe two fifties; and

plotit, then take 6o offyour ſcale of chords, and do as in thelaft rule. - - |- r - - :::: . ", . i. . -

· Having the Azumeth, to finde the angle of the wall :

and Sun by help of the lafi figure. . . . .

- Sometime you are in fuch a place where you cannot fet out

a meridian-line, yet you may always fet out an Azumeth, or

Sun-line, which elfwhere I call the angle of the wall and Sun.

Now finding your Azumeth, asin thètaſtrule, come preſently

from thence, not ſtaying to caftit up or plotit; but preſently

meaſure 5o by the wall, and 59 in the Sun-line, and their di

ſtance, and then plot both the triangles, and findethe degrees

of both angles at the centre, as afore; fo have you both the

šunsĀ:h and the ange ºf the waſ and Sun Thenma:
king a circle with two croſs diameters, firſt fet out your Azu

meth from the South; if it was taken in the morning, then on

the Eaſt, ifin the after-noon, on the Weſt. Then always rec

kon backward the angle of the wall and Sun in the courſe of

the Sun; and from thence draw a line through the centre re

preſenting the wall-line, (asín:điagram) the::::
U 2 - •

*
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tween that and the Eaſt and Weſtline in the circle is the decli-: -

nation of the wall defired. - -

And although the Sunbe newly gone off the wall, or not

yet come on, by help of the fhadow of the end of the wall,

and theſe former helps you may finde the declination. Onely

in fead of fetting your Azumeth backward, you muft fet it

forward in the courſe of theSun, if you takeit before it fhines
on the wall. And all this maybe ºsky a two-foot rule or

-yard, or a boyes cat-ftick;$ X; Y^^ :

I: beautifying of plots, it is neceſſary that you draw a

ifquare round about the plot, the upper-end whereof ſhall

repreſent the North-fide, the nether line the South; the right

fideline the Eaft : but you muft help your felfto theſe by ta- -

king a meridian-line firſt in the field, and drawing a meridi

an-line through the firſt plot. |- -

Secondly, Examine your former plot, how many chains or

poles your plot reacheth from North to South, and from Eaſt

to Weſt, and thereby make choife of fuch a ſcale, that you :

may lay the whole Lordſhip within the faid fquare, according

to the Northing, and Southing, and diffance. Or elfe you

may draw your plot, firſt, by what fcale you will, and then

draw the ſquare afterward. |- . . .

Thirdly, Fill the out-borders between the fquare and the

demeans, at leaft fuch as bordernext to the demeans,with the

bordering hedges,and names or owners namesof the grounds.

Fourthly, Whatſoever you write, write it from Weft to

East: unleſsit be the proper name of fome river, orhigh-way,

or fuch like. For if the North be upward, the Weft will be

on the left hand.
|- -

Fifthly, Deſcribe all houſes, ways, rivers, Churches, wind

mills, arbours, great lone-trees, gates, files, &c. that falt

within your plot, as alſo the Lordſhip-houſe, with ọther edifi
-G · · · · · · · · - – i. ces

- -

-==

#||

|
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ces in a corner by it felf, and the Lords coat in another cor

ner: the houſe being drawn in proſpective.

Sixthly, Deſcribe at the bottom the fcale that you drew it

by, adorningit with compaffes, ovalls, fquares, and comparti

ments, &c. . .
-

Seventhly , Having drawn all your feverall grounds,

and distinguiſhed them with their hedges, it will not be

amifs firſt to pounce over the paper or parchment with

fome ſtaniſh grain, andburnt Allome, and a double quantitie

of pounced rofen, both finely fearced, and lightly pumiced,

thereby to preferve the paperor parchment from through

piercing with the colours.
-

Then lay on your colours in manner following, being firſt

ound and bound with gum-water very thin and bodilefs,

Arable for corn you maywaſh with pale ſtraw-colour made of

yellow-ocre and white-lead. Formeadowstake pink and ver

digreafe in a light green. Pafture in a deep green of pink,

azure, and fmalts. Fenns a deep green, as alfo heaths of yel

low andindico. Trees a fadder green of white-lead and verdi

greafe. For mud-walls and ways mix white-lead, andrut of

iron, or with ocres brown of Spain: for white-ftone take um

ber and white: water or glaſs may be ſhown with indico and

azure, or black-lead: for feas, a greeniſh sky-colour of indico,

azure, fmalts, white-lead, and verdigreafe. A : , !

- * : » : : : ::: : , , 7 . ." . : : : : : , :

|- " : " CHAP. XV H. : : ;

To meaſure allmanner of greund by the Pandron, . .

or any other graduated Instrument. - }

rr“He Pandoronis an Inſtrument compounded of, Firſt, an

ordinary foot, with three legs for a plainTable. Second

ly,aTable and folding-rulers likeit,fave that it is a true fquare.

Thirdly, the box and needle. Fourthly, it hath on one corner

a centre, in which is a ſcrew-pin, on which a moveable ruler

with fights turneth. Fifthly,in the two out-fides furthest from

the centre is drawn the Quadrate for terreſtrial altitudes and
}

- G 3 diftan
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diſtances. Sixthly,next to it is the limbe of the Quadrant,both

for celestial and terrestrial altitudes and diftarces, whether

upright, flat, or aflope. Seventhly, Gunther's Quadrant for

your own latitude for houres both of night and day, and Ai

zumeths, and divers other problems. Eighthly, Fale's Qua

drant for Planetary -houres. Ninthly, a circle and fcale for

finding the declination of a plain. Tenthly, a neck of 14 or

– 15 inches long, to put on the top of the ſtaff, the Table be

ing taken off, with a pin on the fide to hang the Table on, to

take all manner of altitudes and diftances aflope. Eleventhły,

a beam of 6 or 7 foot long about two inches fquare of deal,

and a trough on the top, gouged all along halfan inch deep,

to fill with water fora water-level havinga fight at each end,

having a lath crofting the beam in the middle above and be

low 6 foot long, faftened with fcrew-pins and brackets above

and below, with an hole in the bottom of the middle of the

beam, in ſtead of a focket to ftand on top of the three-foot

ftaff. So that there is nothing that allorany obſerving Instru

ments can do; but this doth it. By thisyou meaſure landas by

the plain:Table, then if the weather be moist, or in hili;

ground, you may uncover the Table, and work by the Qua

drant, whereby you may fave the charge of bill:ground fights,

which are as coftly as all the rest of the Inſtruments. Beſides

which if you know how to work by thel Quadrant, you can

not be ignorant of working by the Theodelete or femicircles;

the difference being onely this, that they take orely at once,

which if it be above 9o degrees, by the Quadrant you firſt

take fome part of it, and then thereft of it afterward, yet all

at the fame ſtation, and then plot it by your ſcale of chords.

Indeed by the Circumferentor you take all the angles bv ob

ferving the cutting of the South-end of the needle, and then

either plot the angles by a protractor,and the lines by a ſcale

of equal parts, orelſe you may plot the angles either by your

fcale of chords, or by the Circumferentor it felf both which I

hold better ways then the firſt. So that there being nothing

defirable in an obſerving inſtrument but this giveth it, it fo

- - pleafed
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pleaſed Mr. Hender Roberts, (the Lord Roberts youngeft fon,

a Gentleman every way fitted with a genius for the Mathe

maticks, whom f cannot name without honour.) who had

the firſt of them to give it the name of wže ºčes, omne do-

num. So that in ſhewing the uſe of it as it is a Quadrant, we

fhall with the fame labour fhew the ufe of ail graduated in

fruments in meafuring of land; and as for working by it as

by the plain-Table, we refer you to the ten firſt chapters of .

this book. Now therefore for working by the Quadrant, (yet

herein we will fpeak of nothing but what is within the ſtati

-- on-lines, contenting our felves for the reſt with that which

hath been ſpoken before in the uſe of the plain-Table, ) all

the difference çonfifts in three things : firſt, the taking of the

angles: fecondly, in keeping the field-book: thirdly, in plot

ting. . -

Firft, For taking of the angles, you need not fet up your

Quadrant oftner thea you did the plain-Table: there

fore fuppoſe this figure

A B C D E to be a plot

of ground to be meafu-

red on the infide : I be

gin at A, not fetting up

the Instrument, but finde

A B to be 2o pole,

that I fet dewn in my :

note-book, befides thes

breadths from the ftati

oņ lines , which I omit

here as fufficien ly ſpo- |- -

ken of before. Then be-' e D -- ·

ing come to B, there I fet up the Quadrant, and finde it juſt

9o degree, fet down B 9o degrees, ſo that all the lengths

are meaſured by poles or links, and all the angles by degrees:

then I meaſure BC, and finde it 28, and fetit down: mów I

come to C, I lay the ſharp edge of the rule to the line of the

Quadrant, where the degrees begin, and then fcrew down

the

|
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AB. z.o.p. the fights for stirring; but turn the Quadrant till through the

: 99: fights you fee a mark at B, (as when you were at B you faw

:º:; at A)'Now feeing that màrkat B ſcrew the focket pin, that
C. I o6. d. 3 |

čp. 3: the Quadrant turns not, but turn your fights to D: but I can

D. 108. i. not, for they fall befides the board; but I have efpied a mark

PE. 22. h. at o near the middle of the ground, viz., a tree, Iturn my

:::::# fights to that, and fee the ſharp edge of the rule cut 6o dé

***** grees, that I keepin minde, then Ilay the ſharp edge of the

rule again on the beginning of degrees, and turn the Qua

drant till I fee the fame tree again through the fights; then ftir

not theTable, but ftir the fights till you fee D through them:

then looking by the edge of the ruler, l finde it cuts at 46,

which added to 6o gives the whole angle C 1 o5 : and fo of

the reft. - -

Toplota plot Now for your plottingit, firſt draw the line A B, fet out

::::::::* 2o of your ſcale of equal parts upon it, then take always 6o

::::: off your ſcale of chords, fet one foot at the end of your 2o in

" B. and with the other foot tran always from the laftline,

which here is A, B, towards the place where you think your

next line B C will fall. Then take your angle B which is 6o,

and fet it in the faid tran from the line A B forward, there

make a prick, and from B through that prick draw the line

B C ad infinitum. In which line fet out 28 of equal parts,

there make a prick for your ſtation C. Then take again your

6o of chords, fet one foot in C, and tran from the laft

line B C, toward CD. Now becauſe your angle Cis more

thengo, and that your compaſstran at 6o, therefore firſt fet

out that 6o in the faid tranto B, and becauſe there wants yet

46 of Io6, therefore take thoſe 46 with your compaffes, and

fet them on forward from 60, there make a prick, and draw

your line CDthrough it, and fo of the reft. So that there are

but thefe things : firſt, draw a ſtation-line : fecondly, tran

your angle with óo of chords: thirdly prickout the degrees

of that angle.

. . . . - cHA P.

––2––
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CH A P. XVI I.

In meaſuring bygraduated Infruments, to know if your

plot will/but, or no.

B: in working by graduated Inſtruments, you always

Dplot at home, but never in the field; and that if any

thing be miftaken in the field (as oft it comes to país to be foj

then will not your plot ſhut at homestherefore either you muſt

look to your needle at every plantation, or elfe you muft mea

fure all the angles, which by the plain-Table you need not do:

therefore with fuch Instruments the needle is more needfull,

then with the plain-Table; and yet the Circumferentor will

hardly help you herein neither, though you work all by the

needle, unleſs you work by taking angles by it, which is the

flower way. Now having meaſured all the angles, ifon the in

fide of a ground, becauſe all the three angles of a right line ·

triangle are equall to two right angles, or 18o degrees, and

that there are fo many triangles fave two as are angles; there-

fore ifyou reckon fo many angles fave two, for each ofthem

18o, and finde that and the quantities ofall your angles to a

gree, there is great hope your plot will ſhut, elfe not. As

ifthere bea triangle, they muft all make 18o; ifa quadrangle,

36o; ifa pentangle, 54o; an hexangle 72o; a feptangle 8oo;

an oćtangle 9.5o; but if you meaſure on the out fide, as a

wood, then every outward angle is the complement to 36ɔ of

its inner angle, therefore to take all thoſe complements,is your

beft way both to prove and plot it by, and lefs labour, ifyou

are far from your mark, and not to go to it again, it oft-times

will quit your pains, left you are forced to ſpend perhaps an

whole days-workabout that you have done, or at leaft would

have done already, to prove your angles after this manner.

H CHA P.

.

\
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C H A P. xv III.

To take terreſtrial diſtances by the plain-Table, or Pandoron,

as by the Table.

( 7V 7F have ſpoken oftaking them by the chain onely,in

V chap. 13. between that and this there is very little

difference. We will here ſuppofethe fame ſuppofitions as there:

vis two houſes beyond a river, between which I defire the

diſtance, alſo between each of them, and each of my ftations:

the chiefeft difference is this, that by this your beft way is to

have your ſtation-line as near the river as you can, which let

be as before A B 4o pole long. Firſt fet your lnftrument atA

and turn the fights to DC, and B, and draw their lines; mea

fure thence to B 4o poles, there make a prick but lay down

your - o pole with a very ſmall fcale, ifthe diſtances be long,

fo that the 4o pole be little above an-inch long. Then fet up

your Inſtrument at B,laying your index on your ſtation-line of

your plot turnit till through the fights you eſpie A, then faften

your Table and one end ofyour ruler turning upon the center

B, turn the fights firſt to C, then to D, then draw lines,whoſe

interfećtions with the former will give you all your diſtances

defired. * :

C H A P. XIX.

Tvds the like by the Pandoron as it is a Quadrant, or by any

graduated Inſtrument.

L:he fame example bepropoundedas afore, and let your

ſtation-line beA B 4o pole as near the river-fide as you

can. I fet up the Quadrant firft at A, where I find BÅD

::::: and C A D is 5 o degrees: likewife fet up at B,

then C BA is Io4, whereof C B D 50, this ſtation-line 46

and theſe angles thus plotted extend you lines till they meet,

and their interfećtions will give you the defired diſtances

as afore; yet ifyou will beſtow the time and pains to caftit

up

/
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|

up by the dostrine of Triangles you may come fomewhat

IlCAICÍ.

D

Firft for the triangle BA D, feeing that B A D is 11o de

grees, and the angle A B D 54: which make being added

164, which take out of 18o, reſts the angle A D B 16 de

grees. -

Now in the fametriangle having all the angle and the line

AB: to finde the fide A D. -

As the fine A D B 16. Comparithmes o 5 5 9 6 6

is to A B 4o. · I 6 o 2 o 6

So fine I lo degrees, that is fine 7o, 9 9 7 2 9 9

to 136 #3 BD. 2 I 3 A 5T
Alfo to finde AD, -mm

H 2 As

|
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As fine A D B 16.Compar. o 5 5 9 6 6

is to A B 4o pole: I 6 o 2 o 6

fo fine D B A 54 degrees 9 9 o 7 9 6

to 1 17 ,“, A D. 2 o 6 9 6 8

Then in the triangle CBA,

C B A is Io4 and B A Cis 6o, theſe added together make

164, which taken out of 18o leaves the angle BCA 16 de

grees. Nowto find BC.

As fine 16 d. Compar. o 5 5 9 6 6

to A B 4o p. I 6 o 2 O 6

fo is fine C A D 6o 9 9 3 7 5 3 |- -

to B C 125 and *5 2 o 9 925 |- -

Alfo to finde A C. -

As fine A CB 16. Compar, o 5 5 9 6 6

to A B 4o: I 6 O 2 O 6

fo fine 104, that is fine78 9 9 8 69 o

C BA 2 1 4 8 6 2

to A C 14o ºo
-

Laftly having thetwo fides AC 14o ", and A D 117 f, and

the angle CA D 5oin your triangle CA-D to finde CD.

As the fumm ofthe fides 258 #3. Compar. 6 588 o 4

to the difference of the fame fides 23 é, 2 3 6 9 2 2 .

fo is the tang of # the fum of the angles unknown 65 to the

tang of # their difference 1 1 degrees, O 3 3 1 3 3

angle D. But ſubtraćted from it makes the

which add to 65 d. #facit 76 the greater 5 EEEFF;

angle 54 degreestand then
- -

as fine 54.Compar. o o 9 2 o 5

to 117 #: 2 o 6 9 6 7

fo fine 5 o degrees. 9 8 8 42 5

to CD 111 f. 2. O 4 5 9 7

CHAP:
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CH A P. XX.

of altitudes amddifances celeſtial by the Pandoron

or 2uadrant. |

Ortaking of altitudes and diſtances celeſtial, or altitudes

terreſtrial, it is a matter of neceſſity, that befides your

Quadrant and three-legg'd foot, you get alſo a neck or piece

of clofe-grain’d wood, whoſe Diameter may be about three

inches, or fomewhat more. Let the nether end be turned with

a focket, that inſtead of the focket of your Table you may

put on that, ſo that it may turn on the top of the ſtaff as the

focket doth, having alſo a ſcrew-pin in the fide of it, to hold

it at any fituation. Alfo about two or three inches below the

top turn it like a bowl, in the midft whereof bore an hole

with an inch-wimble, to which fit a pin of the fame woed, fo

hard both drivenin and glewed in that it ftirs not, but let one

end thereofbe fo big and fo long as to fit the braſs focket,

that the focket may turn very ſtiff about it; and let the little

end of the pin reach paft the hole of the bowl, almoft the

depth of the focket, and then you may fit that end of the

pin either to that or any other Inſtrument, by glewing upon it

a piece of its own wood, turn’d like a little falve-box; then

upon this pin put the focket of your Inſtrument, and work as

followeth.

. . To take the altitude of the Sun. -

Take theftring of your plummet in your hand, and apply

it to the edge of your Instrument, and hangit plumb: then

ſcrew it faſt, then movethe ruler with fights up and down, till

the Sun fhining through the fight next the limb,the fhadow of

the thread run ftrcight along the rule, then look how many

degrees are between the edge of the rule, and the bottom of ,

the limb, fo: degrees is the height of the Sun : and this

you may do by fetting it on a ſtool. |

To take the height of a far.

. To do this, having hanged your instrument on the pin of .
H - }

3 the
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the neck, and plumbed one edge by the light of a candle,look

by the edges of both fights,: the ruler till you fee the

ffar defired in aftreight line with them both, then fcrew the

ruler, and take down the Table, ::::: the degrees from

the bottom to the edge of therule for the height of the star.

To take the diftance of two ſtars how/oever fituate.

If both be near the Horizon and near of one altitude, and

within go degrees of each other, you need notufe the neck at

all, butonely lay your ruler on the beginning of the degrees,

then ſcrew it, and turn the Table till by both fights you fee

one of the ſtars; then faſten the Table, and move the fights

to the other ftar, and the degrees on the limb of the fiduciall

edge of the rule gives their diftance.

if they be both in one and the fame half of a vertical cir

cle, take both their heights as afore, ſubtract the leffer altitude

from the greater, you have your defire. If they are in feverall

halfs of the vertical circle, take the complements ofboth their

heights, and add them together, & aftum eſt.

But if they lie aflope, and yetare within go degrees one of

another, then befides the foot and Quadrant, or Pandoron,

get you two round ſticks as bigas your thumb, about fix foot

Îong apiece, ſharpen their little ends, and nayl their great ends

together within five or fix inches of the top, with one nayl

onely, that they may open and ſhut like a pair of tongs; alſo

you ſhall take a joynd-ſtool and cufhion, and having put the

neck upon the foot,and the Pandoron on the pin ofthe neck,

clofetħe three feet together with your right-hand, and lay

them on the cufhion, and with your left hand under-fet the

neck with the tongs, opening and ſhutting them as need is, or

fetting them nearer or further from you as need is, all with the

fame hand, and turning itaflope with the right hand. Then

having firſt placed the fights at the beginning of the degrees,

turn it tillby the edges of both fights you fee one of the ſtars

you defire, then keep the Table faſt there, and move the fights

till by them you feethe other ſtar, & voti compos eris.

chap.

|
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- CHAP. XXI, -

oftaking of altitudes terreſtrial by the Quadrant.

Here are divers ways whereby theſe altitudes may be dif.

covered,whether they be perpendicular, as properly they

fignifie, or Hypotenufes or bafes : for all of them are com

prehended under the notion of Altitude, becauſe the bafes

may be as well found by the help of the perpendiculars, as per

pendiculars by the help of bafes, and any of thele may be

found feverall ways by the Pandoron, either as it is a Qụa

drant, or as it is a Geometrical Quadrat; of either of which

: will lay down fome Problemes, and firſt as it is a Qua

rầnt. -

Probl. I. A difance being given and the angle of the bafe,

to finde an altitude.

Meaſure the diftance A C zoɔ,

and the angleA 29 deg. 4o min, by

your Pandoron , the Complement

wherofis the angle B6o d.2om.ºrgò

as fine A B C 6o d. 2o m. 993898

is to the line A D zoo. 23o, o3 A

fo fine BA C29 d. 4o m. 969496

to CB I 14 (o3. 2557oo E

II. Likewife the height C B given , to finde s A ( the

difance. . . .

As BA C 29 deg, 40 min. 9 6 9 4 9 6 - -

is to C B I 14 (o3. 2 3 O 1 O 3 . .

fo B 6o deg. 2o min. 9 9 3 8 9 8 o ;

so A C zoo. - - 2 3 o 1 o 3 |

To finde either of them by the ſcale and compaffes, having:

the angle A, and diſtance A. C. -

Firft draw the line A C, fet from A toward C. 2oo offome

fcale ofeq all parts, upon C erečta perpendicular, and upon

A make an angle of 29 deg, 4ɔ min. which line will:
- B,

----
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CP, and you ſhall finde C B 114 feré. So meaſuring the

height CB, and the angle B, and plottingit, you ſhall have

*:rumaa e-a-tuaI I I. The height B C and angle being given, to finde the
g #:: A T3. g g fi

As A 29 deg.4o min. to BCthe height 114 (o3: fo ACB

9o deg. to A B 23 o (17. To finde it by the /cale. Draw the

line A Clet it be 2oo of equall parts, upon Cerect the perpen

dicular B C, and on A make an angle of 29 deg. 4o min. fo

the Hypotenuſe AB wilbe 23o (17. -

The part of the diſtance DA in the famediagram being

known to finde D C or A C. Let A D or E F be 9o foot and

I defire F G or DC, but I cannot meaſure it for impediments,

therefore firſt take the angle of altitude B at both ftations Á

and D, at A. I finde A 29 deg. 4o min. to that the angle

C B A is čo deg. 2o min. at D l find the fame angle D 46

deg, and D B C 44 deg. fubtraċt 44 deg, from 6o deg. 2o

min. refteth AB D 16 deg. 2o min. then fay, As fine ÄB D

i 6 deg. 2o min. to A D 9o foot: fois BA D29 deg. 4o min.

to D B 158,4 Then again,As 9o to B D 158,4;: fois D B C

44 deg to D C 1 Io, which added to 9o A D makes A C2oO,

as afore. By the fcale thus, draw the lines A Cand A Badin

finitum, making the angle 29 deg. 4o min. then fet 9o feet

from Ain the line AC to D where you found the angle DBCto

be 46 deg.becauſe the angle CDB is 44,for they are the com-

plements one of the other, therefore plot the angle B D C

and it will be 46 deg, and the B D 158(4: then from Bletfall

a perpendicular upon AC, and it cuts it at C making D C I 1o

and AC zoo as before. To let this perpendicular fall divide, ,

either A B or D Binto two equallparts, and with the compafs

at that widenes fet one footin the interfection and the o

. ther in the line D C at C and there falls the perpendicular B C

and the end ofthe line A C. -

Likewife any part of the altitude being known, the reſt ofit

may be found by turning the height into the diſtance, and the

diſtance into the height. . -
-

Ary
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Any part ofthe diftance beingknown to finde the Hypote

nufe. In the:::::: ſubtract the angle B D C. 46 deg.

out of 18o deg, or (which is all one) add DB C.44 deg, to:

C9o.thererefts the obtufe angle B D C 134 towhich add the

angle B A D 29 deg. 4o min. they make 163 deg. 4o min.:

whoſecomplement to 18ois the angle A BD 16 deg. 2o min.

Now fay, Ásfine 16 deg. 2o min. isto 9o feet: fois i 34 deg.

which becauſe it is obtufe above 9b deg, you muft.fubtraćtiti

from 18o, rests 46 deg, the acute angle BDC, and they give

the Hypotenufe A B 23o (17. And forD B fay,As fine ABD.

16 deg. 2o min. to 9o feet: foisfine DA B 29 deg:4o min.

to D B 158 (4: for the plotting, ifyou mark how it is done

in the laſt probleme, you cannot failín this, i But as (forta

king all thefe Miritudes aforefaid, confidering theyare onely

to be takenupon plain ground and that the chiefeſtufe of this

skill is to take fuch altitudes as ftand upon an hill: (Foral

though feverall writers talk of taking the heights of Castles,

Towers, Forts, &c. yet they deſcribe them all as if they were

upon plain ground, whereas it is a common thing to finde a:

caſtle on hilly ground: fo that I know not one Author that

gives any rules how to find the height of a caſtle ſtanding .

on the top of an hill.) I have therefore here in this diagram

demonſtrated the fame. Let A C F be , ,

an hill on whichthe Caſtle CD ſtand- D Bºis é º * * P

eth; I fet up my Quadrant at A and . „ “?

I finde the line A c; which is the a- : + 2^
|- , - -- 2 -- I : - -

-- , : - -

*

. . . . 320'si : : : :::: ~6%
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fcentofthe hill to the bottom ofthe Caſtle 28 deg. ofheight,

and the angle FA D 3 1 deg to the top, the difference'is.

3 deg, which is the angle CA D: then I meạfurecup in the;

line A C to B2co foot: where if you fuppofe anotheri hori

zontal B G parallel to A F, then muft the angle G B G be

28 deg, as before, by Euclid,prop. 28. Element.i., there alſo I

take the top line by my Quadrant, viz. B.D, and finde the al

titude thereofGB D 32 deg, the difference is 4:deg, which,

is the angle CBDand that taken out of 18o deg, leaves the

angle D BA 176 deg, by prop. 13. Element: 1. to which add.

CADc3-deg-facit 179 deg. that taken out of 18o deg.leaves

A D Bir deg, alſo add G B G 28 deg. tol Gg B 9o deg.

they make i 18 deg, which takenfrom n8o degrefts 62,Bcg.

prop. 49: Element.titland the fameEIŁ8 deg is the angle

“D CB; for which in the analogie we take62 the acute angle,

Of:::::" 18o deg for the obtule. Now to finde the

esfay, , ... : : : : , - t ; :, :, :, va : ; ': ,

As fine AhD B 1 deg, Gempara 17 5 8 1.44.2: , :.…….. I

to A B 2oɔ., li :o:oa i ti ai 22:3 di q'3:o : airią na:

fo fine C.A.D. 3 deg, yroi: : :n:87: 1.88oo vi i re, . ,

to B D 6co, . ? 1 : a' - '- 2777974 : 1 ----

: : :::: -

t.

----
|-

-

|- -

; : ::: :,,, , , : - - TT ::: - , , *:::: :b e : . :: - - - - " - - - - -

Secondly, Asfine D C R - , :, , , , , 2:, b: , ,

- ; 18 deg vei 62 deg compar, soos 4 i #4 : , :,:
| toe Bood. bi s v. 12 777 974, a cit; ; ; ; ': ,

- *:fo fine C R D. 4 deg. :,:. 883 ; 588 : ... 2:

:tocD 47 #the Caſtles height. I 675 726 |

But this will not be found very exactly by plotting.by reafon

of the meeting of the acute angles; & the lines running fo far

one in another, eſpecially A ĎAnd B D,that you cannot di

ftinguiſh theirinterfećtiồn, and Rus alſo we have not onely

found the height of the Caſtle 47 #but alſo the reft of the hill

line by meaſuring A B zoo a part of the fame line, and up an

hifaíſo, forifyou add b c d i 18 deg to ĉiB D 4 deg they

make 122: which ſubtracted from 18odeg. ::::::::
|- ****------------------------ *************---- --> angle
: : : / 4.
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angle c D B.Then fay, -

As C B D 4 deg. Compar. I 1 5 6 4 1 6

to Ó D47 #: · · · 167 372 6

fo ÚD B 58 deg. :, : 9 92.842 o ',

to B C 776 (2. 2 7 6 o 5 6 2

which added to A B 2oo, gives the wholeline 976 (2. And

now if you intend to begin your mine at B, your beft way is

to go 1o or 12 foot firſtin B G line, as you ghueſs half the

breadth of the fort to K, and thence draw the line K L paral

lelto BC, which two lines are of equal length. Elem. I. prop

26. and then keep tha: line up to the top, for that muft be

your line of direćtion, that if by occaſion of fome rock, or

otherimpediment, you are forced to raife, or fink, orgo fide

ways,you mayby help ofthis line drawn on paper witha large

fcale,keeping account ſtil how far you are gone in thefaid line,

and by help of the Quadrant at each ſtation, be able to plot

how much you are above or below your line of direction; and

by help of your Needleto finde how far you are gone fide:

ways; but your beſt way isto draw one line for aſcents and

defents, and another for variations fide-ways, befides your

line of direction, and it will not be labourin vain alfo, befide

both thefe lines to fet down in a note-book the inches raiſed

by themfelves above the line of direction, and the fallings by

themelyes, that fo you may ſubtract the fumm of the leffer

from the fumm of the greater ; juſtas in conveying of water,

whereof we ſhall ſpeak anon. Likewife fet down the variati- ,

ons on the right-hand by themſelves, and thoſe on the left by

themfelves, and againſt what part of your directing-line each

of them is. Thus when you come withinten or twelve foot of

the floor, there begin your Oven, . . . . . . .

: : : : : -a, vi r.- z. : : : “.
- 1 , , , , , , r -
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C H A P. XXII.

of taking altitudes terreſtrial by the Quadrant,

or the Pandoron.

He fides of the

Quadrat S K.,

& K L(of which S K

is called of Pitiſcus

the right fhadow, &

K L the contrary) ·

are nothing elfe but s

the natural tangents

ofarches leſs then a į „l -

3:#A-1=#—#-- B

each of theſe fides be divided by decimal divifion, they will

agree with the Tables of natural tangents, either of Blunde

vil or Pitifeur, which holds in the contrary ſhadow, but be

cauſe the contrary ſhadowis not continued freighton, but is

turned again at 1ooo; therefore there it begins to bereckoned

back again to o, as M: wingates, or M'. Gunthers rule is. So

that now ifyou turn AS down-ward, then K L will be the

right fhadow... . - -

But to diftinguiſh the right and contrary fhadow, you

muſt firſt confider whether your Quadrant goeth with a

moveable rule and fight upon it, as Pitifcus hath it ; iffo,

then one edge is always plumb’d, then the right fhadow is the

horizontal above, and the left fhadow is perpendicular; which

if the rulerfallsonit, thethingfeen is lower then 1ooo parts

by his account. But by Gunthers Quadrat, which is with a

plummet onely, and the centre upward, the plummet falls in

theright fhadow, when the thing is een lowerthen 45 degr.

of the Quadrant, ora 1ooo of the Quadrat. But M. Gan

ther hath (in my judgement) expreſſed himſelf in doubtfull

terms, in defining right and contrary ſhadow, where he faith

that the right fhadow of a Quadrat is that which is neareft
|- º - tO
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to the horizontal. May I not well ask what horizontal line

he doth mean ? or where is there an horizontal line in that

kinde of Quadrat? Certainly thereis none at all; what doth

he then mean ? he meaneth that that is the right fhadow, that

in taking any height lieth moſt level, and fo it agreeth with

Pitiſcus: and although Gunther rules are fully ſufficient for

: Quadrant, yet will they not ferve to Pitiſcus without fome

terati9n. We will therefore beg leave of Mr. Gunther to

borrow his rules, and to fit them to both.

1. eAny point being given to finde whether it be level

. , with the edge, by Gunthers, thus. * -

If looking through the fights, and feeing your defired

mark, the plummet falls in the the down-right line next to

you, then it is right and level with the eye. But by the other,

fix the ruler on the lower fide to the beginning ofthe degrees;

then plumb the other edge next the centre, if then by looking

through the fights,you eſpie themark, then is it level with the

bottom of the Table; or if you fee by the top, thenit is level

with it. ‘ · -

2. To finde an height at one obſervation by Gunthers.

If looking through the fights and feeing the mark, the

plummet falling on too of the Quadrat, or 45 degrees of the

Quadrant, then the diſtance between the mark that is level

with your eye it felf, is equal to the height above the faid

mark. But if the plummet falling there, you fee below it

through the fights, then go further off, if above, then go

nearef. - - ' |

By the other, Firſt, faffen your fights on 1oo or 45 degr. ,

of the Quadrant; then having plumb’d the fide next you, go

further off, or nearer, tillyou fee the top defired through the

fights of the ruler: then by looking by the over-edge of the

Quadrat, fee fome mark by it alſo : fo the diſtance from it to

your eye ſhall give the height from the mark to the top defi

red. And what is here faid of 1oo of the Quadrat to give

the true diſtance, understand the fame, the plummet falling on

5o of right fhadow, and the ruler on yo ofcontrary, thento

- - I 3 geve
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give a diſtance doubleto the height: if 25, the height is but a

quarter of the diſtance; if 75, then three quarters; for as of

ten as the plummet falleth on the parts of the right fhadow,

or the ruler in the other on the contrary fhadow, as Ioo to

the parts on which the thread falleth,or rule cutteth; fo is the

diſtance to the height required: and contrarily, as the parts cut

by the thread or ruler in the faid fhadows are to Ioo, fo is the

height to the diſtance. But when the thread ſhall fall on the

parts of the contrary ſhadow, or the ruler on the right; if

they fallon fiftie parts, the height is double to the diſtance; if

on 25, it is four times as much as the diſtance : for as often as

the thread falleth on the parts of the contrary ſhadow, or

the ruler on the right, as the parts cut by the thread or ruler

are to 1oo ; fo is the diſtance to the height; and on the con

trary, as Ioo are to the parts cut, fois the height to the di

ftance: and what is here faid of the height and diſtance, the

fame may be underſtood of the height and fhadow. . . ::

- To finde the height or diſtance at two obſervations

by Mr. Gunthers way, by the Quadrat. . -

As if the place which is to be meaſured might not otherwife

be approached, and yet it were required to finde the height

BC, and the diftance: Firſt, I make choife of a ſtation at E .

(in the laft diagram) where the thread may fall on Ioo parts

of the Quadrat, or 45 degrees of the Quadrant, or theruler

cut the like parts, the diſtance E B would be equal to the .

height BC: then if I go further off in a direct line with the

former diſtance, and make choife of a fecond ftation at D,

where the thread may fall on 5o parts of right fhadows, or

the number 5o of contrary ſhadows, the diſtance BD, would

be double to the height BC. Wherefore if I meaſure the dif

ference between the two ſtations Eand D, and this difference

E D will be equal both to the diſtance E B, and to the height

B C: or if you cannot make choiſe of fuch ftations, I take

fuch as I may, one at D,wherethe thread cuts 5o parts ofright

fhadow, and the rule 5o of the contrary; the fecond at A,

where they fall on 4o parts of their like fhadows, Then:
* * pole---- : --
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{

poſe the height B C to be 1oo (for eafineſs of calculation,

though it be but 16 ) 1 finde, as 5o parts are to Ioo, the fide

of the Quadrat; fo 1oo the fuppoſed height to 2oo, the

diſtance B D. And as 4o partsat the fecond ftation unto Ioo,

fo 1oo the ſuppoſed height to 25o, the distance B.A. Where

fore the difference between the two ſtations D and A ſhould

feem to be 5o, and then if in meaſuring of it you finde it

fnore or leſs, the proportions will hold, as from the fuppoſed

difference to the meafüred differencefo from height to height,

and froiti diſtance to diftance : as if the difference between

the two flations D and E being meaſured were found to be

3o; As 5o the füppoſed difference unto 3o,the true difference;

fo iod, the ſuppoſed height, to 6o the true-height; and 2oo

the füppoſed diſtance to 12o the true distance, and 25o at

the fecơnd station to 15o the diſtance BE. . . . ::: : .
- - - - - . . . . . . . - - - , , :

* -,

, ', : CHAP. xx III. -

* 7. tåke the fituation of a plainfra dial, viz. the decli

: nation and reclination thereof by the , .

za a : |- *** Pandoron. . . . . . . . . . .

s · A Pply one edge of your Pandoron to the plain, and the

plummetto the edge next you; if that edge be upright,

the plain supright : 'if it rec'ine, take off the ruler, and ap

ply ore of the edges next the centre that are not divided to

the plain;fo the degree cut by the thread gives the inclination

But if ét recline, then turn the centre downward, and holding

that thread in yourhand, moving it to and fro with your

thumb uponit a little above the limb,till the thread fall on the

centre Rifo the degree cutting the line, ſhall be the reclination.

Or yêu may put on the rule, taking out the fights, turn the

centre downward , and one of the fides next:to the plain,

turning the rule till the thread fall in the middle of it, then

the fidứtial edge thereof will give the degreeof reclination.

et: But for: the declination: Although you may go fome

what nearby help of your needle andcard, if there be no
----

- irOn
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iron near you; yet work as exaćtly as you can, I will be loth

to truft it,but rather I will go further about, and finde it by the

Azumeth; which to do, I muft firſt bymy Pandoron take the

angle of the wall and Sun, thus: Apply one of the edges

thereof next the centre to the plain, and turn the ruler till

the Sun fhews the fhadow of the thread of the fight next

the Sun, along the midft of the rule, then ſhall the fiduciali

edge of the ruler give the degree of declination. But you

muftmark whetherit be taken in the fore-noon or after noon,

and likewife the moneth and day of the moneth: likewiſe you

muftat the fame moment take the Suns'altitude, thus; Either

hang the Pandoron on the pin of the neck, or father fet one

of the undivided edges on a ſtool, and plumb the other; then

turn the edge of the Table to the Sun, moving the ruler up

and down, till the fhadow of the thread in the fight next the

Sun fhine ſtreight along the middle of the rule, fo the fiducial

edge gives the Suns altitude in the degree of the limb. Now

knowing theſe things, you may finde the Azumeth either by

calculation, or by your Pandoron, if you have Gunthers

Quadrant drawn on it. Firſt, by calculation having the

moneth and day, you know the Sunsplace by this rule:

1o 1o 1 1 1 1 , 13 13 13 13 12 I 1 Io 9

«Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. offob. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

Y S II S SL W ^= nt ? My s s 36

2 tens, 2 elevens, 4 thirteens, 12, II, Io, 9. Theſe are the

days of each moneth the Sun changeth his ſigne, beginning

with March. If the day you feek the Suns place be after the

change dayin any moneth, fubtract the change day out ofthe

day you feek, and you have the degree of the ſigne of that

moneth. Example. I defire the Suns place April the 25.16, 6,

I finde by this rule e April Io, the Sun entred ºr, take Io out

of 25, reſts 15 : fo I conclude, the Sun is in the 15 degree of

tr that day. - - -

But if the day you feek be before the change dayin any

moneth,then firſt you muftfubtract that day from the change

day, and then theremain always from 3o. So e April the fifth

- - - - - take
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take five out of ten, there remaineth five; and that taken from

3 o, there reſts 25 degr, which beingit is Leap-yeare, you may

make it 26 of Y, of the moneth preceding.

Then you muft feek the Suns declination either out offome

Table for that purpoſe,or by this analogy:as the Radius to the

fine of the Suns greateſt declination 23 degr. 3o min. fo is the

điftance from the neareft Equinoćtial to the declination deſi

red. Suppoſe April 5. the Sun in 26 degr. of v, that is 26

degr.from the nearelt Equinočtial; fay, As the Rad, to the fine

ofthe Sunsgreateſtdeclination23 degr. 3o min.

23 degr, 3 omin. 96oo7o

|- - 26 o64184:

fois the diſtance from the neareft Equinoćtial to –

the declination defired 1o degr. 4 m. - 924-254

which becauſe it is in a Northern ſigne, as Y s II gs sɩ nɛ,

therefore it is North declination, and is fo much nearer then

go degr. to the North-pole, as the Suns declination is, viz.

79 degr. 56 min. Now add this diſtance, the complement of

the altitude, and the complement of the latitude, all three to

gether, and from the halfſumm ſubtract the distance from the

pole, and note the difference. Letus ſuppoſe the Suns altitude

taken about nine of the clock in the morning for the latitude .

of 52 degr. 15 min. took by the Quadrant as you are direct

ed in Chap. 2o, to be 32 degr: then proceed thus, The Suns

North declin. Io deg, 4 m. diſtance from the pole 79 d 56 m.

latitude 52 degr. 15 m. complement 37 4.5

the Suns altitude 32 degr. complement º 58 oo

Now fay, As the Radius ço, Summ 175 41

to fine of the compl. of - half fumm 87 - 5o

altit. 32 d. i.e.S. 58.d. 992842. hence take 79 56_

fo cofine 52 d. 15 m.or difference 7 54 .

S. 37 d. 45 m. 97869ɔ.

to a 4th fine 21 d. 17 m. 97 1532.

|
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As this fourth fine 21 d. 17 m. Comp. Ar. o28467

to the S. of the half ſumm 87 d yom. , 599969

fois the S. of the difference 7 d. 54 m. 91 381 3

to a ſeventh fine 15 d. 20 m. i 942249

Add to it the Radias, the half (971 124 30 d. 58 m.)

thereofis the mean proportional, being the fine of 3 o d. 58 m.

whoſe comp. is 59 d. 2 m. that doubled is 1 18 d. 4 m. the

Azumeth from the North. . . · · · · · - - |

Now ſuppoſe you had taken the wall and Sun 4o deg, that

muft always be fet backward in the courſe of the Sun from the

Sun or Azumeth: viz. from Weft to South, from South to

Eaſt, &c. fo then our angle of wall and Sun being taken in

the morning,theSun muft needs be on the East-fide of the Me

ridian line, and being found i 18 deg. 4 min. from the North,

that is 28 deg. 4 min. beyond the Eaft, now if I fet back 46,

that is take 28.deg. 4 min. out of 4othere reſts i 1 deg 56 min.

from the Eaft toward the North;and there

was the Sun when firft it ſhone on the wall

thence draw your wall-line through the

centre, and always the diſtance between" E

the Eaſt or Weft.line and the wall-line is

the declination defired I i deg. 56 min. as

afore in Chap. 14. Now becauſe the Sun : N

fhines on it at noon: therefore it is a South diall, and becaufe

the Sun fhines on it longer in the fore-noon then in the after

noon,therefore it is a South declining Eaſt-ward 1 1 deg.56m.

But if having the day of the moneth e April 5, you take it in

the morning and the Suns altitude 32deg, and the angle ofthe

wall and Sun 4o deg. as afore, and you have Gunthers Qua

drant drawn on your Quadrant for your own latitude, and

that you have your line of the Suns declination drawn on the

ruler as well as on the left-fide of the Quadrant. And thus

you defire to know all things by it without any calculation;

Firſt lay your ruler on the day efthe moneth, fee what degree

of declination is cut by that 12 of clock hour which is proper

to the time, whether it be fummer or winter, carrie that de

gree
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gree to the Ecliptique and you have the Sunsplace. Alfo carrie

it or take the fame degree in the declinations on the left fide,

it gives the time ofSun-rifing in the foi e-noon-hours and the

fetting in the after-noon. Lay the ruler on the deg, ofthe Suns

altitude in the limb reckond from the left-hand, and your

deg of declination gives the hour of the day:carrie it to the

right-fide and reckon the altitude from thence, and the fame

deg of declination gives the Azumeth either for fummer or

winter; but not from the North, but from the South. Then

may you caft up your declination of the wall, having yourA

zumeth as you did before, or elfe finde it by help of a fcale of

chords drawn toward the top of the Quadrant on the right

hand with a circle of the Suns Radius divided with two croſs

Diameters, and marked with East, South, Weſt, North, and

thereby with your compaffes take your diſtances from your

fcale and fet rhem out upon your circle. Further if you bring

your deg. of declination upon your ruler to the Horizon, you

have the Suns Amplitude in the Horizon alſo lay your rule on

the place of the Sun in the Ecliptique it gives its right afcenti

on. If you bring your deg of declination to the Horizon,the

edgeofthe rule fhewes in the limb the Aſcentionall difference;

which known, turn this Aſcentionall difference into time, al

lowing an hour for each 15 deg. and 4 min. of an hour for

each deg, it fhews how long the Sun rifeth before fix of the

clock în fummer, and after fixin winter. If you bring the de

gree of the Suns declination in fummer to any of the winter

hours,and for morning hours ofthe one take the afternoon

hours ofthe other, it gives in the limb the deprestion ofthe

Sun below the Horizon. Bring the ruler to 18 deg of the

limb, and fee where in fummer the deg of declination cuts

the winter after-noon hours, and that hour is the break of the

day: but in the fore-noon hours for day-light fhutting in and

the contrary; lay your ruler on the day of the moneth, make

a mark upon the rule, where it cuts the fixth hour in Faels

Quadrant, then lay your ruler on the Suns altitude in the limb

and your mark,which give you the planetary hour. But it was

K 2. IlQt
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not my purpoſe to fhew all that may be wrought by the Pan

doron fo I may have work enough for a good while;but onely

to thew the ufé ofit in meaſuring ofland,taking ofaltitudes,&

conveying of water. They that defire more of the making &

uſe ofítin theſe things,let them fee Gunthers book it felfor for

the uſe of it let them fee a little book thereof by it felf fold by

Mr. Moxon at the figne of the Atlas in Corn-hil,together with

printed papers of the faid Quadrant for London-latitude one

iy. But ifany defire the making of it for other latitudes, let

them peruſe my Fale redivivas or Sun-ſhine of ſhadows,where

in they ſhall finde Gunthers firſt chapter touching the making

ofthis Quad ant explained, with Tables to makeit for all la

titudes throughout all England, and alfo Tables for all Hori

zontall dials, and for all erećt South and North, Eaſt and

Weſt, and all decliners from one deg to 9o for each whole

deg, as alſo for all Polars, and all theſe for nine feverall lati

: from 5o to 56, as alſo divers others curious dials Qua

drants and Nočturnals. -

CHA P. XX I V..

ofconveying water.

I Find great difference among our beft Authours concern

ing the odds or difference between the true and water-le

vell. Mr Hopton in his 24" chapter of his Topographical-glaſs

faith, that after the ordinarie manner to bringit in pipes, the

#: must be lower by 4 # inches for each mile, then at the

pring-head: fo that l ſuppoſe his meaningis, ifit be 1o miles

it muſt be each mile alike, viz., ten times 4 and # that is 45 in:

ches, or three feet nine inches; but neither demonſtratesit nor

gives any reafon for it. Again Mº Diggs in his Pantemetria

(lib. I. chap. 3.) faith that in ten miles diſtance, the water-level.

is below the true nine paces, four footeleven inches: which if

every mile give a like we have five foot in a mile. And becauſe

there is fuch a vaft difference, I will lay down both Diggs his

tule to finde it, and his example, as he calculated it in his own -

words:

}
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words: his rule is thus. Firſt it behoveth you to get the di

ftance of the fountain from the place whither youwill con

vey the water, which diſtance you ſhall multiply by it felf,

adding the off come to the fquare ofthe earths femidimetient,

and from the fumm extract the fquare-root, and out of which

root ſubtraćt the earths femi-diameter,the remain is the diffe

Admit the distance BE
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To. miles. The femi-diameter of the earth E B 5oI I Itali

an miles. But how the femi-diameter can be 5o1 i Italian

miles, I cannot imagine: for if the femi-diameter be 5o1 1, the

whole diameter muft be Ico22, which multiplied by 22 gives

22c484: that divided by 7 gives 31498 the circumference,

which divided by 36o deg gives 87 # Italian miles to a de

ree.

8 Now becauſe an Italian mile is 1ooo pafes, and an En

gliſh mile 1o56,fay, As Io56, 1 oɔo:87 #.82. So that by this

account there ſhould be 82 Engliſh miles to a degree, which

was never heard of our common accountis but 6o. our mo.

dern Artists hold 66, the moſt that ever was reckoned ofis

leſs then 69, but this is 13 more.

But ſuppoſe the femi-diameter to be, as he faith, șo11:
K 3 file
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the diſtance Io miles, each mile tooopafes, each pafe five

foot, the fquare of Ioooo pafes, that is i o miles, the diſtance

is 1oooooooo, and the femi-diameter in pafes is 5o1 1ooo,

the fquare thereofis 25, 1 1o1, 2Ioo, oooo, add both theſe

fquares together, they make - 25 I 1 o221 ocoooo
- , • , º 8 -

hence extract the fquare-root,it is 5ot 1oo9 r.:::::::I o o 2 2 o I 9

If hence you fubtract the femi-diameter in pafes 5o1 I coo,
8 o 1 v |

there rests 9 r.: or Io pafes ferè, that is 5o foot,

whereas Hopton hath Iolines 4#, thatis45 inches, or 3 foot

9 inches; fo 4o miles diſtance requires 48 : poles. Now whe

... ther we reckon the femi-diameter 5oI I Italian miles, or 3436

Engliſh miles, 69 miles to a degree, or 378o Englig miles,

66 to a degree, that decides not the controverfie, whether of

thefe either Hopton or Diggs is right, or either of them both,

or neither ofthem both. *.

Firſt for Hopton I cannotthink him to be true; for that he

fheweth no reafon, nor demonſtration of it: and although 4.

# inchesmay ferve the firſt mile, yet I cannot think every mile

is alike, for this water-level muft of neceffitie be ſuppoſed to

be a right line drawn or running from the top of the earths

, ... hemiſphear,there makingan acute angle with the tangent,and

running between the faid tangent and the earths Periméter,

fuch as the tangent-line B G in the laft diagram. Now there

may be infinite fuch lines ſuppoſed between the faid tangent

and the earths circumference, and is there not as good reafon

for all, as for any, for one as for another; there muft be a

terminus ad quem given, as well as a terminus à quo. .

Befides all this, all theſelines will be in the aire above the

earth; but the water muft not run above the earth (that is

Gods decree) but in the earths Perimeter.

Therefore this difference of levels must needs be a line fal

ling from the tangent-line, that runneth from the top of the

earth to any diſtance defired,which (according to Digº) is the

exceſs of anHypotenufal above the Radius, or earths femi-dia

meter, running from the centre of the earth to any diftance of

* . miles,

----
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miles, poles, pafes, or feet defired; or it is the natural fecant

of the arch which it cutteth in meeting with any diſtance of

the faid tangent affigned. <

In the former diagram, let A BC D repreſent the upper he

miſphear of the earth, B the centre, EB or E D, orany ofthe

pricked parallels falling on E D, conceive them all to be femi

diameters of the earth, B the top of the earth, B G the tan

gent line, B N a line in the aire between the tangent and the .

circumference of the earth : now for that it is impofiible to

make his example to appear to the eye out of the faid dia

gram, both by reafon the faid fecant falls fo nearthe femi-dia

meter E B ; and that there is no apparent difference between

the faid tangent and the earths Perimeter, let us ſuppoſe the

femi-diameter of the earth both E B and B G, to be either of

them Ioo miles, and let the diftance BF be 4o miles, then the

fecantor Hypotenufe is EF, which for that it is longer by FO.

then E B, therefore FO, is the difference of the levels found,as

is before declared. * - - - - - |

And although Digs neither doth fet down the reafon of his

findingit after this manner; yet it is eaſily perceived of every

one that hath any underſtanding in triangles: for it is but the

finding out of the Hypotenuſe of a reċtangle right-line tri

angle, having the two leggsgiven, and it may alſo be wrought

by the Logarithmes; but with little lefs labour. - - -

Some think alſo that the line F P is the difference of the

levels : but fince the difference in 1oo miles is almoſt infenſi

ble between thoſe two, we will onely demonſtrate it to you,

and then let every manufe his own diſcretion.

, , - - - - , - -
|-

– –
|-

- \ - -

Let
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-

La D D

Let us fuppofe in this diagram A B F D the upper hemi

ſphear of the earth, whoſe femi-diameter EB is 378o Engliſe

miles, 66 to a degree, to which is equal both BG, and FM,

and E D : for E D is equal to E B, Element. 1. Defin. 15. and

BG and E D. Element. 1 Prop. 36. therefore it is equal to

E B, Axiome. 1. Element. I. and FM is equal to E B, Elem.

1. Def. 15. and BG, and ED Elem. 1: Prop. 36. therefore

equaľto E B, Axiom. I. Elem. I, and M Eis equal to FB,

Elem. 1: Prop. 36. And becauſe in the other example we could

not diftinguiſh one thing from another, becaufe of the near

nefs of things one to another; therefore we will take the di

Rance BF, which fuppoſe 15oo miles, which (to fave labour)

we will keep ftillin miles.

Firſt therefore,to find EO,E F, and O F, firſt E O is := to

E B, Elem. 1. Def. 15.

for E F fquare É B, 3780. it is 142884oo.

alfofquare BF, 15oo, it makes 229oooo.

thefe added make 165384oo.

whoſe fquare root E F is Engliſh miles 4o66 #.

Whence take E B, equal to EO. Elem. 1. Def. 15. 378o.

reſteth OF, Engliſh miles 286 #3

Then
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Then to finde BEF.

As378o Comp. Ar. . a ' , 64225o

is to Radius : : -

fois 15oo ; ; ' 3 176c9.

to tangent 21 d. som of B E F, 959859.

whoſe arch is B O, whoſe natural tangent B F is 39694 parts,

and that is equal to LP. Elem. 1: Prop. 36, which is fine of .

23 d. 24 m. i, for as . . 3780 3, 577492.

, ; to Rad. So I 5oo 13,176091.

to S. 29 d. 24. m. – 9,598599.

whoſe complementis 66 degr. 36 m. and the fine thereofMP

91775, and the verfed finethereof F P is equal to L B 8225

parts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ** - * -

And to reduce them into miles,fay, Iooooo. 9225 : : 378o.

3 i 1. FP. whencetake o F 286 $, the difference is 24 # miles

. difference in 15oo. ' ';

- But how can we do fo? fince M. Fref (then Manciple of

ɛmmanuel Colledge in cambridge, fince Sword-bearer to the

Lord Maior,and fince that a Secretary to the Councel ofState,

a’man beyond all exception for integrity of life, an excellent

Mathematician, one that brought the water from the Spittle

houſe to Emmanuel, and thence to Chrifts Colledge,) told

me, that hecame upon a time (by mere accident) in the Fenns

to a flace where an oldriver had rundown fome four miles,

and was brought four miles back again in a new cut, and whens

they met, the water in the old was but four inches above the

water in the new. -Now the queſtion is this, Doth not this

confirm, orrather out-vie Hoptons tenent of four inches and

an halfto a mile, feeing here is but four inches in eight miles,

which is half an inch for a mile : Truly I think not , for

wherefoever you conceive your felf to be, there is the true top

of the earth; if there you are withall neither above norbe

low the true circumference of the earth, fuch as I conceive the

Penns for the moſt part to be, having formerly been made le

vel, as being part of the fea, I fee not but that the water may

vỡ. - L • run

\

}
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run both ways as well as in the fea, if not allfour ways,as well

as the four rivers in the garden of Eden..And by this meansif

the meeting place was not fome bowing ofthe earth of four

inches thick, why might not they have met of equal height. »

Every one (1 ſuppofe) will confeſs with me, that I being at

B, the water will run to C, and to o; and if you turn Cupper

moft, willit not run from C to B as well ? are no places up

permoft but B, becauſe I am not there: certainly I am fome

wonderfull vertuous fellow: well, I will get thither, and then

it will run thither. If any diflike this anſwer, let him give us a

better.
- 2

C H A P. XXV. : -

of Inframents for conveying ºf water, and their «fe. A :

I: your diftance be not above an too poles or thereabouts,

you may hang your Pandoron or Quadrant on the pin of

the neck, and then fet up aftaff, or rather let one hold it up

right, with his face toward you at the head of the water, mo

vinga ſheet of paper up or down, as you, ftanding 8 or 1o

Pole off in the water-way, ſhall direćt him by the figne of

your hand, till you having there fet up your Inſtrument, and

plumb'd it truly level, you fee either through the fights , or

eyer ſide of the Quadrant, the nether edge of the paper,har

ving firſt ſcrewed the ruler faſt, and placed the thin edge

thereof preciſely upon the upper Horizontal line of the instru

ment : now take not your stations above i o pole at the moſt

stom your fandings, both in regard of therefraćtions of the

sir which will deceive your fight , as alſo for that though your

Inſtruments be never fo true, yet if you fail either in your

Plumbingit, or in laying your ruler but one tenth part of an

inch falſe, (which is eafily done) you will fail fo many tenths

ºs are Tables lengths between your Table & your ftaff, which

if yºur Table be 18inches Radius, and your station ten pole,

"i" comerº eleven inches in that diſtańce, enough to marr

your whole work. . . . . . . .

Now:
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- Now he having placed his paper, let him bring it ftaff and

all to you without ftirring it, and then you having a two-foot

rule,and a ſtick in your hand about four foot and an halflong,

meaſure firſt the height of your fights above the ground, alfo

from the borton of his ſtaff to the nether edge of the paper:

if both be alike, then thoſe two places are level; if not, then

fee which is moft, and how many inches there are odds : if his

be more then yours, then yourground is rifen more then his,fo

many inches as the difference is; but if you are more then he, ,

then you are lower, and then the waterwill run, or elfe not.

Forit will never run higher naturally upward, unleſs your for

mer falls do countervail your rife.

Having thus found the difference, you muft in a note-book

make two Tables, one for the rifings, and another for the falls

at each ſtation, with their titles of rifing and falling over

them, and the number of inches at each ſtation, and the num

ber of the ftations on the left hand : and you may do well alſo

to meaſure the diſtance with a chain, and fet down on the

right fide the distance from the ſpring-head, and at each fa

tion to obſerve fome mark. And having all done, you muft

caſt up the Tables each by it felf, the inches of the falls by

themfelves, and the aſcents by themfelves: then ſubtraết the

leffer total from the greater, if the deſcents be most, it will

run, fo that there beno ſtationin the way that is higher then

the ſpring-head : which if you fufpe&t, caftup both yourTa

bles ohely fo far, and you may eaſily know. Yet if it ſhould,

- that will not cut you off altogether : for though you cannot

helpyour felf by digging deep; yetit is hard, if you cannot by

going about. -

Having thus meaſured and found the difference, you may for

triall-fake exchange places,and let him ſtand where you food,

and do you ftand at the fountain. If there you finde the de

fcent to be the fame as you did before, allis right: and that

you will hardly do, unleſs your Inſtrument be both very large,

and very exact.

But nowyou muſt know, that there is a difference between
- - L 2 yQu
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our being between the ſpring head and him, and his being

tweenit and you : for now, ifhebemoſt, he is loweſt, for

always he that is meſtis loweſt. , , , , , - :

Now if you will, you may either your felfgo on forward,

and let your affiftamtftand; or rather your felfftand there still,

if you remove not to prove, as I faid; and fo you may take two

diſtances at one station ; eſpecially, ifyou have two affiftants; .

and all you three are in one direct line: foif you keep your

work in a ſtreight line, if two affiſtants ftand in the water

way, if you ftand in the middle in a right-line, if you fee to

one of them, you fee to the other without ftirring the Inſtru

ment any ways. - - -

Again, fo far as you go in a direct line, if you have once

fet two marks level, you may eaſily by them fet up a third and

fourth as far as it goeth in aftreight line, and when it turns

then uſe your Inſtrument as afore. . . . . :: f: - ; :

e Alfo it fo falls out that water is to be brought out of fome

pond or level water: if you bore holes in two boards like

trenchers, and ſharpen ſticks of equal height with white pa

pers on them, if the boards lying in the water, two affiſtants

hold the ſticks that yoù may fet up a third in aftreight line

with them, with a mark uponit agreeing level with the other

marks; if they are too high removethem fower, but both a

like, or your own higher, & contrá: onely take juft notice

how high the two are above the water, and then go on with a

fourth and fifth fo longas you go ina ſtreight line, and then

uſe the Inſtrument as afore. : » : : : : ; ; ;

Alfoit may happen that you defire to bring water from fome

fpringor head, but you have neither level, norlevel water, nor

streight water-way, but you ſuppoſe it will run, and the wa

is not long, and you would willingly try; zorg::::: |, , ; ***

Firſt then begin at the head, and make a little trench of

three, or four pôle long towards the way that it will run

freight, whether this be ſtreight or crooked it matters not;

then let run fo much water as mayonely fill this trench : if you

finde it dry, or ſhallower of water at the head, then at the

- * - . . . other
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other end, it fhews the ground to he falling; then do thelike

with three orfour poles more, ftill making the water to fol

low you, tillyou begone three or four pole in your ſtreight |

linesthen having fili'dit that the watermayſtand level at both

ends, fick up two sticks, one at one end, the other at the o

ther, of equal length about four foot above the water, then

go on to or 12 pole in the fameline, where fetup a mark, fo ,

that yon standing behinde it, and looking to the middle mark,

either all the tops or all the bottoms,according to which you

meaſured yourequal heights, may agree, then if that ffick be

longer beneath the mark then the other two, it fhews defcent:

if any rifing placesbe in the midft, you may eaſily finde their

rife by fetting up a ſtick, and meafuringit as beforė. . .

But for long diſtances, although I have fully ſhewn the ufe

For find- - -

ing how ·

highyou

ofit already in the Pandoron, yet becauſe of the ſhortnefs of myfat

the lines, there is aslittle reafon for to ufe that in doubtfullyºur fock

cafes, as for one to ſhoot at wild-geeſe a furlong off with a

piſtol, or to take on obſervation with a Quadrant of 3 inches

Radius. I will therefore here give the making of a moſt ex

eellent Inſtrument, foon made, and cheap enough. Firſt, let

- 3: MND I i ... l. A B be a piece of deal, orfome

: :light and foft wood, about two

inches fquare, or inch and half,

and feven or eight foot long: in

the upper-fide thereof let there

* rº -

: il iſ with a round plane, like the

: : : : : , chanel for a bed-cord, about an

| ::: - inch wide, and of like depth:

C pieces of an inch broad a

piece, and a foot long, and half aņinchthick a piece, to make

brackets to be lapp’d one over the other at D, and likewife the

beam with fcrew-pins made of pieces of old keys, to ſcrew

onely into the wood, without any forills at all, and likewife an

other piece D Gof fix foot long, a quarter of ":::::::
- - - -

- ; 3 · · **** ** ** aħ|-
/

|

</

in a houfe,

fee the laſt

page of

thus Book

ng': be a groove or chanel: made

likewife let ED and FD betwo
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and an inch broad, with a jage-ſtroke down fomething

toward one fide of it, that you make the ſcrew-holes befide

it: this muſt be ſcrewed together with the two brackets, within

an inch of the end, all three with one pin. Alfo you muft

fcrew it to the beam at C, that the jage-stroke may be exać.

ly perpendicular to the beam: this hole muft be bored cloſe

to the bottom of the groove, and in the bottom of the

beam you may gewon a piece of fome eighteen inches long,

in the middle, of two inches broad and an inch thick, to

thicken it; becauſe juft in the middle you muft make an hele

fo big and fo deep, that it may fit to go on the top of the

three-foot ſtaff, or foot of the Pandoron, when both it and

the neckare took off; yet you muft take heed you bore it not

quiteto the groove, and let it go on as ſtiff as you can pofli

bly. Alſo at either end glew on a piece of an inchthick, eight

inches long, and of the breadth of the beam, or nayl them

on to the beam, and cut the bafes true and fquare: then get

two thin fights made after the manner of this figure, eight

inches long, and nayl them on to the ends at A B, fo

that the fight-hole of the one may look over the flat

of the other, and when you will uſe it put it on the

ſtaff, and put on a plummet and thread of thelength

of the jage-ſtroke; then fet it up and move it by the

feet till the plummet hangs right with the jage-ſtroke, LT

then fill the groove with water ; ifit betruly plumb’d Tị

and that fet perpendicular to the beam, then may you fill de

groove fo full of water, that it will rifefo high above the

wood at both ends, that yoű may thruft a needle through .

it cloſe to the beam, and yet the water will be above the

needle. . | -

-

, ! » }

- : |- cHAP. XXVI. . ,

- : offlowing ºf groundt. * - - - - - - - -

-M: intentis not hereto deſcribe themannerofmaking

engines, fluces, Cochleas, mills, &c. to mount the wa

|- €. - - tET
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ter withall, as being too great a charge for a fmall piece of

ground ofnine orten acres: for it often falls out, that ifa

piece ofground be ten acres, yet all of it will not be over

flowed; fo that, ifyou beſtow any great coſt, we mayfay

---materiamfuperabit opust yet this I have feenin one of theſe

dry years in a meadow near Hartford, that one man, havinga

piece of ground encompaffed with the river, flowingit made

five pound of an acre of his firſt crop, where his neighbour

made fearce twenty fhillings an acre ofthe ground adjoyning;

although naturally in other years before as good. Yet this is

not comparable to land-flouds; for theſe, partaking of a flimy

and muddy fubſtance being brought into meadows or paftures

in the ſpring, either by drains, dams, turning of town-dit

ches, fewers, high-ways, freets, filths, do both moiften and

fat them; wheras the river water fats nothing fo much : as

Virgil hath ít, - :

--- huc fummis liquuntur rupibus amnes,

Declivémque trahunt limum. --

And in another place, -

Et cùm exºftus ager morientibus estuat herbis,

Ecze, fupercilio clivofi tramitis undam

Elicit, illa cadens raucum per levia murmur

i Saxa ciet, fratebrísque carentią temperat arva. -

And doth not all the world know how the river Aſilus fats.

with his ſlime the whole land óf Egyptà : -, n

| But nowhaving by drains and dams brought your water to:

the higheſt part of the ground that you would flow, you ſhall

cut a little trench, as level as you canghueſsby the eye, which

in your ground let not be above nine inches broad, and feaven

br eight inches deep;fo going not above a pole at once, laying

your turves;on the lower fide of thetrench and cloſe by it

with the grafs downward; that, ifyou think good, you may

put them in again, or carrie them away: and now let info

much water, as will fill up that treach. If you have the water

ran over at the laft end a little, it is the better; that fo, ftop

ping your trench with a turf, your water may run over:
- ) Place.
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place. But if you are rifenfo, that the waterwill not follow

you; then you ſhould have a ſpade for the nonce with a long

crooked handle crooking up like a fire-ſhovel, that there

with you maydeepen your trench, and take out the moulds;

and then go a little lower the next time, ſtill making the was

ter to follow you as: go to the further-fide of the ground:

then according as t

trench, one or more, in the middle, or at ends four or five

pole downward, and at every four or five pole make trenches

thefame way you did at the firſt, till you have done: fo that

you ſhall need no water-level for this work, unleſs perhaps

you need it to try whetherit will come to the ground or no:

ifyou áre to bringit over fome ditch or brook, where the

wateris lower then yourwater-way; then muft.you either

makea bridgoverit, ór elfe ſhoot fourboards, and nayl them

together, and make a trough, which may lie both underthe

ditch, and through the mounds ofthe ditch. -

C H A P. xxv II. . . . . .

ofdrayning ºfground:. -
-

-

-

-

, ’ - .

He drayning of grounds is often found to be as advan

Ji tageous and profitable, notonely in arable, but alfo in

low meadows, and woods, and bogsupon hills, as the flow

ing ofthem: if not far moré, by reafon moregrounds, for the

móſt part, will be drained, then flowed; bothin leſs time and

with leß charg. . . . . . . . . " ::

The Inſtruments for thiswork may be a plow, fpades, fco

pets, ſhovels, and bills, and forks. . . . . . . . ;

infome Pariſhes they have:town plow, that withold

eight or nineyoke of oxen, and à couple ofhorfes afore for

bòys to ride on to guide them, and three or four horfes -

with drivers on them, others to hold the plow (one one

while, another another while) booted up to the middle, o

e ground falls you may make a croß-

,^

thers following with bills, forks, ſpades, ſcopets, ſhovels; that,

if anygraß, örturf ground fall in afterthe plow, ſome may
cut-? ſi “i
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cut it to pieces with their bills, and others throw it out with

their forks; but in plowed grounds with ſpades, ſcopets and

ſhovels: thus yearly, about s All-Saints, do they ferve their

peaſe-ſtubble, barley-stubble, and low meadows, eſpecially

commons. But this plow muft have a piece of wood either

fcrewed or cotered to the right-fide ofthe beam fomewhat to

ward the fore-end ofit, tömake another coulter-hole; that

in fward-ground you may put in another coulter, that may

cut both fides of the furrow: and let the ground-wrift be five

or fix inches broad, and the broad-wrift be longer, and ſtand

out broader then the ground-wrift by an handfull, to throw

both earth, and turf a good way off But, if you are in clay

ground you may make a broader point then on ftones or gra

vel;but howfoever let therebe a whole pan and a finne-ſhäre:

* Thus ifyou will make any new drain, ditch for quick-fet

- ting, brook, or river: firft fet up your markat each nine or ten

pole on both fides for the riders to guide on the horfes, then

plow once all over that breadth, and throw out the moulds,

then fet your horfes fingle, and with any other lighter plow

plow again and throw out, till you are deep enough: thus

may you do more in an hour then in three days otherwife.

Likewife, I have known divers high-ways, where one fur

long: abutted upon them, and another run long-wife by .

the fide of it, where the way hath not been above a pole

broad, that the plow continually carrying out moulds upon it

hath fo rayfed that linfy-fide, that it hath been fo linfy that

not a loaden cart hath gone on it in harveſt or hay time fince

the memory of man, yet the moſt neceſſary harveſt-way, this.

have I mended, and made level with mine own plow and mine

own peoplein two hours, a quarter ofamile together; and

the like have I done to raifea road-way in the middle by.

plowing and throwing up both fides. } - 9 , !

- Alfo I have known one Mr. Field ofAffig iary in Shid-

lington pariſh in Bedfordſhire, who there with his plow made

a larg moat onely by plowing and throwing out the moulds,

and makinga ware for the horfes to goin and out. . . . fie
ſie M T
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The fame man alſo being at an eſpecial friends houſe in

Hartfordſhire, his advice wa: requested about cleanfing of a

brook, which was filled with ftones driven down the hill by

land douds, neither could they digit with ſpades, nor strike

in a mattock; if they did, the water would fly in their faces,

and the cold water overflowed the banks winter and fummer,

- and fpoiled all about: he gets a ſtrong plow with a narrow

pointed ſhare, and plows one hourin the fore-noon, and gets

good store of labourers with forks and ſhovels, and throws

ởut what the plow had raiſed, and then to plow another

hour in the afternoon: and thus made quick ſpeed without.

trouble or let. - * , -

. Another time the fame man ftock’d up a wood; and havi

onely ſtockt up the wood, hemakes a plow, whofe neck:
handle were both one piece: with this plow he plows this

ground, and never digged at all, onely he had two following

him with mattocks, that if the plow was hanged in the middle

of a great root, that the horſe could not break it, then they

cut it in funder. ', , : : , ,

And lafily, one exploit more was by a plow done by

Mr. Taverner of Hextan in Hartfordſhire Eſquire, ord ofthe

Town, who (becauſe their high-way to Luton-market was up

an extream ſteep hill for two or three furlongs ſpace, and of

ten times both in froſt and rain fo exceeding flippery an horfe

could ſcarce ſtand, being all a rot k of hurlock; ) gets a

plow, and the neighbours willingly bear him company :: they

plow about in a fpiral line, and to plowed furrow after furrow,

allone way, turning all the moulds down the hill;and fo when

they had plowed it broad enough once over, then they begin

and plow two or three furrows of the moulds twice over, and

the highest fide deeper: thus doing, till they had made the

higheſt fide loweſt onely by plowing ; fo that they can now

draw five quarters of wheat more eaſily up that hill with

three horfes, then up the other with five - :

' , And thus have we the way to drain fuch grounds, wherein

you may have the help of the plow. It follows now to ſpeak

- of
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of thoſe that muſt be done either chiefly by the ſpade, or one

by the ſpade. Chiefly by the ſpade, called water-furrowing,

that is, when you have newfown any grain whatſoever, then

prefently water-furrowit, either with plow, or ſpade, or both.

But ifit fall out thatin a floud the water goes not away fo

faſt as it comes, though within two or three days after it will

be clean gone; yet you are never the near, it hath done alrea

dy what hurtit cando, your grain is drown'd, and the fault is

in the main drains; yet not in their depth, becauſe they will

be dry within two or three days after, but in their breadth.

Now, if this had been a new drain,you might have made

it with the plow, as was faid befores orif you will deepen this

old one with the plow, it may be you may, but to make it

broader you cannot, if it be either very deep, or very nar- - -

: in the bottom; therefore you muft widen with the ſpade

Onely. . . :::: - , : - . . . . . - |

- And for that where cattel go over fuch drains, they com

monly treadin the earth, and ftop up the water, therefore to

prevent it, get good oaken timber, hew two fides of each

piece, which let it be eleven or twelve inches Diameter, flit

thefe in the middle, let them be two or three foot longer then

thebreadth of the ditch, lay them edge to edge,the fawn fide

upward, nayl ledges on the out-fides, and lay gravel or earth

on the top, and ftopup.with buſhes, or ditchup, or both, the

eld going over. ' :: - - - .

- - For bogs and quagmires. . . . .

Thefe for the moſt part come offpewing ſprings that are in

a vein moſt commonly of gravel, near the fuperficies of the

ground, and drawn ftill more upward by the heat of the Sun,

or elfe in fuch places as formerly have been all water, as the

Fenns fometime have been, and fo growing of weeds at firſt,

they rotting have turned to earth, and the crop thereof every

year turning to earth, in proceſs of time fwells and grows up

to a great height: asis manifeſt by divers rivers formerly navi

gable, now quite grown up. I have feenin Maldon-moor the

- - M 2 TOOTS
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roots of two willow-trees in the bottom of a drain, about a

yard deep in mooriſh ground, within three pole of the firm
ground, where one might fee the stroke of he are that felled -

them to this day : this ground about was excellent good turf,

and on a fudden perfect found, and fo all along for twenty

miles long, and in fome places 30, 4o, 5o, 6o pole wide, it is

good turf-ground: which makes me judge all was a navigable

river in times paftgas alſo the Towns names bordering upon it,

as Temford-Iſlands, Seaford, Fleet-haven, and Fleetwick, Se

condly, one William Quagt of Maldon, who yet is or late

ly was living, plowed up an anchor in a field called Wick

bam-field, adjoyning to the river. Thirdly, there is evident

mention of a very ſtrong Caſtle, at a place called Bedlow, fitu

ate upon a firm rock of hard red ftone hard by this moor-fide,

and now it groweth daily more folid by draining, and I per

fwade my felf willere long come to be firm pafture: yet i do

fully perfwademy felf it will ſcarce befo profitable then to the

owner, as now it is. I remember before cutting of turves was

known, a man might have bought in Weſtoning-moore in Bed

fordſhire an acre of meadow the free ſtate for ten fhillings:

nay it was fo bad, that fcarce any man knew his own, they fo

little regarded it; yet fince they have made fourty pounds of

an acre, and yet have their ground ſtill, which in 3o or 4o

years they make as much more. Now if your bogs befo ten

der, that one cannot go onthem, then at the upper part where

it firſt rifeth make a large & deep ditch, fo deep that it may be

lower and deeperthen the ſprings by a foot or two. This con

vey fo, that no water may ftand in the ditch, fo that the water

of the ſprings may fo be cut off makinga ditch, though not

fo big, round about: and when it hath drained thus a while

that you can go upon it, then dig drains with turffpades

aſcue up the hill, as deep as you can, and fome twenty foot

afunder. And thus (in fhort ſpace ) you may have either

good turf ground, or hop-ground, or Orchard, or pafture at

your pleaſure. - |-

~

CHAP.
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· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

cHAP. xxvi II. .- - -

|

**** - - -

Tºelaastadieb, whether it befull of flaggs, ormad,
* - * * ** * · * *

- , , ;

: : : : : : , and not empty out the water. . .

FF it be full of weeds, get a dragor dung-rake with three

Iteeth, and dragout the weeds: likewife for the mud get a

mud-pan, which is made of the back of an armour, make a

focket, and flit the little end forked, and flatit, and ſpread it

four or fixinches, andrivet it on the plate, then rivet another

round piece, both clofe by the focket and alſo into the bottom

of the plate to ſtrengthen the forks, fetting it coming toward

you as your drag rake doth. Then, if therebe much mud,draw

out fome of it firſt allalong the ditch, and when that is hard,

fo that you can go upon it, then draw out more. Thus may

you go to it when you will, and leave when you will, without

drefling you, or damming the water. And thus one man will

draw out as much in an hour, as threemen will throw out

with fcopets. - - - -- |- -

i sa : C H A P. xxix. . . . . .

of cleanſinga Pond fix orfèven pole broad being grown over.

with a coat of weeds, that it will near bear one, :-’ ,

- - without abating the water. -

Y: full for this purpoſeget aboat anda halingine,

good ſtore of drags, cutting-knives of both forts, fuch .

as they cut mows or hay-ſtacks with, both like fithes, and

ftabs, alſo wheel-barrows, and half-inch boards of fix or

feven foot long apiece. If this coat ofweeds bevery ſoft, you

were beft to nayl two boards together, with ledges like a

door : but if it be any thing hard, let them go fingle. Then

begin with your crones or drags, and cleanfe the out-fides

with them firſt as far as you can reach, and let the barrows

carry it away out ofyour way: then take your boat and ſpret,

and for want of a boat take a Brewers cooler, and let two

folk go into it, and row your felves to the cruft, and laying

M 3 |- your
-
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your boards on it, and you fanding on them, cut with your

fithe pieces as long and broad as the board, then take up that

board as you ftand on the other, andremoveit beyond it,

then take you the crones that ſtand on the bank, and having .

faſtened your haling-line both to the crone and to the

ftale of it, by knitting a knot at the handle-end, let them ơn

the bank draw out thoſe pieces: which that they may do the

more eafily,they may levela place about an handful above the

water, and pull themthither, and then cut them fmailer with

their ſtab:, and then draw them up. , , , : , . . . . .

Now then having thus gone round, and cleared it from the

fides round about, pitch all your crones into one fide of the

core or cruft, and trie if you candraw it to the bank-fide (for

thefe kind ofcores never grow to the bottom,eſpecially if the

water be deep) which ifyou fo draw it, then mayyou ſtand

ing on the bank finiſh all with your crones. Butif you cannot

move it, then with your fithe-knife, and help of your dores

and boards, you may flit it all along, either in the midft, or as

much as you think you can move at once. But now becauſe

vou muft move your boards and dores ::::(which is

harder to do then fide-ways) your beſt way is to have a hook

at the end ofyour haling-line, and make a mortes at one end

or both of each board, and thus put the hook in the mortes

of the hinder door,and raifingit a little at the end with a cou

ple ofchifils, or ſuch like, draw it till it is entered upon the

neather dore, then having a board lie by the fide of it, ftay

your felfon it, till the hinder be drawn along upon the other,

and lie foremoſt, and thus may you divide and draw piece af

ter piece till you have finiſhed, . · · · · · · * * * · ·

- ": - *** - |- C HAP, xxx.

. . . of cleanſing ofwater. - -

SOmetime you are to bringwatertoan houfe,but you have

one but fuch ascomes from noyſome places: now to-puri

fiefuch water, ifyoumakea trench ofafootandan halfdeep

...: } 3 and

4 - -
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and three or four pole long (the longer the better) and fill it

a foot deep with hurlock or clunch cut in pieces, as it were for

the lime-kili, then fill it an handfull higher with pebles, then

fill it up with gravel or earth; it will fo purifie it, that it will

be fit for brewing or the por;or laundrefling,or anythingelſe:

ifyou cannot get hurlock, content your ſelf with pebles. Alfo

it greatly mendeth waterin a pumpe or well, firſt to cleanſe :

out the mud,and then to put in clúnch into it. It will likewife

purifie the water very much,ifyou would lay clunch or hurlock

as high as the water rifeth inyour well, in the fame form that

they uſe to lay their bricks: fo will the water cleanfe it felfby

draining through the body of the clunch. |

: : - : : : : : : : :

, . . . . C H A P. XXXI. . . . . . .

: ofquenching an houſe on fire. ' "

"He Instruments for this purpoſe (nottofpeak ofthe wa

l ter-fquirt, which will throw a whole hogs-head ofwater

to the top of anhouleatience; for that fuch are ſcarce to be

had a fave in föme great Towns or Cities) are pikes, ſpits,

mawkins, pike-ftaves, forks, wet blankets, ladders, buckets,

fcopets, pails, &c. and the materials, water, coal-duft,turf

aſhes, wood-afhes, fand horſe-dung duft, dirt, and in extre

mity even dreft-grain it fe'f.idknow you will think it ſtrange

that i ſhould mentionpikes, and ſpits, duft, fand, and aſhes;

but I fpeak on offen experience, that four men, that krow

how to ufe theſe things, will fooner quench a fire, then Ico,

that go to work with ladders and buckets to ſtrip houſes, and

hooks to pull hem down. It's a mifery to ſpeak it, when thể

rade multitude are once come together every man will have his

own way. Ifit be a dwelling-houſe, fome will bufy themſelves

to carry out brafs, pewter, but their chiefaim is at the mony

cheft;whileſt others wait to take it ofthemand carrie it away:

others perhaps, of more honefty but leſs wit, will be ripping

the houfe, and fo let the fire have the mdre air to burn the

more violentlyựhat, whereas they think thereby toa::
* - * - · Ôules,
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houſes that are near to it, they uſe (for the moſt part) the

onely way to fire them: for the greater the flame is, the

more is the danger, and the farther the ſparks of fire will flie.

And now, if you will vouchfafe the reading which is no great

labour for you, I ſhallendeavour (God willing) to give yoú

fuch directions, whereby you may with leaft lofs, leaft help,

and moſt ſpeedily quench any fire, wherefoeverit begins, or

howfoeverit comes. : : : ; u , t.i., -:it: , : ,

: The firſt ruleis this. If it be in houſe or chimney, do not

by any means open any vent to let it out, eſpecially upwards;

but rather ftop all the holes you finde. If the foot of a brick

or ftone-chimney be on fire, diſcharge a piſtoll twice or thrice

upon it; fo foot and fire and all falls together. If it be a

wooden-chimney,and that all the timber, both ground-fells,

ftuds, mantle tree, beams, and all areon fire at once, then firſt

with your pike-ftaff, fork, or ſpit, rub down all the coal, then

throw on water, and then afhes, and allis done. And thus did

I my felf, all alone, quench a fire at weſtoning in Bedfordſhire,

where coming that way accidentally; andmeeting a woman

coming out of a yard wringing her hands and crying, I asked

her the reafon, but fhegave me no anfwer; (whether it were

for that I was aftranger to her, or whether for grief ſhe could

not ſpeak, I know not:) buțaway ſhe runs as faſt as ſhe could.

I fearing fome fuch matter ran into the yard, but finding the

doorlockt, and hearing withalla fluttering of fire, I took up

an hogs-trough which lay there, and ran againſt the door, and

broke it open, and wentin, where I found a buck of clothes

ſtanding on a tre fole, and a great many turves under it almoft

burnt out; yet the buck had no hurt, but they had fired the

end-groundfels,ſtuds, and all the timber of the chimney. I ha

ving been at the Fullers earth-pits, not far from Oburn, torfur

- vey them, had the foot ofmy plain-Table in my hand, where

with I rubbed down all the coals, and then took the buck

cloth by all the four corners, and threw up the afhes into the

chimney, and finding apail, I ran and fetcht turf.aſhes and

water together, and quenched all quite in a quarter of an

< - - hour.
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hour. All this while not one body came; fo I was going

thence, and as I was going out at the gate, there came near

half afcore, which ſhe brought ont of the field from haying:

with theſe I went back again, fearing left they ſhould do hurt;

fo prefently fome of them get ladders, and to pulling off the

thatch; but I prevailed with them with much ado to let it a

lone,and willed them by all means to keep it into the chimney:

if they found any holes that it could come out at, to ſtop them

up with dirt or cow-dung, and throw dirt or cow-dung on

the thatch if they would, and if they faw any more fire in the

chimney, to cover it with a wet blanket. -

If it be within a dwelling-houſe, on any ground-fels, or

ftuds, it is eaſily quenched, doing as afore. -

If it be between parget and loft-boards, wherefoever it

breaks forth, lay on wet woollen-cloths,hair-cloths,cow-dung,

or horfdung, with water, afhes, or fand.

If it be on the infide of an houfe either thatched or tiled,

between the parget and the roof cover the out-fide with wet

blankets, hair-cloths, &c. that neither the flame get out, hor

air get in. And on the infidebe furethere be no vent in the

parget, but ſtopit with cow-dung, &c.

If it be on the out-fide of a roof, cover it with wet wool

len; or on the top of a mow: and throw no water, but aſhes,
fand, horf dung, &c. - N

Ifit be on the infide of the roof of a thatchthouſe, cover

the out-fide with wet cloths as afore. If there be no parget,

your onely Inſtrument is a ſcovel, or mawkin, or mop often

wetted, and with them fweep down the fire. And thus I and a

boy with a ſcopet,throwingin mault inſtead of afhes, did at

Tame querch a thatcht-houſe adjoyning to another in the

market-place, which was on fire in eight places at once on the

infide, hard by the eavs; yet being new thatch and hard , it

glauncedup to the roof, and broke not out, till it came at the

ridge, where were on the out fide as many people as could

stand on ::::::: with water, that no fooner could a

flake of fire peek out of t

, - - - - - - - - with

heridge, but freight theyflured :
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with a bucket of water : but for all that, fo foon as the fire

had broke out at the eavs,: had been, had not we two

affwagedit, ) thev muſt alſ have fought a new way down, or

elſe have gone through the fire. . . ::: : : :

: If it begin likewiſe upon hemp, or fax, cover it with co

verlets, blankets, hair-cloths, &c. and throw on aſhes. If it

be on the fideofa mow, hang wethair-cloths, or woollen

cloths beforeit, and cover it at the top, that no flame get out,

holding the fore-fide cloths as cloſe to it "as poſibly you can:

Thus have we ſhewed the ways, how to quench fire in any

houſe, where or howfoever it ſhall begin, without pulling

down. Now to prevent fire coming from another houfe, co

ver it with hair-cloths, coverlets &c. and throw on them wa-

ter’d afhes, dirt, dung, &c. Alfb if an houfebe pulled down,

by no meanslet it fiethere, but, beit what it will, timber, or

grain; hay, or fraw; quench it throughly, and get carts and

away with it into the field, and there ſpreadit. ffaw one at

Burton in Bedfordſhire at one Francis woadward’s, who had

his barri burnt down, that it kindled again in the carts before

they gota furlong from home. And i have : my Father

fpeak of it often, that there was a Parſonage barn, with much

corn in it, burnt down at Leighton-Buzzard, where he was

born,and they did not carry it away,but watched it continual

ly; but for eight nights together ftill abont mid-night it broke

ổut again, that they were forced to ring the bëfs, and to carry

all awayat ſaft, when they had wearied them with watching.

ifany ſhall doubt of the efficacie of thefe things, I defire

him to confider oftheſe five things. . .

Firſt, He feeth dayly, that an extinguiſher puts out a can

dle; yea a candle puts out it felf by turning the flame down

: then a blanket on a chimney, oranywhere elſe, much
fņOre. . . . . . . . . . .

: Secondly, Ifany doubt the blanket will burn; it may befo,

ifit have holes in it: but they are eaſily ftopt with throwing

on horſe-dung, ordirt. And for both thefe let him try this

toncluſion: Lethim take a woollen rag, ända burning coal
sa . ' – - either
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either ofwood, fea-coal, or turf, (which ofall other is hard

eft to be extinguiſhed, and therefore we uſe to take a piece

of turf and wetit, and rake it up in the aſhes to keep fire, yet)

let him wrap this coalin his cloth, or layit on the hearth,

:: it cloſe that no air can getin, and your coal quick
lv dieth. - -

y Thirdly, Ask any fouldier, and he will tell you, that the

beſt way to put out his match isto put itinto the mouth of

his piece with the coal down-ward. ::: - - }

Fourthly, You may eaſily fee the effećt of duft, fand, horf

dung, or fuch like, if ever you faw an hearth of char-coal

burnt, and quenched. . .
|

Fifthly, Ifa mow ſhould be covered at the top, and not . |

at the end, you will fay it will burn underneath like an oven: · |

I anſwer, put a wholefedge-ſheaf into an oven at once, let it

be at fullfire; ftop up the oven, and Efently the fire goeth}

Ollt. . . . , - G & .x

|

- - - - * - - - - - - r*

CHAP. xxx
of keeping a fire light all night »ig - |

T Have before, in the laſt chapter, ſhewed you how to put

ont fire: now in this I will fhew you how to keep : fire a

long while light with a little charge. Suppoſe you dwell in

a lone-countrey-houfe, whese eneis fick, and you have but

one,farthing-candle, in the houfe, and borrow you cannot,

and you would fain have it laft burning a whole long-winters

night; then do thus. Cut your candle in two pieces, lightone

of them; and heat a great pin, and thruft it into the great end

of the candle long-wife half the pins length, then fill a pail

with water fo deep that the length of the candle, pinandail,

will not reach the bottom, then holding the candle by the z ,,

light, let it down gently into the water with your fore fin- %% º«

ger and thumb, tillit comes to the flame, there: ve 4 va // –

while till the water be ſtill, and then take away your hand; fo - / / , *

fill, as the candle burns the fiame will raiſe it: andvi: / / /
- . - - N 2 WEIS |
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fwers the whole bufineſs, that the fire will go no otherways,

fave upward to his own element. :

cHAP. xxxIII. i :

oflaying down of ground for pasture. -"

Fall ground the beſt to lay for ſwardis the black-mould,

-
or ſtrong clay. And although the black-mould be excel

lent both for Wheat, Barley, and Beanes; yet in the low le

vel groundit is infinitely more commodious for pafturein fum

mer; that the three years crop ofgrafs without any charge at

all is more worth then your two crops ofgrain with allyour

two years, feed, your dung, and carriage, and five or fix

plowings, harrowings, rowlings, and weedings. But you

will fay, ground is long in graffing and I am but a Tenant,

and have but a fhort time in my leate; when I have made it fit

for another, my Land-lord will turn me out, or make me pay

more rent. This, I confeß, is fomething, and in fome cafes

may ferve for an anſwer: but yet upon this condition thy

Land-lord will renew thy leafe for one and twenty years, (if

hebe wife) and then you are well enough: for whereas you

fay it it long in graffing, that is remedied with one years

charge of arable, for ifthou firſt plow it, and lay it flat, and

with as few furrows as may be, about November, and then

dungit, then plow it again, about the beginning of March,

fill laying it fiat, and fillingupthe furrows; then fow it with

hay-duft, or chaffduft, which every horf-keeper, ifthey are

Îpoken to about Michaelmas before, will (for a trifle) fave

for you on purpoſe. If you harrow in this, you ſhall have a

cropofgraſsat Mid-fummer will be worth 3 o or 4o fhillings

an acre, and ſtill be better and better. But by all means plow

in your dung. I have laid fome in that manner, and fome I

have dung'd above ground three times, yet this will not be

rable to the other; yet but a furrow ofa plow between,

and both laid down 4o years ago. |-
-

· And by no means kay down any ground, that is worn out

**...} / -
|- of

- *
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of heart; for by that means if ever thou get good grafs of it

in 4o years, l’le never betruſted, unleſs thou dungit extraor

dinarily; and yet it will not do. Ratherthis do; if it be inclo

fure, take nothing but the mowing crop for divers years toge

ther, and fo doing that crop will be more worth then two

whole years crops taken as ordinarily. I ſpeak all this of mine

own experience upon my own grounds.

But I have often heard of, and in part feen another fort of

fpeedy graffing,which is this.They fow their ground with feed ,

of claver-grafs, a veryfmall quantitie on an acre, and in fome

places they mow it twice in a year, yet never fow it but once.

Whether they plow it or not, I cannot juftly tell. I thinknot.

Thus I have feen at Maddingley three miles from Cambridge,

theyfave their common fallow fields till Midſummer;and then

have an exceeding crop of claver, and then fallow. But whe

ther they fow for each crop, or whether it be of the nature

of Muftard-feed, that need never be fown but once, though

the ground hath lien ſward 4oyears before, I know not

But you will fay, yours perhaps is common field, if you

fhould layit fward, you ſhould layit for other folks. And

what of that? If you have more benefit that way,then you had

before, never grudge at it,though otherstake a part. 2",Thou

fhalt take part with others of it, as they do with thee.

And in moſt places one acre of fward hath as good right of

common as three, or infome places five acres ofarable hath.

3ly, There is no doubt but others feeing thy good and ſpeedy

ſucceſs will foon fecond thee, and then thou ſhalt have as

good benefit of his, as he hath ofthine. . . -

ob. But if every one ſhould lay fward that would, how .

íhall we do for bread? I anſwer, I do not fay I would have

every one that lift fhould lay down for fward; but this I fay,

I would have all ground turn’d to themoft advantage, firſt of

the Commonwealth, then of the owner: I would not have

fuch ground, as will bear two or three load ofas good hay as

ever beaft eat, turn'd to arable, when the next acre to ir be

ing fown fome years hath ſcarce yeelded the feed again.Where
* . |- 3 - 3 #3N
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an ordinarie acre of pasture is worth 5o fhillings per annum,

and the best arable not above 8 fhillings, for as for an acre of

fward,though it be worth but2o fhillings to the owner, yet to

the Common-wealth it is worth 3o fhillings the after-pạfture,

where it is reckoned ata third part of the rent; with us at

cambridge far more: and that is not loft, it doth not vaniſh

into air;and though the Mafterget it not, the Common-wealth

doth: and how would Luton and Hitching do for hay, wereit

not for Harlington, Pullow:hill, Gravenhurſt. Orhow would

(ambridge do, were it not for the Fenns? Yea, I have known

that hay hath been carried out of Bedfordſhire to London,

thirty five miles. And I am fure, that it is an eafier matter to

drivé fat cattel an hundred miles, then to carry corn fourty by

land. Neither would I have Chiltern-ground turned to pa

fture, becaufe there an acre of arable is more worth then an

acre ofpafture. Yet certainly it plainly appears by this, that

generally there is more want of pafture in England then of

arable; for that we have daily fat cattelbrought out of Ire

land and Scotland, but never any go out; but where grain

comes in once, it goes out ten times. . .

CHAP. xxx I v.

of the choife of a rich ground.

F: generall fat foil, and fuch asis good for all things, or

at leaft moſt things, both grafs and grain, (for indeed no

ground is fit for all things, Non omnis fert omnia tellus ) the

blackground of a good deep ftaple, with a mixture of gra

vel or fand, is not unworthily commended of the Poet, Lib.3.

Georgic. i - , : : .

Pinguis item que fit tellus hoc denique paffa : · * * * .

Distimus; haud unquam manibus jaffata fatifcit, , ,

Sed picis in morem addigitos lenteſcit habendo; . -

Humida majores herbasalit, ip/áque juſto . . . . . . .

Lætior: ah, nimiùm nè fit mihi fertilis illa, : , , ; : a

Neufe prevalidam primis offentet ariſtis, 3 ; ; ; ...it'; ei

- * # 2. - For
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For this we commende.Ailes-bury. -

And fome extollas highly earth that is of a reddiſh colour;

as the ground about Armagh in Ireland, which (fome report)

hath had no manner of manuring fince the memory of man.

I know fome fuch blackground in Pullox-hill: , but

I know no fuch red. Virgil alſo faith, That if you diga deep

hole in the ground, and fill it up again, if you cannot tread in

the earth again, then it is rich arable ground, 2. Georgic.

" " : : · · · · · · · · ----altéquejubebis, f.

In ſolido puteum demitti : omnémque repones - .

Rurſus humum; & pedibus fummas equabis arenas.

Si deerunt; rarum pecoríque, & vitibus almis

e Aptiu, uber erit : fin in ſua poſſe negabunt

Ire loca, eớfcrobibus fuperabit terra repletis . . .

Spiffusager:glebas cunstanter, craſfáque terga

Expetta, & validis terram profeinde juvencis.

Alfo a fweet ſmell after the firſt rain, or a drought, or after

new plowing, is a token of a rich foil. Alſo where thiſtles,

nettles, or other weeds grow rank. Alſo where trees grow

long and upright. Alſo where fruit, eſpecially pears, are more

leaſant in taft then in other places : for if a young pear-tree

ars pleaſant pears in a good ground, and you'remove it into

a bad ground, you will think the fruit not to be of the fame

kinde, yet allgrounds are not alike for all things:

|- : : ---- Non omnis fert omnia tellus. 4

And for the moſtpart, thoſe grounds that are moſt barren

above, are richeft within, as ſtone-pits, fullers-earth, lead,

coal, tin, filverand gold-mines.

. Some grounds are fitter for wood, then either for corn or

grafs. I have feen a ground in Hartfordſhire, that hath been

laid two years, where were grown naturally black and rank

fallows all over the ground in tuffocks, fome fix, fome feven

foot high, fo that the crop of wood was more worth then the

crop of grafs. , : e.

- - -

* *

- - - : : - - , ; · , :

* . :i ; : : : : : ; · C H A P.

f :
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C H A P. xxxv. - **

of inriching lean ground. ,
** - ** -,

I Ean grounds are either inriched with rest, or with dung

Ling. As for pafture, if you neither eat nor mow it two or

three years, or onely mow it once a year ; or if you will eat it,

by no means eat it too low, and you will greatly thereby both

better the ground, and get afpeedier increafe of the crop; for

after it once covers the ground, it grows more in a week, then

in fix weeks before, by reafon it keeps the ground both hot

and moiſt, yet not fo hot aś to be fcorched with the Sun:

therefore be fure to ſpare fuch barren grounds by (andle-maf; .

at the furthet. As for lean arable, though common-field

ground, it is a common thing in divers places,where they have

a great deal of lean land that lies far from any Town, to let

fome thereof lie lea fix or feven years; and the longer it lies,

the more heart it gets.

As for dunging, the benefit of horf dung and cow-dungis

every where known in part, yet not to all alike, fome will not

lay it on their land till it is rotten, but will carry it out of their

yards, and lay it on dung-hills in the field, either at the lands

end, or fome place near to it, though the land be not then

fown: whereby they make a double labour, and loſe a double

benefit of their dung, which they may eaſily finde by this,

that a great part of theftrength of it goes into the ground it

lies upon, as appeareth in this, for if they lay itin ſmall heaps

on the land where it ſhould be ſpread,ifit lieth long unfpread,

let them ſpread it as clean as they can, yet thofe places will

be ranker corn then thereft. A fecond benefit which they lofe

is the: which in dry weather ſhould be the

onely nouriſhment to the corn. If you pleaſe to trytwo acres

oflike land lying together, and carry out twenty loads of

horf dung about Mid-fammer, that is new-made,as uch you

may have at an Inn, and lay that on a heap in the field by it

felftill February or March, and then fetch twenty loads more

ofthe like, laythefe twenty on one of the acres, and the heap

- Qf
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on the other, but let your loads from the Inn be alike, and

then tell me which acre is the beft barley. But though you

finde but little difference in the barley-crop, you ſhall finde a

vaft difference in the peaf-crop. And if you will fow them

three years: there will be no fmall odds; for the

ftiving of the dung will be over in two or three years. And

this alſo will appear, if you take a load of ftraw, and lay it in

fome Orchard, where no cattel come, upon planks, boards, or

ftones, and ſpread it fo that the rain may get into it, and turn

ít three or four timesin a year, and by three years end you will

hardly have a quarter of a load of dung left, and that which

is left will beturned to earth alſo:yet I deny not but that earth

may be better then ordinary.

Alſo ftreet-earth, eſpecially in Market-towns, where goes street

ftorė of finks from ftables, kitchens, dairy-houfes, but eſpecial-earth.

ly cifterns for malting. I have known them that have got up

all the piſs they could getin a Market-town, and carried it to

their land in a tun, and there ftrewed with good fucceſs. But

ifthey, that have fuch convenience for carriage, would but

make triall of the water of the fink of a Cheefprefs, or of

ciftern-water, I doubt not but in ſhort time there would be

little of it loft. -

And we fee now how much foot is fet by, which within Saot.

theſe fifty years men would not fuffer to be thrown upon the

dung-hill, but into the midft of the ſtreet.

And although, by Mofes Law, fome great offenders were salt.

to have their land fown with falt; and likewife in fudges ix.

45. e. Abimelech, when he took Sichem, deſtroyed it, and

fowed it with falt, the reaſon was, that it ſhould never bear

grafs nor grain. Andindeed it is an eafie matter, either with -

foot, falt, pigeon-dung, or pifs, to over-dung and fpoil all.

I have known fome carry out pigeon-dung in facks in May,

and laya fack-full on a heap upon the cornbut they could not

gather it up fo clean, but they kill'd all the corn as far as the

heap lay. -

. I have fown pigeon-dung in an extream hot and dry yearPigeon-

~ () , - upon dung.
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Folding

efland.

upon barley, on an hot and dry land, when at harveft the bar

ley hath ſcarce peeked out of the hofe, yet it hath been the

best in the furlong. Again, I have in a wet year fown pigeon

dung on fand, when my crophath been more worth then the

fee-ſimple, or value of the ground.

Land that is folded a little before, or preſently after the

fowing, doth farbetter then otherwife. But herein many

men wrong themfelves infurfeitingtheirſheep in Summer-time,

when their fold goes on fingle-lands as on roods or half-acres,

Rags and

H0yn

fhavings.

in laying them fo thick, that they over-heat one another;

thinking that if they have as many hurdles as they had before,

that then they lie as thin as they did before, but this I have -

fpoken of before in the firſt Chapter; where alſo I have fhew

ed the difproportion, and therefore to it I refer you. Yet be

fore I leave this, I muſt add further, that l fee no reafon wh

other countreys may not fold in Winter aswell, or rather,then

Qxfordſhire, or Buckinghamſhire: nay, far rather, either upon

fward or arable, eſpecially Hartfordſhire, or CMiddleſex, if

they will do as they do, that is, winde their hurdles on two

fides, with broom, and remove their hay-rack and cratches

with their folds. Hartfordſhire hath far drier laire, their fheep

more hardy and found, and never rotting, more hedges to

fhelter them, and dung infinitely dearer. And if they broom

their hurdles to keep them warm, then why not to keep them

warm by keeping them together? I never knew ſheep take

hurt by lying warmin Winter. If you will not fold your ara

ble, yet fold your fward; if not your ſward remote from the

hedges, yet at left your hedg-rows. It is the office of a land

meter, to give the quantity or menſuration ; but the office of

a Surveyour, to acquint you with all means ofmelioration.

Now we are come to rags and horn-fhavings. It is almoft

incredible the odds of an acre of the best barley in Hitching

pariſh fifty years ago, and twenty years ago, and all by buying

rags and horn-ſhavings at London, carryingup malt,and bring

ing them down all the year long. Asfortheir rags, they carry

them to the land, and lay them on heaps like dung-heaps, but

- s IlOt:
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not fo big; then chop them in pieces on a ſtickwith a hand

bill, and then plow them in, and theſe and horn-fhavings en

dure a long-while, and have fo mended their foil thereby, that

whereas about fifty years ago, an acre of their barley was

not above three pounds ten, or four pounds the beſt; now

about twenty years ago, I was requeſted to meaſure two acres

of barleyin a field called Kings field in Hitching-pariſh that

the very crop of them was fold for nine pounds an acre by

the Statute-pole.

Malt-duft alfo is little inferiourto Pigeon-dung. Alfo lime, Malt

five or fix quarters to an acre. Aſhes of all forts. Chalk for duft,
all red grounds, both arable and fwärd. Scowring of old Lime,

ditches, good for all white grounds and clay. Alfo marl of

ponds, where finks of yards run into them; but in a ſpring or

running water, though the mud look never foblack, there is

no heart init, except holpen by land-flouds, becauſe there is

no falt in it; for falt is the ſtrength of all dung: therefore let

it alone, unleſs to lay on a white ground, for mixing of earths;

for if you layan hungry gravel on an hungry clunch, có con

trà, they fertilize each other.

Alfo any fward plowed up, and thrown on the land, or laid

on heapstill it be rotten : or making a dung-hill, and laying

fratum fuper stratum, a laying offtreet-earth,and a laying of

thefe turves,layingupon laying, till they be rotten, makes an

excellent compoſt for many years.

The burning of hawm upon the ground, commonly called

Devonſhiring (becauſe much uſed in Devonſhire) is not un

worthily a little extolled of the Poet : Georgic. lib. 1.

Sæpe etiam feriles incendere profuit agros, |

Atque levem stipulam crepitantibus urere flammis:

Sive indè occultas vires, & pabula terre

Pinguia concipiunt: five illis omne per ignem

Excoqnitur vitium, atque exfudat inutilis humor:

Jeu plures calor ille vias, & cæca relaxat |

Spiramenta, novas veniat quàfuccu in herbau:

Seu durat magàs, cº venas"::: hiantes;

2

X
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Nè tenues pluvie, rapidíve potentia Solis

Acrior, aut Boreæ penetrabile frigus adurat.

To this give me leave to add a little of mine own experi

ence. About the year 16o;, was fuch a froft, without ſnow,

that it killed all our wheat : one M. How of North-Myms

had but two bufhels growing of thirty acres fown. I fowed

moſt part of mine again with barley in March, onely I had one

head-land that looked moſt gloriouſly, covered green all

over, as thick as grafs in a meadow. I thought this might do

well enough, Ilet it alone till mid-May, then I began to mis

"truft by the blade, that all were but wild-oats. I digged up a

turf as broad as my hand, wherein I found two wheat-corns,

but zoo wild-oats,grown to that height all of one depth per:

fectly upright, as thick as they could stand one by another,

juſt as letters are fetin a frame to print a book. How they

ſhould comethere at all, the Lord knows, much more in that

manner. Well then, 1 faw there was no hope of a crop of

wheat, and thought it too late to fow barley, neither had I

any left, fave a little tary-head-corn,that I took & fteep’dit a

day and a night in water of an horf-dunghill. I fowed all that

head-land ; but one quarter of it, which had been troden

, with horfes turning upon it in wet weather after it was fown.

This barley,when harveſt came, was the firſt I had ripe, clean

without tares, or any other foil,as thickas it could ftand, and

every way the beft that ever 1 had growing : but the wheat

not worth the reaping; wherefore I let it ftand tillharveſt was

home, but had I mowed it green, it had been the beft horf.

meat of all other, as afterward I found in wild-oats and

beans. When harveft was home, on a fair day, the winde fit

ting right, 1 fet fire on it: but he that had feen that fire, and

heard the noife, and had not read Virgil before, would have

faid certainly Virgil was at that fire before he made his book,

and that there he learnt it, or elfe he could never have found

out fuch an Epithete, as ---6 reputantibus urere flammi: for -

whether it was by reafon of the wild-oats, in every horf.

footing made by turning on in wet weather, er otherwife,

there
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there was fuch a noife as if twenty muskets had gone off at

once, infomuch that an herd ofcattel being a quarter ofa mile

off, feeing the fire, and hearing the noiſe, as if they had been

out of their wits, or rather ftark mad, fet up alſo fuch a

running, roaring, bellowing, and howling, that it made me to

run as faſt as they, to hear ſuch an hideous noife, and the fire

fo violent, the weather being dry, and the whole crop being

ftill there which was very great,andthe winde full in one end,

and whiſtling, infomuch that all the ground for two or three

and twenty pole long, and a pole and half broad, was all on

fire at once: this paſt my skill to quench, neither would all the

blankets in the Town have ferved the turn, if I had had them

there. But that this was foon out, I think neither the Sicilian

«Ætna, that throweth ftones fixty miles nor Heela in Ife

land, nor Veſuvius in Campania, that fends his afhes more

then two hundred miles off;(or ifyou will believe Caffiodorus,

in the time of Titus and Veſpaſan, they few into Afia, Syria,

and Egypt : and laftly, breaking out again in the year. 1632,

Crepitus miliaria centum auditus: & did you not hearthis cre

pitu, żcertainly it was becaufe either you were deaf,or not near

enough) could preſent a greater terrour. But notwithftanding

all this,my wild-oats were not yetkilled;and then I was vexed

with my felf,that I had not mowed them green for horf-meat:

for outof every horffooting, contrary to my hopes, i could

takeupłwhole yeapfonds,that were never the worfe for the fire,

fave onely their ſmell.Then I filled my hand-kerchiefand both

· my pockets with them, to carry home to my hoggs, hens, pi

geons, but not a corn any of them would touch. All this was

ftill worfe and worfe. About All Saints-day following,there

came a froft and a little ſnow, upon that there was fo many

fleſh-crows, that you would have thought that there had been

proclamations fet up in all woods, groves, fields, and yards

through the wholeland to fummon them thither, or whether

that was their beacon when I burnt it, or no, I know not.

Thefe for a fortnight together fo covered the ground, that

you could not chooſe but fay, it was far blacker then ink : :
O 3 |- this
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this was of a double die, one of black crows, and another of

black aſhes. The froſtbreaking, thoſe that they had noteateu

they trod into the ground with their feet, fo that by the later

end of the moneth, no meadow could be thicker of green

graß, then that was of green oat: „I plowed them in, and by

ċanie-maf it was green again; Iplowed it again thenit lay

filithe latér end of April, and wasgreenagain; then I ſteep

edmy feed as I did the year before, and fowed it with barley,

and Řada very good crop, and fokilled the wild, oats.

zaming The burning of queach alſo, infome ground, is exceeding

:::h, profitable. And notonely the ſteeping feed in dung hill water

é: helpeth greatly, but alſo in lime and water, by reafon that

which gives it heart les cloſe, to the roºt so: alſo waíh

feed-wfeat andrie in lime and water in the feed-leap in the

field, and then fow it, and fo no crows nor pigeons will ever

touch it.

CHAP. XXXVI.

of planting Willows.

N stead of beetle and ſtake, orcrow of iron, make you an

augrelike a pump-augę, makeit after this manner: Make

aplatelike a peel of a footorfourte: inches fquare, well
steeled, and turn it as an angre is turned; let it have a focket

like a peel, but four-ſquare, into which put a ſtake of good

tough aſh two foot long, and four-ſquare, as the focket is,

witfabar or hoop of iron about it at the top, tokeepitfrom

cleaving : let it be two inches ſquare at the leaft upward, in

which fear to the top bore an hole, ºr elle make a mortes

to putin a croſs piece to turn it by, and to takeit out by, then

ent::italittle with your ſpade, as you do a carpenterswimble

with a gouch, and then bore you: holes; which in ſtrong clay

isane:ceeding ſpeedy way. Befides that, if the fets be not
very great, you will have room enough to ram the moulds

down to thebottom. -

CH A P.
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C HA P. XXXV I H.

ofreducing wood-land to fatute-meaſure, and ſtatute

/ to wood-land.
-

I Have feverall times meafured ground by ſtatute, which

ſhould have been done by the eighteen-foot pole; but ne

ver the contrary. One amongſt the reft was a clofe in Hexton

in Hartfordſhire, where three Copy-holders had each ofthem

apart expreſſed in their feverall copies, how much by meaſure,

but not by what meaſure: thereupon it was taken for granted,

that it muft be statute-meaſure. One of the three had held all

in his occupation divers years together, and lyingin ftitches, &

no banks between had plowed one amongſt another. A and B

would have theirs again. A muft havefo much on the Eaſt

fide, B fo much on the middle, and C the reft; for C would

neither fhew his copie, mor yet make known how much he

fhould have. So I laidout each man his fhare accordingly,

and took a plot of he whole. Stillit runs in Bhis minde, that

his part was not fo good as it had been formerly, mifrufting

that I had done him wrong in laying it forth; fo that he ac

quainted the Lord of the Mannour with it, who demanded

of him by what meaſure he had meaſured it: he anfwered by

the ftatute-pole; Then,quoth the Lord, there is the errour, the

cuſtome is eighteen foot, and was the meafuretaken in Henry

the eight histime. This being known and reduced, Cfhewed

his copie, and there was not a pole difference in the whole

thing: fo I gave them direction to alterit without going to the

ground. To do this there are feverall ways. Firſta ſtatute

pole is fixteen feet and an half, or 33 half foot long, there

fore 33 half-feet fquare is 1989 fquare half-feet in a statute

pole: .but in an eighteen foot pole, which is 36 half feet

fquare, are 1296: fo then if you multiply your ftatute-poles

by 1089, and divide the produćt by 1296,you have the num

ber ofeighteen-foot poles, which divided by 4o gives you the

roods, and vice vervå. And thus fix acres of ſtatute, which

| 1S.
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is 96o poles, multiply’d by Io89 makes Io4544o, and that

divided by 1296 gives8o6: or; which is five acres fix1296

pole # ofthe 18 foot. |

Likewife five acres of 18 foot is 8oopole, that multiplyd by

| 1296 produceth 1o368oo, which divided by 1c89, quotient
JLA. • s

952 Io89 pole, that is 5 acres, 3 rood, 32 pole. And this is

the beſt way. So that the analogyisthus.

As Ic89. 1296 : : 8co. 18 foot pole to ç56. loš.
12.

id eſt, 5 acres, 3 roods,32 pole 1089. And as 1296. 1089 : :

8co ſtatute, to 672 ;, id ef, 4 acres, 3 roods, 32 poles ặ.

And this is your beft way: and thus mayyou do with all other

oles.
p Another way is, ifupon your fcale you have two ſcales, one

of 1 1 in the inch and another of 12: if you lay down ftatute

meaſure by the ſcale of 12, and then meaſure the fame plot by

the fcale of 11, it gives you the wood-land meaſure, and like

wife on the contrary.
v.

C H A P. XXXVIII.

To finde any fale that a plot is made by, the content -

being known.

S: any ſcale, as Io, and meaſure it by that; now if

by meaſuringit by thefcale of Io, it comesto but 23 acres

82 parts: butitis truely 34 acres, 31 parts; therefore finde

a mean proportional between thefe two; which, becauſe the

work is fomewhat difficult, I will therefore ſhew you the man

ner ofit.

Firſt multiply 32.82. by 34 31. as here it is fet down: fo

you fee it produceth817 L2642. And be- 34- 3 I.

cauſe there are four figures in the Fraćti- 23. 82.

ons of the two Faćtours; therfore there G8. 62.

:

afe
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are alſo fourin the products fo the whole 27. 44. 8. .

number is 817 and 2642, the Fraction, 192. 93.

the fquare-root is 28 159. which is the 686. 2.

mean proportional defired, then fay, As 817T2612

the leffer of the two numbers, viz. 23, 4, (28L58 -

82. is tò your mean proportional 28.59: T -

fois your fuppoſed fcale to 12, the true *:
fcale, as 23,82:28, 59 :: Io. 12. See 5 BAT

the work. . . . . . . . . . . . . –

, 28 L59 · · · · - 3326

IO , 565

2859o (12 28:5

- 2382 5O 142

· 2382 \ :-:##s/ 45664

* 47: $rkĘĆ 4478

But becauſe there is too much difficultie to finde it this

way, and fo little by the line of numbers, and fofoon done,

and is exact enough; therefore by it divide the diſtance be:
tween 23, 82, and 34, 31. into two equall parts, and the z \

compaffes will fall at 28, 59. then becauſe 28, 59. is more |

then 23,82. therefore fet one foot in Io, and turn the other

upward, it will fallat 12, the ſcale defired. . . .

, CHAP. xxxix. - ,

of making an Index or Table, wherebr readily to finde outan"::: that ever you have:::::: quan- y

tity of them an hundred years after, and draw aplot

- of them without going again into the field

I: (in Chap. 2.) the manner ofkeeping your

field-book; by helpofthat, and this, you may readily ob-tein your defire. v i –

All the field-books, that ever you fill with notes, page

P them
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them all;writingat the top of each page the name of the Pa

riſhes, or Pariſh, wherein the land lleth conteined in that

pages and, at every beginning ofa new man, fet down his

name, and likewife at the beginning of every new field, fur

long, or parcellin a furlong, fet down the nime of the clofe,

field, furlong, or parcell. Alſo write on the cover ofyour

firſt book, A, on the fecond, B, on the third, C; &c. Then

referve four and twenty pages at the end of your firſt book,

A; which ſhall not be paged, or elfe make a little book by it

felf: and on the cover thereof write I N D E X, and on

the top of each page, write A, B, C, &c. in Alphabetical or

der. Then under each feverall letter write: firſt the Towns

name beginning with that letter; fecondly, The mans name,

for whom you meaſured; thirdly, The books name, in which

you wrote it, and fourthly, The pages: either all of them, or, .

at leaft, the firſt and laft. And whereas you may think this

way will not befo beneficial to you,as to go meaſure it again;

for that you may do as you fee good: you need not finde it,

unleſs you will. Befides that, you deſerve pay both for fur;

veying, plotting, and notes; as if yoú had meaſured it. And

ifyou will meaſure it again, theſe notes will do you no hurt.
See an example: % s - e

Purton. w Norton, lib. Ở pag. 31, 32, 33, 34.

Panchurch. Rob. Audley, lib. B. pag. 64, ad 76.

Putford. Tho. Dennie. lib. K., pag 97, adfinem.
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Refer this following to pag 85. line 13.

But if you would bring water to your houfe from a con

duit, where you defire to place a cock as high as you can, and

that without Inftruments: Firft, begin at the conduit, and

diga trench near a foot deep there ; but as you go farther off,

let ít be ſtill ſhallower for five or fixpole in length,more or leſs,

according to the fall of the ground; fo that the water may but

juſt follow you, and when it begins to run over, there ſtay it,

and begin a new depth as afore : but be fure the fall of it be

down-right like a ſtair, and fo go on till you come where you

would be: then add the fall at the conduit, and all your ſtairs

together; and fo high may you fet your cock above-the level

of your trench. - -

P 1 N 1 s.
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ZEE have, in the book it felf, ſpoken of meaſuring

3/$ fuch things, as are meaſured by obſerving Inſtru

A ments, as the Pandoron, plain-Table, Quadrant,

A Quadrat, Theodelete, Circumferentor, &c, viz.

*** ofmeaſuring ofland,taking of Altitudes and Di

ftances, taken by the chain: here we will ſpeak offuch fuper

ficies as are done by a two-foot-rule, as board, glaſs, pave

ment, wainſcot; and of folid, as ftone and timber: forbear-

ing thoſe things, that feldome, or never, come in queſtion; as

globes, regular bodies, and the like. Firſt, Becauſe land

meaſure and thoſe feldome meet together in one man, Se-

condly, Neither would I have the book to be of two big a

price; and Thirdly, Becauſe my little time I have, hath need

to be ſpent to the beſt advantage for the common good.

C HA P. I. ,

ofmaking the Rule.

DIrft, I would have the Rule, (whether it be of box, or of -

brafs, whether joynted in the middle, or ftreight ott) to

be juſt two-foot-longby fome ſtandard ofbrafs, kept by the

Clerk of the Market and not, as I have feen fome; that have

been half an inch too long. Let it be an inch and an half

broad at the leaft, and a third part of an inch thick with a

fquare ſtroke ſtruck round about it juſt in the middle of the

length thereof. Let one edge be befild off which ferves that if

you have occafion to draw lines with a pen, if you turn that

fide downward, you need not fear blotting : if your rule

chance to be blackt withinke, if you rubb it well with forrel,

that will fetch it out. Through the midst of this befill ſtrike a

Gage-ſtroke: an another along the midft of the other :::::
ivide

-,
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divide the rest of this fide, befide the befill, into eightequalſ

parts with feaven Gage-ftrokes. In the 4 next columnes fave

one to the befill, you may place all the under-meaſure ofthis

Table of board-meaſure following, which will not fall in a

fcale upon the rule, viz. all inches, halves, and quarters from

one inch to fix, or if you will to ten inches, in ſmall ſpaces

the inches of the breadth ofthe board, in the column next fave

one to the befill; the feet required to a foot foreward at the

breadth in the next: the odd inches in the third: and the Cen

te/mes in the fourth. And adjoyning to this Table toward

the middle of the Rule, in the firſt of thoſe four columnes fet

one inch divided into ten equall parts, and each of thofe into.

halves, and each ofthofe halves into five, or ſuppofe them fo

divided: fois it divided into co parts or Cente/mes: from

which inch you ſhall take off all your cente/mes with yeur

compaffes, that are to be fet in any ofyour fcales. , f

- - • For making the fcale of board-meaſure. . . .

· Before you can make this fcale, you mufthave one column,

on the otherfide the Rule next the befill, parted into three

fmall parts with Gage-ſtrokes, and divided in the middle of

the length of the rule into two equall parts or feet; whereof

divide one of them into ten equall parts, and each of them

into ten more, and each ofthem fuppoſe at leaft to be divided

into ten other; fo ſhall that foo: be dvided into Icoo. and

this Ganther calleth foot meaſure: which-muft be reckoned

both wayes, firſt from the beginning ofthe rule to the middle,

thus, 1, 2, 3, &c. and backward again, and thus, 1 1, r2,13,

&c. and becauſe the other foot makes ten ofthefe inches, and

theſe ten make twelve ofthem, therefore divide the other foot

into twelve equal parts or inches, and each inch into eight

parts, and number it from the-end toward the middle with ·

1, 2, 3, 4, &c. but from the middle to the end with 13, 14,

15, &c. and this he calleth inch-meaſure. By help of this inch

line and the inch aforefaid, and by help of your Tables for

board and timber-meaſure, are made your fcales for board

and timber-meaſure. And this Table of board-meaſure
- - - P 3. 1S,
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is thus made : Firſt, for all whole inches divide 144 by the

inches of the breadth, and you have the inches forward to a

foot. If anything remain after diviſion, it is the Numerator

ofa common Fraćtion, whoſe Đenominator is the Divifor; to

which remain annex two ciphers on the right hand, and di

vide again by the fame Divifor,and you have the Centeſme de

fired. Example.

Let a board be feven inches broad, I defire to know how

many inches forward makes a foot. Divide 144 by feven, it

gives twenty inches; or one foot eight inches#. Now to bring

#into cente/mes, annex two ciphers to the remain four, it

makes 4oo: which divide again by ſeven, it gives, ##. But for

half-inches reduce the breadth into an improper Fraction, as

6# is *#; then multiply 144 by the Denominator 2, it gives

288 : fo that you muft always divide 288 by the Numerator,

or number of half-inches of the breadth of the board, which

is 13; fo have you 22, or one foot, ten inches, 15 cente/mes.

But if your breadth be anodd quarter, or three quarters :

Firſt, reduce it into quarters, and divide 576 by it: fo 6# is 27

quarters, therefore divide 576 by 27, it gives 21 inches; or

one foot, nine inches, „# , or 33 cente/mes. The Table fol

loweth. / -

v

A Table (hewing how many feet, inches, and centeſmes of

inches forwardare required to make a foot of board mea

fare at all breadths, both whole inches, half-inches, quar

: and three-quarters, from one inch in breadth to 36

4%CH6’f.

|
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Rºar. Ifeet.inch.cent. Ruart fet inch cent. Rg inch cent. quar. inch.cent.

bºrdi I I I > I I I

I ; ; o o 8 or 6 o 15 9 6o ( 22 | 6 55

I | 9 7 2o I|I - 5 46| 1 9 44 || I || 6 47

2 8 o o 2 ( 4 94|| 2 9 29 || 2 || 6 4 o

3 6 :::: 3|1 4 46 3 9 14 | 3 | 6 | 33

2 o 6 o o 9 o 1 4 o 16 9 b | 23 | 6 26

1 | 5 4- : I ] [ 3 56 I 8 87 || 1 | 6 | 9

- 2 : 4 9 6O 2|1 3 16| 2 8 73 || 2 || 6 | 3

3 4 4 36 3| 2 77|| 3 8 57 | -3 | 6 - 3

a o 4 o o Io o 1 2 4o| 17 8 41 | 24 | 6 o

1 | 3 8 3 1| . || 2 5 || I 8 32 || I || 5 | 94

2 | 3 5 15| | 21 i 76 2 8 2 2 || 2 | 3 88

3 | 3 2 4o|_3|| I 35|| 3 | 8 | 2 || 3 || 5 -82

4 O || 3 | O O I I O I I 988 O [25 | 5 76

1 | 2 - 9 88| 1||1 o 8o. 1 7 , 81 || 1 || 5 | 7o

2|2 8 g 21 o 5 || 2 Z 2: || 2 || 5 65
- 3 || 2 6 3 1 31 o 25' 3 7 68 3 | 5 59

5 O || 2 4 8o, 12 o I o 35 Z 58 |26 | 5 54

I || 2 3 4 I 1ļo 1 1 76|| I || 7 48 || I || 5 48

2! 2: 2 18 2ļo 1 1 52| 2 | 7 - 39 || 2 || 5 | 43

3|? * 4| 39 : 1 29_3 Z_°9 | 3 5 38

- Qu. Inch Cent | | | | | . ||

6 o || 2 - o o 13 o 1 1 8 || 2o 7 2o 27 | 5 | 33

1 || 1 1 1 4 , 1| 1 o 87 || 1 7 : 1 1 || 1 || 5 28

2 | 1 ro 15| | 2| io . 67 || 2 7 | 2 || 2 || 5 24

3 || I 9 33 3| 1o 46 | 3 6 94 || 3 || 5 | 19

7 o 1 8 57| 14 | 1o 29 | 21 9 86 |28|| 5 | 14

Il 1 · 7 86 I 1 O 1 1 ] . I 78 || 1 || 5 I

2| 1 7 2 || 2| 9 93 || 2 6 69 || 2| 5 5

3 | 1 6 581 3 9 76 | 3 6 62 | 3 | 5 I
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| 9 || I. #|#|#|#|#|#|#|# –#|

29 | 4 97 || 31 ||4 65 | 33 |4 | 36 | 3 5 4 1 2

I || 4 93 || I || 4 61 | I || 4 | 33 || I || 4 9

2 | 4 89 || 2 || 4 58 || 2 ||4 3o || 2 ||4 6

3 |4 84|| 3 |4 54| |3 |4 27 | 3 |4 3

3o || 4 8o i 32 4 5o| 34 | 4 24 | 36 | 4 o || .

! 1 |: 75|| I | 4 46 || I || 4 2 1 \

| ; : : : : : : : : |
|

3 |4 69 | 3 |4 ól 3 li |

Now to place thisTable upon the rule, divide thé fecond,

third, fourth, and fifth columns next to the befill, at one end

into ſmall fquares that may hold two figures a piece, in which

fet over-moſt theirches of the breadth, in the fecond the feet

required in length, at eachinch, half inch, and quartern. In

the next the odd inches, and in the next the odd centefines :

and this you muſt do to fixinches, you may do it to ten inches

ifyou will. Then at the end of ten inches, fet one inch divi

dedinto ten equal parts, and each of them into halves, and

fuppoſe each half into five, fo will it be fuppoſed to be divi

dedinto anhundred parts, as before. Then from fix inches to

36 you ſhall fet all in the column next the befill, with ſmall

ſtrokes, after this manner : Hirft, I begin with fix inches and

a quarter, to which I finde in the Table there belongeth one

foot, eleven inches, four centelmes, that is eleven inches, four

centeſmes from the middle croſs ftroke of the rule. But be

cauſe my compaffes will not reach fo far, Ionely take 56 cen

teſmes from the former inch, which makes it juſt two foot

from the fame end,which I fet the under meaſure át.

Another example let be 9 #, for which I finde in the Table

one foot, three inches, 56 centeſmes. Firſt, I take with my

compaíſes 56 centestmes from my inch of centefmes, and prick

it down upon a line upon a paper. Alſo with my compaffes I

- - take

*
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#

take three inches in the foot-line of inch-meaſure on the other

fide of the Rule: fet that diftance alío on the paper at the end

of the 56 centeſme in the fame line; then take with your com

paffes the whole length of both, fet one foot in the middle

croſs-line of the Rule, and in the faid fcale,and the otherto

ward the beginning of the Rule, and it gives the length corre

- fpondent to nine inches and #, from the stroke to the end of

the Rule. Thus do with all the reft, marking each whole inch

with its proper number to 24,alfo 3o, and 36.

Anďnow before we proceed to fhew you the making ofthe

Table of timber-meaſure, we will firſt fhew the meaſure of

boards.

- CHAP. II. -

of meaſuring of boards with the Rale.

T: are divers ways of meaſuring of boards: of which

Ji the fundamental way is this; 12 inches in length, and 12

in breadth, that is twelvetimes twelve,ortwelve inches fquare,

which is 144 inches, make a foot of board: therefore multiply

the inches of the length of the board by the inches of the

breadth, and divide the product by 144, you have the content

in feet. If any thing remain, divide it by twelve, it gives the -

oddinches,or twelve parts of a foot: for an inch is the twelfth

part of a foot, let the foot be what it will. Example.

- Let a board be 13 foot five inches long, that is 162 inches

long, and nine and an half broad, theſe multiplied give 1529

and an half which divided by 144, giveten foot, &89 fquare

inches and # remains, which divided by 12 is 7 # ferè inches of

board. Secondly, If you multiply the length in feet, 13 feet

5 inches, by the breadth in inches 9 # : firſt, 9 inches by 13

foot, is 9 foot 9 inches;& halfof 13 is 6#;and 6 fquare inches;

and 9 times 5 inches is 45 fquare inches; and half five inches is

two and an halffquareinches. Firſt then, add all your inches

together, 45,6 and 2 # make 53 and #, which divided by 12,

gives 4 board inches, and 5 # fquare inches, or half a:
- . . . 101C
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inch feré. Now add theſe 4 inches to 9 and 6inches,they make

19 inches,that is,one foot,feven inches,to which add 9 foot,it

<

gives ten foot,feven inches # ferè, juſtas afore: and both thoſe

ways are performed by any common Rule that lath no board

meaſure on it. Hence then is diſcovered this errour, that if a

board be nine inches broad,to take 15 inches forward to make

a foot, that is fo much more then twelve, as nine islefs,where

as our Table faith you muft take 16, is a falfe way: for nine

times 15 is but 135, which wants nine fquare inches of 144,

and is always the fquare number of half the difference of nine

and 15 equally diſtant from 12, whoſe fquareis 9. So like

wife 8 and 16 being multiplied make I 24, which wants 16 of

144: and becauſe they are equidiſtant from 12,and their half

difference is 4, therefore their product is leſs by fixteen, the

fquare number offour, then the fquare of twelve. -

3. A third way of meaſuring board is by this rule, Mea

furéthe breadth of the board, if it be leſs then fixinches,your

Table of under-meaſure will fhew you how much forward

you muft take to a foot forward. If it be broader, and under

36 inches, then the ſtrokes on your fcale give it. - . . . .

4. Some meaſure all the breadths of the boards with a line,

then ſtretch the length on a block,and fo meaſure the breadths

of all the ftock at once, and then meaſure the length of a

board, then multiply the length in feet and parts, by the

breadth in feet and parts: So ſuppofe the breadth of all the

boards is ten foot, nine inches, and the length 154 inches,

inftead of nine inches, I take # # of a foot, and instead of

four inches I take # or # one inch, and the work will be thus,

and it makes 164 feet #, 1 inch and an half. I 5. 4.-, . I,

And this is a very good way in cafe a I O. 2. 4.

block be hewn eight-ſquare, before it be I 5o.

fawn: which if it be fit for boards, it is 2. 2.

pitty it ſhould be hewn any other way; 248.

fo will it be no lofs of timber, the boards 7. 248.

will be all ftreight-edged. If it be fold 3. 24-,

in timber, and meaſured as eight fquare, 164. 24. i 2.

(as
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(as ſhall be ſhewn) there will be no loß either to buyer
or feller. ,

C H A P. I II.

Ofmaking of a Table of timber-meaſure for fhuare timber, to

make the /cale offquare timber-meaſure by:

as alſo the under-meaſure.

F: know that a foot oftimber is twelve inches every way

breadth, length and thickneſs, and therefore conteineth

1728. fquare inches, for 12 times 12 is 144, that is,a foot of

board or a fuperficies, and twelve foot of board make 1728

inches; therefore to proceed to the Table. Firft, For whole

inches: ſquare the fquare of the piece, that is, multiply the

fquare by it felf, and by that product divide 1728. Example.

Suppoſe the piece be 8 inches fquare, the fquare of 8 is 64, by

which divide 1728, it gives 27 inches, or two foot, three in

ches. But ifyou have odd half-inches, then you muft reduce

as before all your inches into half-inches, or an improper

Fraćtion, by whoſe Denominator (which will always be 4)

multiply 1728, it gives 6912, which muft always be divided

by the Numerator of the Fraction. Suppoſe the fquare given

be6 #, that fquared is 42 # which reduced is 169 quarters; by

which 169 divide 6912, it gives 46 inches, or 3 foot4 inches

ninety Cente/mes. Again if the fquare be ofodd quarterns or

# you muft workas before, and then your dividert will be 16

times 1728, that is, 27648. Example. Let your fquare be 6

}, that fquared is 45 & 9 fixteenths: which reduced into ! 6

parts by multiplying 45 by 16 and adding 9, it gives 7, 19 .

fixteenths. Therefore divide 27648 by 729 it gives37 inches,

or 3 foot, I inch, 92 Cente/mer.

Here followeth the Table of timber-meaſure.

- - Q_2 . , - Inch
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76

54
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Inch lfeet.ţinch. Icen. I inch Ifeet.linc. cent. I ĮInc. IInc. I C. I Inc. Inc. (*

ſuari I i IIfuar. I 1 I_II

1 o 144] o o, 8 o 2 3 || 2 | 15

I, 92 || I 92 : 2 I 39 || || I

2 64 o o 2. I I I 9 I 2

3 47| o24 || 3 II o 57|| 3

2 o 36 | o| 9 o 1| 9 33 || 16

1. | 8 533 I 1|| 8 || 19 || 1

2 ;: o48 2|| I || 7 ||I4 || 2

- 3. I 9 c6o 3 | 1 | 6 |25 || 3

3 o 16 o º I O ; ; 28 17

1| 13| 755 I || I || 4 '44 || … I

: : :::| | | 3 |67| 2

3 Io 288|| 3 | 1 || 2 95 || 3

4 9 O O || ||I I I 2:8 18

7 I 167 I | I || I |65 || I

| 12| 7| |33 2|| I || I || 6 || 2

3| 6|| .475 || 3| I | O |5 I || 3

- Inch.|Inc. (: In.

5 o 5 912||12 I 2 O I.9

| | | 249 1] I 15I I |

2 4 912 2. I 1| 6 2

3| 4| 4 3| 1663 3

6. o) 4 ol o||13 || 1 oļ29 2o

; : : 3 823 || || 982 I

2 3 489 || 2| 948 | 2

3 3| 1||92|| 3| 9|I4 | 3

57 O 2 I I|27||14 882 2 I

r| 2| 888 || 1 | 852 I
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In. | In.||G. || In-Har||C:||In 11n. É Jn. In. I (,

29 || 2 | 6 || 3; 1 | 8o || 33 | 1 || 59 || 3 5 | 1 #
1 | 2 | 2 || I || I || 77 || 1 1 | 56 || I || I || 39

2 I 99 || 2 || 1 |75| 2 I | 54 || 2 || I || 37

3 | 123 || 3 |#|7*|| 3 | :|32|| 3 | :|::

3o 1 |92|| 32 | 1 69 | 34 I | 49 36 | 1 | 33 ·

| 1 || 1 |89 || 1 || 1 | 66 || 1 || 1 | 47 V

| 2 | 1 || 36 || 2 || 1 | 64 || 2 || 1 |45 -

3 | 1 | 83 || 3 | 1 61 || 3 I | 43 |

To place this Table on the Rule.

Begin at the other end of the Rule taking thoſe 4 columns

next the thick edge fave one,and divide them into littlefpaces,

as you did for board-meaſure, fetting on them all the under

meaſure to 8 inchesand an half fquare, yet you may do it to .

12 inches ifyou will;fetting the fquareinches of the block in

that column next fave one to the edge: then the feet requi

red to make a foot forward in the next; then the odd inches

in the next to that, and the Cente/mes in the laft of the 4.

Then from 8 and # to 36 you may take off your inches from

your line ofinch-meaſure, and your Cente/mes from your inch

of (enteſmes, as youdid in board-meaſure,and place it back

ward or forward, according as it ſhall be more or leſs then

a foot. |- - - -

-
c H A P. 1111.

of meaſuring folide, as fone, timber, &c. and firſt of

fquare timber.

F: meaſuring all kind of folids the fundamental orgene

rał way is to multiply the inches of the breadth by the

inches of the depth, and that product by the inchesof the

length;and divide the laſt product by 1728. This is fo plain,it

needs no example: and this is the beſt way for ftone of all

other.

Q_3 2. A.
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<

2. A fecond way of meaſuring fquare timber is by this

Ruler. Having the fquare of the piecegiven look on the Rule,

and fee how often you finde the length required at that fquare

between that and the end of the Rule in the length of the

block, fo many foot oftimber is in that block. -

To finde the true /quare of a piece broader one way

then another.

But to finde the true fquare of the piece, multiply the

breadth by the depth, and from the product extraćt the

fquare-root. -

As let the breadth be eight, and the depth 14, theſe multi

plyed make I 12, whoſe fquare root is 1o ##, according to

which ſquare you muft meature the piece. Which diſproveth

a common errour; which is this, To add both fides together,

and to take # thereof for the fquare: for fo 8 and 14. maké

22, the half thereof is I I. And although there feemes but

ſmall difference, viz. leſs then # an inch between their num

bers or roots 1 o ## and II: yet between their fquares there

is no leſs then 9 inches difference, for II times 1 I is 13 I, but

8 times 14 is but I 12.

3. Now therefore becaufe every Carpenter cannot extraćt

the fquare-root, and to them that can do it, it is but a flow

way: and thirdly we never fet any fcales of timber-meaſure

upon Rules,but for inches,halves and quarters: take this for the

beft way of all other, where there is fuch difference of the

fides meaſure it firſt that falſe way, then take out of it always

a fquare piece of # the difference of the fides, quite through

the block; fo in our example 8 and 14,their difference is 6, the

#thereofis 3:therefore take a piece of 3 inches ſquare through

the length of the block, for that 3 fquared gives 9, which is

the difference between the fquare of it and the rectangle of8

times 14. -

C H A P.
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. C H A P. V.

oº : · · e Ofroundtimber.

Ecaufe to every circle there belongeth 3 ſquares, firft

the fquare without the circle, or the fquare of the diame

ter, fecondly, the fquare equal to the circle, not in Peripherie,

but in the area, forifthe area ofa circle of a mile round, and a

mile about in a fquare be compared, we ſhall finde the fquare

to contain juſt 4o acres, whereas the circle of the fame Pe

ripherie containeth 5 o acres,3 roods, 25 poles , ; and thirdly

the fide of the fquare within the circle: therefore we will firſt

fhew the manner ofmaking thefe 4 fcales, and then themea

furing of round timber: yet before we fhew the making of

them our bet way is to take Virgil's advice, and to do as he

doth with his Bees.

Principiofedes apibus fatióque petenda.

So before we ſhew the making of them we will firſt finde

out a feat for each of them, and then the making of them

one after each other. Filft, in the beginning ofthe firſt cha

pter wefhewed that we would have one of the edges on

one fide befild off : and the reft of that fide divided

length wife into eight equal columns with 7 Gage-ftrokes

upon the befill, # the length of the Rule, you may fet a fcale

of2o in the inch dividingeach inch into halves and quarters.

Numbring each half-inch with Io, 2o, 3o, &c. fave that

half-inch next the beginning, which muft not be accounted

for any of the tens: but that muſt be divided into ten equalſ

parts by it felf, to take the odd inches above even ones, that

any round block or circle is about.

– Befides this, you have three other fcales that are for round

meaſure, that fhew the three fquares belonging to the circle:

and any of theſe four being known, all the reſt are known

onely by taking the number thereof upon its proper fcale with

your compaíſes, and apply that diſtance to the fcale proper

to the thing defired:and theſe threefcales for theſe ſquares are
- OIle
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one for the Diameter, or fide of a fquare without the circle,

and that each fide thereof toucheth the circle. Anotheris the

fide of a ſquare within the circle, or of the chords of go degr.

and the otheris a fide of a fquare, whoſe content is equal to

the content of a circle. For Example. Let a block be girded

about with a nealed wyer, and then that wyer laid along upon

the block, being found to be 88 inches, I fet one foot of the

compaffes in 8o of the faid circle fcale, and the other foot in

8 of thoſe I o odd parts next the beginning of the Rule, rec

koned from ten upward, being the contrary way to the other

8o. If then you defire to know the Diameter of the circle, or

fide of the fquare including the circle, you ſhall finde it juft

28 inches, by fetting one foot of the compaíſes in 25 of the

Diameter fcale, and the other will fall in three odd parts,

which added make 28 : for all thefe three laft fcales must be

divided into fives, and numbred with 5, 1 o, 15, &c. and five

odd ones above, at the beginning. Likewife if you apply the

fame wideneſs of the compaffes to the fcale of the fquare .

within the circle, that is, to the fquare, that a bloek being

round will be, being hewed juſt to the four edges: then fet

one foot of the compaffes in one of thoſe great diviſions by

fives, fo that the other may fall amongſt the odd fmall divif

ons, and it gives you 19 : feré. -

And laftly, if you apply the fame widenefs ofthe compaffes

to the fcale for the fquare equal, fetting one foot in the great

diviſions, fo that the other may fallin the five odd fmallones,

it gives 24 and about #. -

And in like manner if any of the other three feales be

given, as if the Diameter 14 be given ; if you take 14 upon

the Diameter, and carry that to the circle; it gives 44; ifto the

fquare equal, it gives about 12#, and fo of thereft.

„“

C H A P.
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C H A P. VI.

Of the proof of theſe fcales by e Arithmetical v

calculation.

F: for the circle-ſcale, that needs no proof, fo that it be

truly divided : for that is the bafis, on which the other are

built;orfcale,by which they are made.

Secondly, For the Diameter Archimedes gives this rule,Mul- -

tiply the Circumference by feven, and the produćt divide by

22, fo have you the Diameter: fo on the contrary. Thus our

circle 88, multiplied by feven, gives 616, which divide by 22,

quoteth juſt 28, as afore.

Thirdiy, For the ſquare within the circle this is the rule. The

fquare without the circle is double in content to the fquare

within. Or thus, The content of the fquare within the circle

is to the content of the circle as 7 to 1 1 : Firft, therefore by

the content of thefquare without, we found the Diameter, or

fide of the fquare to be 28, that fquared or multiplied by it

felf is 784, the content thereof. Therefore the content of the

fquare within is but # 784, that is, 392. whoſe fquare-root is

19 ##, as afore. Secondly, by the content of the circle: fos

which Archimedes faith, half the Diameter multiplied by half

the Circumference gives the content, fo 44, the half of the

Circumference, multiplied by half the Diameter 14, gives 616,

the content of the circle. This therefore multiplied by feven,

::::: 4312, which divided by eleven gives 392, juſt as

3.İOfC. ~ ! - -

Fourthly, For the fquare equal to the circle, having by this

laft rule found the content of the circle to be 616, we need

but extract the fquare-root thereof, whichis 24 #;, which

doth diſcover a moſt monftrous, and a moſt grofs errourin

meaſuring round timber, of which hereafter. |

* / - : • • •

R C H A P.
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Shewing the manas ###if: upon the Rule.
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F::To fet out the Diañēteryou may take the nether part

of the third column of the befil’d fide, to fet it on from

the middle ſquare ſtroke of the Rule. Then Gunther(in his Ufe

of the line of numbers in broad-meaſure, Prop. I 1.) hath this

proportion. Having the Circumference of a circle, to finde

the Diameter : As 3143 to Hooo, fois the Circumference,

fuppoſe it 47 ( 13 to the Diameter 15 : fo that if you take

47 L 13 in your circle-ſcale, and fet in that column from the

middle fquare downward, fo ſhall you fet out 15 in that di

stance, run that diſtance as oft as you can to the bottom of

the Rule,which will be 4 times more, divide each of them into

3 equal parts, and the uppermoft third into 5 equal, and num

ber all the other great parts, fave that with 5, Io, 15, &c. or

if you will you may double 47 L13, that is 94, 26, and take it

from the circle-fcale, fetit there they will be 3o, then half it,

and they will be 15, then third it into fives. -

2. To finde how to proportion the fquare within the circle

by the Diameter. Let the Diameter be the Radius 1 ooo, then

will the chord of 9o degrees, which is the fide of the fquare

included, be the natural fine of half 9o: viz. 45 degrees,

the fine whereof is 7o7, therefore then beeaufe I would divide .

my fcale into even fines, if therefore I take 7 times 5, that

is 35,the proportion will be 7o7. I ooo : : 35. 49 Ł5o. or

49 #: therefore if you take 49 # on the Diameter, and fetit on

the fcale ofchords, and divide it into 7 equal parts, and that

part next the endinto 5 finall parts, numbring all but that with

5, 1 o, , 5, &c. you have your ſcale ofchords or fquare within

the circle. Or (if you think it troubleſome to divide it into 7 e

qual parts) you may take 6 times 5, that is 3o. and fay 707.

iooɔ : : 38, 42 | 43, fo clien you may take 42 | 43 of the

Diameter, and fet on your feale of chords, and then divide

each of them into halves, and cach halfin to 3 parts. h

* - * Other
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Otherwife thus, The content of this circle according to

Archimedes is juſt # the content of the fquare ofthe Diameter.

Suppoſe the Diameter 24, the fquare thereof is $76, the half

whereofis 2o8,the root whereof is 17 ferè, then fay; If 17

in chords require 24 Diameter, what ſhall 4o in chords, or any

other even number of fives? Anfiver, 56 #; therefore take 56

# of the Diameter, and fetit in the ſcale of chords, which

becauſeit gives 8 times 5, firſt divide it into halves, then into

quarters, then into eight, -

3. It may alſo be made by this Rule of his, The area of the

fquare within the circle is to the content of the circle as 11

to 7,fo that the circle begin known, the content is thus found:

# the Diameter multiplied in # the Circumference gives the

content of the circle, which if you multiply by 7, and divide

the product by 33, it gives the content of the fquare within:

whereof take the fquare-root, and you have the fide defired;

therefore 19 | 8.88 :: 2o. 88 | 9, or as M. Ivingate hath

it (in Problem 33. of his Appendiæ to his Rule of Proportion)

225. Iooo : : 2o. 88 L9. So that take 88 | 9 from the Cir

cumference and fet iton this fcale, and divide it into four fives,

and this fcale may be fet on the lower half of the befil'd edge.

4. Having the content of the Circumference, to find the

fide ofthe fquare equal. Take the fquare-root thereof; fo we

found before that the Circumference being 88, the contentis

616; whoſe fquare root is 24 | #$, that is more then 24#.

or more eaſily, becauſe,as Gunther hath it, the Circumference

is to the fide of a fquare equal as 1ooo the Radius to 282,

thereforefay, 282. Iooo :: 29. 7o19. Therefore take 7oL9

of the Circumference, and fet it in the fcale of the fquare

equal, it gives zoofthat fcale; with which diſtance fet out all

the twenties the fide will bear,dividing each 2o into four fives,

and the laſtinto five little ones, and numbring them by five as

afore : and this fcale may be fet in the over part of the third

column nexthefquare edge.

tud : R 2 &rrow"

*
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Errour in round timber to take a quarter ºf the circnmference

for thefquare. -

5. And here I muft acquaint you with that monftrous errour

in meaſuring round timber which I fpake of before, which is .

this, to gird the piece about, and to take the fourth part for

the fquare thereof as ſuppoſe the piecebe8o inches about,

then by this account the fquare ſhould be but 22 inches:

whereas in the laſt fection we found it to be above 24 },

whereby the full fifth part of the timber is loft to the feller;

which notwithſtanding the moſt of them know to be ex

tream falfe, by reafon that when they have hewed it, they

make a great dealmore ofit, then they did before it was hew

ed. But what is their excuſe ? Even this they fay, That

will ſcarce pay for the hewing, and it is but fap and bark.

I anſwer, The goodneſs or badneſs of anything is confidered

in the price ; but neither in the meaſure nor the manner of

meafuring. Í havefeen a fack of fine feed, white wheat, fold

forten fhillings a bufhel, another of grey wheat at feven, fold

the fame dayall to one man: yet he had no more meaſure of

the courſe grey, then of the fine wheat. Secondly, In that

they fay, They had need have that for hewing: I fay, They

never ħew what they rend tolaths, pales, rails, plow timber,

cart-timber, wheel-timber, boles, trenchers,difhes, fpoons,and

infinite other, which they rend, and fell fap and all Thirdly,

When they do hewany timber, they leave it fo wany, that (in

cambridge-ſhire eſpecially) they leave it nearer round then

fquare; and yet allow nothing for the wanes: fo that in all

other things, whetherfold byweight or meaſure, the buyer is

to have the draught, though it be butin an ounce of pepper,

in this he muft want of his meaſure, and that no ſmall matter;

for they feldome hew nigher to fquare in this Countrey, then

that the four wanes are as broad as the four flats, all which

are equal to a fquare piece of the breadth of one of thoſe

wanes; & although thoſe wanes be leſs in fome places thenin

other,yet will they be ofno fervice fo deep as the deepeftwane , .

goes, And what fenfe o̟r equity is there, that in":::
v uld
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fhould defire fo much over-meaſure, and yetin fellingit hew

ed fell fo much ſhort, asin buying ? Hath not he that buyeth

wane-timber, that the wanes run not ſtreight, as much need,

and as much reafon,to have allowance for the wanes, and to

have the knots and bark left on them for hewing, as you to

have the fifth part and more, and yet neverhew a great deal

of it at all? Beſides ; you have a trick, when you buy

round-timber with the barkon it, be it thick or thin, you will

cut a notch round about the piece in the middle of the block,

fometimes deeper then the bark, faying, That is but a boin:

now you buying by meaſure, what right have you to the bark,

which you meaſure not? yet when it is hewed, they that buy

it muft be content with air inſtead of timber. And yet fur

ther, I have known a Wheel-wright, that uſed to buy all his

timber by the foot of fourteen inches every way to the foot,

and to girdle it, and to take the fourth part for the fquare,thus

did he over-reach the fellers, who thought it to be but a .

feventh part more then ordinary, and that he gave a penny or

twopence more in a foot then others gave,they thought them

felves well enough, whereas (poor ſimple fools!) they fold

above two foot for one. -

6. If you buy round timber that is ordinarily taper, little

or much, then you will be fure to gird it in the middle, or

nearer the little end, whereby you gain no ſmall matter.

Laftly, How common a thing is it with Wood-mongers, to

have one Rule to buy by,& another to fell by: one a quarter of

an inch too long another as much too ſhort? And great pity

it is, that confidering there are fo many abuſes in meafuring

land and timber, it is not a whitlooked into, whereas in all

other things fold by weight or meaſure the abuſes are puniſhed

by the (Clerk of the market. / . -

:{:: of this falſe meaſure in round timber;

committed by this way of taking the fourth part for the

fquare, ifit be a perfect Cilinder, and not taper, you may help

your felfby thisTable, taken out ofMr Stirrup’s Plain feale,

or carpenters new Rale, page 6o, which you may draw into a
- R 3 fcale
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fcale, as you do for fquare timber or board-meaſure; all but the

firſt feven inches, which are under-meaſure, and fetthofe 7 in

four columns, between the two Tables of board and timber

under-meaſure. |

Squar. | Feet. | Inch, | Cent. | Squa. | Inc. | Cem, | Squa. ] Inc. | Cem, |
Inch. Inch, - Inth.

I | I I 3 || I || 7 I || || II || 1 I || 22 2: 3 | :
2 | 28 | 3 | 42 I 2 || 9 | 42 22 ! 2 || 8o

3 | 12 | 6 | 85 I 3 | 8 || 3 |: 2 | 5 6

4. 7 | - o | 85 || || 14 || 6 | 92 || || 24 || 2 || 35

5 4 | 6 || 3o 15 | 6 |: :|::
6 3 | I || 71 | | 16 || 5 | 3o 26 || 2 || O

7 2 | 3 | 7o | 17 | 4 || 69 | i 27 || I || -86

8 I 9 | 2: | | : 4 | 19 :::|:|
9 | 4 | 76 | I 9 || 3 | 7 29 || I || 61

Io | I || I || 57 || || 2o || 3 |45 3 O | I |:||

The ufe of this Table is thus.

Girt the piece about, and take the fourth part for the

fquare, asifit were the true fquare, and therewith enter this

Table; and it gives the feet, inches, and Cente/mes required

forward to make a foot forward at that falſe fquare. So 44

inches circle gives 11 inchesfor the fourth part, which in the

Table gives 11 inches,22 Cente/mes, forward to a foot-fquare

of timber. Or elfe having taken the Circumference with a nea

led wier, and there made a twift, and meaſured the number of

inches about, takeoff fo many with your compaffes, and ap

ply that wideneſs to the ſcale of the ſquare-equal, and you

have the fquare you muft meaſure it at. And becauſe as I

faid before, that to hew a log for boards, the beft way is to

hew it eight-fquare, both for faving timber, and to have all the

boards freight-edged; fo neither ſhall the fawyers be paid for

morethen they faw,nor he that buieth the boardslor the block

it felf, want, or have too much: we will now therefore give

you
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you one rule whereby to meaſure all equal-fided timber, fo

that it be not taper, how many fides foever it hath. Firſt,

finde the centre of your piece, and meaſure the femi-diameter

thereof to the middle of one of the equal fides; then add all

the fides together, multiply half thereof by the femi-diameter:

fo have you the content of the bafe, and that multiplied in

the length gives the content of the piece. So in the figure the
8 fides are ten : 2 A

a piece, that is,

8o ; the half

whereof is 4 o;

the femi-diame- B

ter or perpendi

cular A B is I ”,

that multiplyed

by 1 2 makes 48o, which is the content of the bafe , that

is, one inch fawed off of the end ofthe piece. Then ifeither

you multiply 4to by the inches of the length of the piece, ,

and divide the produċt by 1728, you have the content of the

piece. Orelſe you may extract the fquare-root of 44 o which

is 22 ferè, and then meaſure it, as if it were 22 inches ſquare.

And thus may you meaſure all manner of timber, not taper,

by meafuring one inch at the end, as if it were land : then

extraćt the root, and meafure is as if it were fo much fquare.

C H A P. V III.

Of taper-timber, whether Conical or Pyramidal.

Or fuch kinde of timber of either fort, meaſure it as if it

were a whole Cilinder or Prifme, that is, Firft, finde the

area of the bafe, and multiply it by the whole length, thus;

Let a Priſme be four-ſquare, the fide 12, the area of the bafe

is 144, and fuppoſe the length ; oo, theſe multiplied make

144co. But by the Corollary of the 7th Prop. 12. lib. Euclid.

every Pyramis is the third part of a Prifme, having the fame

bafe and altitude : therefore divide 144co by 3, it giveth

- 48oo
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48oo the content of the Pyramis. But ſuppoſe it be an imper

fect Pyramis, that runs not to a point, but hath histop cut off;

you ſhall then continue out the fides to a perfećt Pyramis, by

plottingit in paper, or elfe finde how much it wants by the

Rule of three. Example.

The fide of the bafe being twelve, the length of the piece

fiftie, and the fide there is fix, fo that there is fix loft in fiftie,

but the whole fide of the bafe is but twelve, whence take fix,

fix reſteth. Then fay 6. 5o :: 6. 5o, and 5o and 5o make

an hundred, as before. Now then for this little Pyramid, the

fide or Diameter of the bafe thereof being fix, whofefquare is

36, the third part whereof is twelve, that multiplied by 5o,

gives 6oo, the content of the leffer Pyramid. Subtract this

perfećt Pyramid out of the great perfect Pyramid 48oo, reſts

42oo, the imperfect Pyramis. And the reafon, that holds be

tween the Priſme and Pyramis,holdeth alſo between the Cilin

der and Cone, Prop. Io. 12. Euclid. Every Cone is the third

part of a Cilinder, havirgthe fame bafe and altitude.

|- Of the Cone: -

Let us now ſuppoſe a Cone alfo divided in length into 5o

and 5 o, the greater Diameter at the bafe to be twelve, and fix

in the middle. Firſt, to finde the Circumference to 12, the Di

ameter: 12 multiplied by 22 is 264, that divided by 7 is 37 #,

the Circumference. Then multiply half37# (that is) 18 # by

half the Diameter, (that is) fix, it gives 115 #, the greater

area, which multiplied by 1oo the length, it gives 1 , 5 i 4 # the

Cilinder,the third part whereof is 3838 # the greater Cone,

Now for the leffer, the Diameteris fix, multiply it by 22, it is

132, that divided by feven, is 18# the bafe, which multiply by

the length 5o is 942, the third part thereofis 344 # the

leffer Cone. - - - ,

Now take 314 # out of 3838 #;, reſteth the imperfest

Cone 352o,which is almoſt twelve times as big as the leffer.

Or, if you rather defire 12 and 6, the bafes ofthe Pyramis, to

be the fides of the ſquare within the circle, as there they are,

and then to fee their dimenſions:then firft, if twelve be a fide

of
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:

of a fquare within the circle, fince the content,orfquarethere

of, is but half the content of the ſquare of the Diameter:

therefore double the fquare thereof, and out of the double

extraćt the fquare root, and you have the Diameter : fo 12

fquaredis 144, that doubled is 288; whoſe fquare-root is 17

fere, the Diameter.

Now to finde the Circumference, multiply 17 the Diame

ter by 22, facit 374. that divide by ſeven, it quoteth 53 # the

Circumference: then multiply half the Circumference 26 # by

half the Diameter 8 #, it gives the area of this bafe 227 : ,

which multiplied by Ioo, the length, gives 227o7 # the Ci

linder,which divided by 3 gives the great Cone 75695 #. Like

wife for the leffer fquare within, which is fix, the fquare is 36,

that doubled is 72, the fquare-root whereofis8 #ferè, the

Diameter. Multiply 8 # by 22, it gives 187; which divided

by 7 gives 26 # the Circumference, then multiply half 26;

(thatis)13 #4, by half 8 & an half(that is) 4:, and you have

56 ### or L72 ferè, the content of that area; which multi-

ply by 5o the length gives 2835: the third part thereofis 945,

the leffer Cone. Take this leffer 945 out ofthe greater 7569,

reſteth 6624, the imperfect Cone: So that the imperfect Cone

is more then feven times as big as the little one.

The diſcovery offeverall errours in meaſuring the Pyramid

and (one : andfr# ºfthe Pyramid. -

Some hold that to be true, To add the areaes at both ends

together, and multiply the I half thereofby the length of the

piece, asin our example the area of the greatend is 144, and

the little end nothing therefore half 144 (i.e.) 72 multiplyed

by I co is 72oo, butit ſhould be but 48oo: it is toomuch by

24OO. * -

Afecond errour is to take the area at the third part from

the great end, as in this figure, at Cand C, but there the

fquare or fide is 8, and the fquare numberor area thereof is

64, which multiplied by 1oo is 64oo, too much by 16oo.

A thirderrouristo take the fquare in the midft of the piece,

- S 3S
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as at B and B, where the fide is 6, the

area 36; that multiplied by I co the

length gives 36;o, which is too little,

for take 36oo out of 48oo, the diffe

rence is 12oo, a juft quartern loft ofthe

timber to the feller; fo that it falleth

near the middle between B and C,

where it is 7 inches, for that gives

59oo, yet there it is too much by an

hundred.

Secondly in the Zone.

The common praćtife is to girdit

in the middle, and to take the fourth

part for the fquare. In meaſuring the ci-

linder, there was more then the fift

part loft to the feller: but here that it

is taper alfo, is a more intolerable lofs.

Forif in the fquare Pyramid was lofta

full quartern onely by reafon of taper

ing: what will here be loft where two

fuch errours combine in one to wron

a man? The Circumference in the midſt

of the piece is 26 #, the fourth part

thereof is 6#, which fquared is 45 #

and that multiplied by 1oo makes 4556

}, which taken out of 7569, there is

loft to the feller 3o13, which is almoft

one halfthereof. Yet this goeth fo for

cúrrant in all places, that ħethat con

tradićts it is ſcorned as a fool, and ac

counted as a knave.

|
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C H A P. IX. .

Of the making of four other lines on the flat-fides, whereofthree

are M. Günthers lines, of numbers, fines, and tangents;and

infead of the Meridian line, which is onely uſefullför Navi

gation, whereof Carpenters make little or no ufe, we have

added a fextant of chordr.

Lthough M4. Ivingate (in his book called The Rule of

Proportion,) hath fet down the making of them: yet for

that he hath done them after another manner then here is

fhown, neither will an ordinary Rule bear all thoſe lines, we

will therefore content our felves with Mr. Gunther's, & the

line of chords onely. You ſhall divide thereft of the Rule be

fide the columns offeet & inch-meaſure before ſpoken of, into

four other great columns, and divide each of them into two

equal, and one of them into two alfo; fo the great ſhall be

for figures, the other 2 forftrokes. Thefe two of Mr. Gun

thers you may fet in the three middle columns, and the line

ofchords on the other outfide. . . , , :

Firſt, for making the line of numbers.

I told you before that I would have you ftrike a ſtroke

-round about croſs the Rule, I would alſo have another at

each end of the Rule fo cloſe as poſſibly you can, onely

to fet oņe point of the compaffes on. Then firſt fet

out your great diviſion in each foot; viz. the thouſands,

if your number confift of four. figures, or howfoever they

are to be the left hand figures of any number, as 3 in 3

32. 346. 3654. 37o46, &c. and muft be marked with the 9 ,

digits in either foot, and the firſt laft and middle-moft with

one, fo that you may underſtand as many ciphers with it as

ſhall be requifite, fo that it may fignifie 1. 1o. Ioo. Iooo.

and then if one fignifie 1o the next two will naturally fignifie

2ɔ, but not always. Now to take and fet the number 2 in his

right place, take a Table of Logarithmes of abſolute num

- bers,and look either the Logarithme of 2. 2o. or 2oo. and
- S 2 take
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take the three next figuresto the Characteriſtick, which are

3o1: then with your compaffes take 3o1, viz. three inches,

no tenth part ofan inch, and * ofa tenth part or Cente/mes

ofan irch, and fet one foot in the nether-moft croſs ftroke,

where you fet the firſt one, and turn the other upward in the

fame column, and there fet your 2 likewife with the fame

numbers, fet one foot in the middle croß ſtroke where you

fet the middle one, and turn the other upward toward the up

permoſt one, and there fet your 2 alfo: likewife, do with

3 whoſe Logarithme is 477 (id eft)4 inches, 7 tenths; 7 Cen

te/mes: alſo with 4. And thefefigures for the making of this

line we will call hundreds, the next fubdiviſion tens, and the

leaft (ente/mes. But now becaufe we will ſuppoſe your com

paíſes will not well reach beyond the figure 4, whoſe Loga

rithme is 602, that is above 6 of thoſe inches: therefore firft,

letus fet on the tens fo far on both feet, and then the reft of

each foot afterward. Next fet out each fifth tenth fo far: be

caufe you muft mark them with longer ſtrokes, then each fin- ".

gleten: fo then you muft not account the next of thoſe fifths.

to I as 5. (for then you will account the one for nothing) but

you muft account it for 15. or 15o, and fo take the Loga

rithme thereof,which is 176. Likewife 25,or 25o,is 398,which

you muft take with your compaffes, and fet in their places in

in both feet, and in like fort fhall you do with all your fingle

tens; accounting that next 1 not for I, nor 2, but for I I.

Or instead of takingthem off with your compaffes, ftrike out

all the firſt foot with a fine ſmall ſtriking ſquire of brafs, lay

ingit upon the Log in the line of foot-meaſure, and then fet

out the other footwithyourcompaffesby this.

New for the reft of each foot,look out the Logar. of your

numbers,and take the diſtancebetween it and the middlecrofs

ftroke, and with that wideneſs feț one foot in the upper 1,and

wherethe other falls, there is the place of that number. Ex

ample. I would fet out 7o,the Log, is 845; I take the diſtance

between it and the middle-ſtroke of the Rule, or the Arith

metical complement of it, 154, and fetit both from the:
- ftroke
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ftroke and middle-ſtroke downward, and you fet out feventy.

But your over-foot may bear unites to 2o, and from thence to

4o, divide each tenth into five, and from thence to the end

into two. -

2 Tº make the line of fines.

Firft, you muft know that neither the line of fines, nor tan

gents, enter the Rule till 35 minutes: where you fee the two

next figures to the charaćteríſtick 8, are both ciphers; there

alſo the characteriſtick changeth from 7 to 8 : for your chara

ćteriſtick fhews what foot you are in therefore fince werec

kon the minutes onely by tens, our firſt number or diviſion up

on the Rule will be at 4o minutes of the firſt foot. ſhewn by

the charaćteriſtick 8: for 9 is the laft, and therefore belongs to

the laftfoot; fo that whereas you fee that the Log, of one mi

nute hath 6 the characteriſtick, & 463 the three next figures:

therefore one minute would be above a foot and half before

the entrance on the Rule, and likewife would the firſt minute

of the tangents be. Now the Logar. of4o minutes hath befide

the charaćteriſtick 8 the three firſt figures o66fré: therefore

take off o inch, 6 tenths, and 6 cente/mes, or 5 cente/mes, and ·

7 milleſmes, if you can ghuefs fo near, and fet them from the

nethermoft croſs-stroke at the beginning of the line of fines

forward. And thus do for all under two degrees, be it fine or

tangent : but from thence to fine 5 degr. 45 min. or tangent

5 degr. 43 min. (As fuppoſe the fine of4 degr- whoſe Logar.

befide the characteriſtick is 843;) you ſhall take the diſtance

between 8 inches, 4tenths, 3 cent. and ten inches, and apply

that diſtance from the middle-ſtroke down-ward: and fo of

the reft of the quarter. But for all both fines and tangents

in this firſt foot: you may by their Logarithmes strike them

with a fquare, as you did the line of numbers.

Now for the upper-part fhewed by the charaćteriſtick for

all fines and tangentsto 2o degr, as ſuppoſe the tangent of 2o

degr. the Logarithmes of 2o degr. tangent is 56 ; et it from

the middle-ſtroke forward, but from thence to the fine of9o,

and tangent of 45 degr. as the fine of 4o, whoſe Logar is

- S 3 - 8o8;
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8o8, take the distance between it and the middle-croſs-line,

and apply it in the line of fines from the upper croſs-ſtroke

downward: then number all the whole degrees to ten, with

1, 2, 3, and after that in the fines with 29, 30, 40,&c. to 9o,

and the tangents with 1o, 2o, to 45, and back with 5o, 6o, to

8o degrees.

Laffly, for making the ſextant efchords.

Set a pair of beam-compaíſes, with a beam of willow,đeal,

or fallow, near halfan inch thick, and å broad; make a little

nut of good tough wood, with a mortesin it, that the beam

may flide init to and fro, indifferently ſtiff, and in all places a

like, with a fhort prick, or little piece of an aule-blade in one

end, and another longer in one edge of the beam hard by the

end, fo long from the beam as the other point is. If it goeth

not ftiff enough to ſtand and tran with at any place, make

the mortes a little the deeper one way to put in a wedge, or

elfe help your felf with a fcrew-pin, then go to fome fmooth

loft boards, openingyour compaffesto 23 #inches, and with

that wideneſstran an arch, that maybe two foot long at the

leaft, and with each foot of the compaffes make a prick in the

faid arch, and fetit likewife upon the Rule; then divide that

ſpace in the arch into two equal parts, which will be 3o degr.

a piece, and each of them into three apiece, which will be Io

degr. apiece, and each of them into two, which will be five

apiece, and each of them into five fimple ones. Then take

them off from the floor, and fet them on the Rule, one after

another, and number them with Io, 2o, 3o, 40, 5o, 6o, and

this will be wonderfullbeneficial in Dialling, and alſo in many

other things, as to divide a circle into any number of equal

parts, or to make an angle of any number of degrees, or to

finde the quantity of any angle, and fo by the line of foot

meaſure you may alſo divide aftreight line into as many parts

as you will. - - -

Now as I have ſhewed the ufe of all thelines on the other

fide of the Rule, and alſo of both the out-fidelines on this

fide; fo fos the other three I muſt content my felf to ſhew

you
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you the ufe in general : for if I ſhould deſcend to particulars,

all the paper in Cambridge would be too little to hold them.

Firſt therefore, you fee already, that as by the line of foot

meaſure, and Table of Logarithms thefe lines are made; fo

may you by theſe lines finde the Logarithme ofany abſolute

number, tangent or fine, as if it were by the Table of Lo

garithms.

Secondly, By theſe two lines of numbers and foot-meaſure

may be reſolved all queſtions whatfoever,that common Arith

metick can refolve. And more; for hereby may be refolved

all queſtions of Intereft, Purchafes, Annuities,&c.

Thirdly, By theſe three lines of numbers, fines, and tangents

is refolved the whole doćtrine of Triangles, and whatſoever

may be performed by them,eitherin Meaſuring,Dialling,Geo

graphy, Geometry, Arithmetick, Navigation, Coſmography,
Aſtronomy, &c. - w

But, becauſe (gentle Reader) I would have thee learn now

to go alone ; I will commit thefe to thine own confideration,

knowing that that chicken that will peck up never a corn, but

what the hen puts in the mouth, will never be a fat chicken.

Now if the Rule of three is accounted of all men worthy

for its excellency of the name of the Golden-Rule (which is

but the leaft part of the ufe of oneof the lines of this Ruler)

then juftly may this Ruler be called the Golden-Ruler.

F I N I S.
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Date Particulars Name

JUL 1983 || "

RD LB25

2)

3)

4)

FURBISHING TREATMENT:

Cleaning with Petroleum Ether.

Retanning with Aluminium

Triformate.

Impregnating leather with

Lankrothane 1304.

Application of a surface coating

with Acrylic Polymer SC 6000.






